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THE BOER REPUBLICS. 

I T is a common-place with our statesmen that of all our colonies 
none has given the Mother-Country so much anxiety and 
perplexity as South Africa. It has been called the grave ot 

·great reputations (absit omen), and in all the hundred years that 
have passed since the conquest of Cape Colony, this truth has 
never been so plain as it is to-day. No part of the Empire, except 
India, has presented so complex a tangle of problems, or a history 
·of incidents so varied and so striking. There never was a case 
where statesmanship more sorely needed solid knowledge of un
forgotten events, historic imagination to grasp the memories of 
rival races, the ideals of competing- types of civilisation. The war 
is a war of races, of histories, of ideals of life and manners. 

The first condition of understanding the South African problem 
is to grasp the vast area and the sing~,;lar physical characters of the 
country. From the Cape to the Zambesi, in a straight line, is 
some r,6oo miles. Across the continent, from West to East-from 
the mouth of Orange River to the mouth of the Tugela River-is 
some goo miles. The area over which the Union Jack is to wave 
(when the war is over) is about 83o,ooo square miles, i.e., about 
sixteen times the aref!. of England proper, seven times the area 
·of the United Kingdom. The two Republics, which are hence
forward to be included in the Empire, are about r76,ooo square 
miles-more than three times the area of England and Wales. 

It was not until 1652, during our Commonwea!th, that the 
Dutch settled in CapetO\\·n. Three ships, with about 200 persons, 
after a voyage of roo days, reached the "Cape of Good Hope," 
which Bartholomew Diaz had originally named the "Cape of 
Storms." \Vas it by a political prescience he felt? The records 
.of this first Dutch Colony remain ; the names of the settlers, 
their wives, and their children. It is curious to read in documents 
two centuries old the names we see in every newspaper to-day
Pretorius, De Beers, Kruger, J oubert, De Villiers, Cloete, Both a, 
Boshof, and Steyn. These Dutch settlers all came together, and 
from closely allied families; they were mostly rough farmers and 
peasants, with a few men of birth and breedinrr. But from the 
first they formed a close family, passionately attached to the old 
country, to their ancestral habits, to their religion, to their Bible, 
their only book. They intermarried, they increased rapidly, they 
throve in g-oods, cattle, and children like Job after hi$ trial; they 
-clung to their old Dutch \\·ays and belongings, language and 
blood. They were, and they are, amongst the most intensely 
conservative and self-contained race on earth. They wanted 
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nothing from any one outside, they changed nothing, and lovecl 
nothing outside their African homes, except it were the old race in 
the dear lowlands beneath the Northern dykes. It is this intense
clannishness and dogged fixity of life which has made the Dutch 
Africanders one of the most close-knit races in the world. This. 
iron persistence of type remains, even where there has been some
admixture of German, Scotch, or Hottentot blood. The old Dutch 
stock assimilated all others: formed a uniform single type. The few 
hundred original names are now spread over the whole of South 
Africa up to the Zamhesi. They represent real blood descent, so
that, like the patriarchs of the Pentateuch, each stem may count 
its hundreds or thousands. In the Cape Colony, the Free State, 
Transvaal, Natal, even in the outlying veldt, the Dutch-speaking 
Africanders are all related, both by blood and by marriage, in 
infinite cross ties. The four hundred thousand Boers of to-day, 
under whatever flag, and though 1,200 miles apart in space, are aU 
cousins by blood, real cousins, brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law, 
and something more than cousins, rather real brothers in feelings 
of country, nation, and common life. 

A great stimulus was given to the A'ricander colony by the 
arrival in 1688-9 of a body of Huguei'ct refugees driven out of 
France after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, in the perse
cuting age of Louis XIV. The early French settlers came out in 
four ships ; their names and records are preserved. They were
mostly men of higher breeding and endowments than the first 
Dutch emigrants. There were amongst them some of the best 
blood and noblest spirits of France, skilled craftsmen, and also 
merchants and financiers of high character and great experience. 
They gave the Dutch Africanders a new lift. Never more than 
one-sixth of the whole, in spite of their intellectual jlnd practicaL 
superiority, they were absorbed by the Dutch; the Huguenots 
adopted Dutch language, habits, religion, and in the third or 
fourth generation were completely blended in one Africander race. 
The dogged persistence of the Dutch breed outmatched and 
assimilated the brilliant and fiery spirit of the French Huguenot, 
itself one of the most virile and indomitable in all Europe. As 
Paul Kruger descends in direct descent from the original Dutch, 
Peter J oubert is fifth in descent from the first Huguenot. 

The Dutch colonists had built a strong fort and a moderate 
town round Table Bay, and had loosely occupied about half of 
Cape Colony from Algoa Bay to the Atlantic seaboard. when the
great war arose between England and France after the Revolution. 
The Prince of Orange had been driven out of Holland, and a 
Republican Government established at the Hague. The Capetown 
colony, which had been cruelly misgoverned by the Dutch East 
India Company, was in a state of civil anarchy and wretched 
weakness. Great Britain feared that so valuable a possession 
(which fourteen years before she had attempted to seize) might fall 
into French hands, and a powel'ful fleet of nine ships, with z,QO()l 
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'Soldiers on board, was sent out to protect the colony, nominally 
t"or his Highness the Prince. But the bulk of the Dutch colony 
<lid not want to be " protected," and showed fight. They were 
feebly, perhaps even treacherously, led by their officers, who were 
bitterly hostile to the Revolution. The defence was half-hearted, 
ill-managed, and, after some desultory fighting, the town and fort 
were captured. It was in 1795 that this first conquest of the Cape 
was effected, under the name of "protection," after a Dutch rule 
.of 143 years. 

The next year a strong fleet of nine ships of war and 2,000 
.German troops were sent from Holland to recover the colony ; but 
ships and men were captured by the British by a marvellously skilful 
and lucky combination without firing a gun-perhaps the most 
extraordinarily cheap and rapid triumph achieved by British arms in 
the great war. By the hollow Peace of Amiens in r8o2 the colony 
was reluctantly ceded to the Batavian Republic. It then contained 
.21,000 whites and 26,ooo slaves. But it was one of the last acts 
of Pitt, even in the year of Trafalgar and of Austerlitz, to despatch 
a grand fleet of 63 ships with 6,ooo soldiers to reconquer the Cape 
Colony for Britain. This was effected by General Baird after a 
decisive but not very bloody campaign ; and the second conquest 
of Cape Colony, in r8o6, began the final occupation by Great 
Britain which has now lasted altogether ror years. It was treated 
at first with much consideration and justice. The Dutch civil law, 
language, religion were not disturbed, and some municipal goYern
ment was conceded to the colonists, in the almost entire absence of 
British emigrants. By the Treaty of Vienna the conquest was 
recognised by the public law of Europe. 

But secure in their title, the British rulers now began to tighten 
the reins. The Dutch language was suppressed in courts of justice 
and official acts, though five-sixths of the people understood no 
other tongue. Their municipal rights were abolished ; but what 
was most offensive of all, Hottentots were enrolled as soldiers and 
police, and were employed in enforcing civil process. This was as 
if in Virginia to-day, negroes were to be employed in arresting 
white landowners. An affair of this kind led to a wild country-side 
riot, which was at once suppressed by martial law. Bezuidenhout's 
<ieath followed, and summary execution of five ringleaders in the 
.disturbance, though no soldier or official had been killed. The 
famous gallows of Slagter's Nek, where a Bothma and a Kruger 
were hung amidst the frenzied outcries of their brethren, sank deep 
into the Boer mind. Even now, after 84 years, it is spoken of with 
indignation and hate, and has left bitterness behind it, such as 
animated the clansmen of the Highlands after Culloden, or the 
Irish tenants, after the hanging of those they revere as martyrs of 
their race and country. 

"It would be difficult to find in any part of the world," 
writes the impartial historian of South Africa, himself an old 
Colonial official, "a people with so much cause to be discontented 
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as the old inhabitants of the Cape Colony for many years after 
1827." The most outrageous calumnies about them were published 
by the philanthropic societies in England, and were believed. In 
1828 the Courts of Justice were remodelled, after English fashion, 
the municipal senate was abolished, the Dutch language was . 
officially suppressed and, practically, the Dutch-speaking burghers 
were excluded from juries. The Hottentots were allowed to . 
wander about the Boer farms as an immense horde of gipsies, 
robbing and destroying ; the eastern part of the colony was. 
incessantly harried by black savages flying before the murderous. 
Zulu armies. A series of measures were passed which gave the 
nati,·e slaves practical freedom, and made labour on the outlying 
farms barely manageable. At last, in 1833, the slaves were. 
emancipated throughout the British colonies. A large sum was. 
given in compensation. In Cape Colony there were 39,000 slaves, 
having a value of over £3,oo,ooo. The share of the Cape Colony 
was adjudged at under £x,zoo,ooo. But this sum was not payable 
in the colony ; it had to be proved before Commissioners in 
London. Petty agents bought up these claims at an undervalue, 
so that few slave-owners received more than one-fifth, many 
nothing. Judge Cloete states that his own family lost nine-tenths. 
of their income and property. 

Wide-spread ruin resulted. Two millions' worth of property 
had suddenly disappeared. The slaves and the estates were usually 
mortgaged in one deed ; and, on the extinction of slave property, 
the bonds were called in and the farmers were sold up. Indeed,. 
many farms became unworkable, as the emancipated negroes. 
rdused all labour, and flocked into towns and villages, where the 
British philanthropists largely maintained them. As an historic 
fact, the great body of Dutch outlying settlers found themselves 
suddenly reduced to destitution by the acts of what they regarded 
as an alien and oppressive power, bitterly hostile to them, and 
obstinately blind to all their needs. 

N'o Englishman can haye the faintest word of excuse or tolera
tion for the odious institution of slavery. But the problem of 
Emancipation is a very complicated one. Undoubtedly the way in 
which it \Vas carried out inflicted ruin and destitution on the Dutch 
farming community. And it was done by a foreign government ot 
conquest, to which they attributed a long series of oppressive acts. 
and ruinous misrule. The Boers, whose moral ideas were those 
of the Pentateuch, certainly never entered into, or understood, the 
intense zeal of English abolitionists for the human soul, ofwh~tever .' 
skin. But it is a calumny to charge them with any real destre to 
restore or maintain slavery as an institution. ~hey ~ave never 
done this anywhere in South Africa. And the unparttal Scotch 
historian, who knows more about it than any Jiving man, declares 
that the Boers have not treated tbe blacks at all worse than have 
the British. 

vVe now come to the Great Trek-one of the most extraordinary 
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stories ftn the history of the Empi1·e. Smarting under their griev
ances, and despairing of living under British rule, Dutch farmers 
put their families and moveables into wagons and crossed the 
Orange River to the Northern veldt to seek a new home in the 
wilderness, where they could be free from what they regarded as 
intolerable oppression. Our judicious guide insists that no single 
event-least of all emancipation-brought on this emigration, but 
causes of disaffection which had been accumulating since r8r r for 
25 years. He adopts the language of the wise and brave Peter
Retief, that they were driven forth by the license given to Hottentot 
vagrants, by the ruin caused by the emancipation scheme and its 
mal-adminis<ration, by the incessant invasion of Kaffir savages, 
that they might find in the desert new homes, free from the op
pression of the British Government. 

Some eight or ten thousand souls went forth in the years 
r836-8, in small parties of a few hundred each; for the veldt would 
not suffice for more than a score or two of wagons in one place. 
The Government found it could not stop them, but it claimed 
them as subjects, and had them searched for arms and powder. 
They trekked slowly on, month after month, into the wilderness , 
meeting wild beasts and wandering tribes of blacks, cut to pieces 
by hordes of savages, by famine, by drought, by fever, or again in 
ambushes, or losing their way in the arid veldt. One party 
pushed up some Soo miles to the Northern part of the Transvaal; 
another party were slaughtered and exterminated-men, women, 
and children; one party trekked on till a feeble remnant, stricken with 
fever, at last reached the coast of Delagoa Bay. Tow and then they 
met and vanquished terrible impis of Zulus and Matabeles, under 
Dingaan and Moselekatze. Peter Retief and all his comrades were 
treacherously massacred by Dingaan in Natal. But in spite of 
ferocious Zulus and cunning I3asutos, in spite of famine, and 
disease, and exhau tion, the indomitable Boer Trek went on. 
In one of these parties was a litttle boy of ten, just old enough 
to drag his musket-Paul Kruger, now President of the Transvaal. 
In another party was Pieter J oubert, father of the Boer Commander
in-Chief, himself fourth in descent from the old Huguenot of r68g. 

It might be a new sensation to turn to the story of some of 
these desperate combats of the Boers with the natives fifty and 
sixty years ago. It is a thrilling story how one party of trek
farmers drove back the terrible Moselekatze across the Limpopo, 
how another took a fearful revenge on the treacherous Dingaan at 
the Blood River, a little north-east of Dundee. These Zulu and 
Matabele armies of S,ooo or ro,ooo strong were, at least, as brave 
and as well-disciplined as the warriors whom Lobengula and Cete
wayo, their descendants, led in recent years against us. The Boer 
farmers were but a few hundred in each commando, armed with 
old flintlocks ; they had to beat back these terrible savages by 
sheer point-blank fighting. Their victories are amongst the most 
famous records in African history, and justify their celebration of 
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December 16th as Dingaan's Day, when they cleared Natal of the 
ferocious Zulu chief. 

Having driven the Matabele chief, Moselekatse, north of the 
Limpopo, and having driven the Zulu chief, Dingaan, into 
Zululand, the Boers settled down in the Orange State, in the 
Transvaal, and in Natal, all three lands which had been practically 
cleared of native inhabitants by these two desolating chiefs. In 
Natal, the Boers now founded townships, Petermaritzburg, named 
after two of their leaders, \Veenen and other villages, and started 
an independent Republic of Natalia. But Great Britain does not 
love independent Republics on her frontier, especially if they are 
weak; least of all, if they have access to the sea,coast. The 
Imperial Government never recognised Natalia; and, as it held on 
to the port of Durban, it sent up a force by sea, drove the Dutch 
hack "\vestward, and extinguished the young Dutch Republic of 
Natalia (after six years of life), and in 1845 founded the British 
Colony of Natal. Thereupon, the majority of the Boer farmers 
resumed their long Trek, sullenly recrossed the Drakensberg 
chain, and settled down in thE:' Orange State, and partly passed 
again into the Transvaal. 

The state of things now was somewhat anomalous. Boers, 
numbering in all about Is,ooo, were loosely scattered about in the 
vast area of veldt, 6oo to 700 miles across, between the Orange 
and the Limpopo Rivers. There were about 4,ooo adult males, 
spread over 16o,ooo square miles, in vast detached grazing farms. 
There was no general government. The British Government d!d 
not interfere with them ; gave them no protection ; neither police, 
nor soldiers, nor magistrates. But it obstinately claimed them as 
British subjects, under the antique rule of law that no subject or 
the Crown could put off his allegiance. This claim the Boers, who 
had been wandering- and settling outside the actual British frontier 
for nearly twenty years, as obstinately refused to admit. 

In 1848 Sir Harry Smith, Governor of Cape Colony, somewhat 
impulsively annexed the whole territory between the Orange and 
Vaal Rivers as British territory-by the name of the Orange River 
Sovereignty. This is what we know as the Orange Free State, 
minus the segment of Griqualand West, of which we took forcible 
possession in 1871. This high-handed annexation of a territory 
as big as England and Wales led to an outbreak, which was 
vigorously supported by the Transvaal Boers under Pretorius. 
The British officials were driven out over the Orange River. 
Thereupon Sir H. Stnith, a brilliant Indian soldier, marched up a 
force across the Orange River, defeated the Boers at Boomplatz, 
cast of Belmont, in a sharp fight ; drove Pretorius and his com
mando back over the Vaal ; and put a price of £2,000 on the 
head of the Dutch general, the theory being that he was a rebel 
British subject stilL Sir Harry restored British authority over 
the Orange Sovereignty at Blocmfontein, and returned to Cape
town, believing that all was peacefully settled. 
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It \Vas very far from being settled. Sir H. Smith's successor 
soon found himself engaged in a very difficult and inglorious war 
with Moshesh, the able founder of the Basuto nation on the head
waters of the Orange River, west of the great Drakensberg chain; 
and as Pretorius and his Boers proposed to join Moshesh against 
the British, the Government at last made with Pretorius, in r8sz, the 
famous Sand Rive1· Convention, whereby the British Government 
" guaranteed the emigrant farmers beyon the Vaal the right to 
manage their own affairs and to govern themselves according to 
their own laws." This was the origin of the South African 
Republic and a clear recognition of the Transvaal as an indepen
-dent commonwealth. This seemed so much the easier policy that 
the Government of Lord Aberdeen followed it two years later ; 
and in r854 abandoned the Orange Sovereignty and dedared the 
()range Free State a free and independent peopie. 

Thus the two Boer Republics were at last recognised as free and 
independent eighteen years after the great Trek into the wilderness, 
and forty-six years ago from the present date. For these forty-six 
years the Orange Free State has thriven till now, znd enjoyed 
peace and simple comfort. It is a poor, but happy land of quiet 
graziers, two-thirds of them speaking Dutch, 77,000 whites, and 
IJO,ooo blacks. It is the only State in all Africa, from Mediterranean 
to Cape, wherein the coloured people are not double the number of 
whites. It has no public debt and taxation is low ; it has no 
manufactures and no trade, and but one per cent. of its land is 
under cultivation Mr. Bryce tells us it is "the most idyllic com
munity in South Africa, its capital is one of the best appointed in 
the world." Curiously enough its arms (I mean its armorial coat, 
not its riAes and Long Toms) are the lion and the lamb. What 
then has converted this" idyllic community," wherein for forty-six 
years the lion has lain down with the lamb, into a field ot blood 
and desperate war ?-a war wherein the Free State herdsmen at 
any rate could gain nothing and stood to lose their lives and their 
freedom? Obviously there was but one possible cause--as I said 
at the beginning, it is because the Dutch Africanders, whose fore
fathers made the Great Trek across the Orange, are all cousins of 
·One blood ; are brothers in feelings of nation, race, and common 
life, for which their grandfathers suffered, toiled, and died. 

Let us now turn to the other Boer Republic. The farmers who 
11ad trekked North across the Vaal, or had come back across the 
Drakensberg passes from Natal, or down again from above the 
Limpopo, were always spoken of as the most "rude," ''most 
turbulent" of all the Dutch, just as the founders of New England 
were the "most turbulent" of the Puritans in the eyes of Laud and 
.Charles. Their land was more than double that of the Orange 
State, equal in area to the United Kingdom, rzo,ooo square miles. 
'The claim now put forward, ex post facto, that all South Africa, 
~oulh of parallel 25 deg. was British territory is as ridiculous as it 
-s belated. No one, lea t of all the Boers, acknowledged it, and it 
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is as absurd as the award of the Pope to Spain of the Westerr11 
continent. On this vast tract a white population of some 3o,ooo 
was settled in large separate farms of about twenty square miles 
each. They had been joined by many adventurers of no character, 
and Mr. Froude has called it the "Alsatia" of Africa. The history· 
of the Transvaal begins with its recognition as an independent 
Republic in the Sand River Convention of r852. It was then, indeed~ 
four distinct communf\:ies, the chief of which was led by the elder 
Pretorius, one of the ablest of the Trek commanders. Dr. Theal' 
gives us a fine picture of" the admirable qualities which has made
him the hero of the emigrants." 

A year after obtaining the Sand River Convention, Pretorius 
died, in r853, and Dr. Theal gives us a noble picture of his last 
days. "For a month he Jay on a bed of Sickness, giving directions 
and counsel. He called the commanders and field-cornets to his 
bedside and exhorted them each and all to union amongst them
selves, to piety, and to moral duty. The native chiefs then came 
in, knelt Jown in tears, and kissed his hand. He devoted his last 
hours to prayer and praise; and having committed his soul to his 
Saviour, he calmly and quietly breathed his last." Pretoria was. 
founded in his ~mory, and his son, the younger Pretorius, was 
chosen President in his place. 

He was not equal to his father. He began the system of 
exclusion which has caused such a storm. By the Apprentices Act, 
a system of veiled slavery or serfdom was introduced, but it has 
long been condemned and abolished. The missionaries were 
specially ill-used, and Livingstone was forced out of the country. 
For years they strove to keep all outsiders from entering the 
country. Land was not able to be held by Germans or British. 
The constitution excluded coloured people from political rights, as 
indeed it did elsewhere in South Africa. Pretorius even made an 
attempt to force the Orange I< ree State into union ; and though 
this was defeated, he was formally installed as President of the 
entire Transvaal. But the country was ill-governed. The exclusive 
system led to arbitrary mea ures. The distant Boers declined to
pay taxes. The exchequer naturally became insolvent, and insol
vency led to peculation and corruption. Paper money was issued 
and rapidly depreciated, till the £r note went for rs. About the 
same time, diamonds began to be found on the lower Vaal, and a 
wild mob of cosmopolitan clit;gers broke into the old Boer land. 

The President was out 1 i ted by sharp lawyers from the Cape, 
and dispossessed of the o,ver Vaal country by British official . 
Burgers, who succeeded him, had great schemes, but was a poor 
administrator. He started a Railway to Delagoa Bay, hut made 
a wretched job of it. The Republic was threatened by Zulus and 
the chief Sekukuni, and their commanuoes, ill-supplied and ill-fed, 
were beaten by the fierce savages. The Republic seemed about to
break up. Bankruptcy stared them in the face ; government 
seemed paralyzed. President Burgers told them in r877 that they 
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were lin danger of annexation ; and he advised a Confederation of 
South African States, which was then the dream of Lord Car
narvon, Mr. Froude being sent out to arrange it. Mr. Froude, 
when he got out, found everyone against the plan. And as to the · 
Transvaal, President Burgers was fiercely attacked by Paul Kruger 
and Pieter Joubert for daring to suggest amalgamation with the · 
hated British foe. 

Confusion, almost civil war, was rife in the Transvaal, and 
Cetewayo, with a formidable impi, threatened their frontier, when, 
in 1877, Sir Theophilus Shepstone was sent up to Pretoria "to
inquire" into the disturbed condition of the country. He did 
"inquire," and somewhat abruptly, as a result of his investiga
ticms, he proclaimed the Republic British territory and hoisted the 
Union Jack. It is true that by the Sand River Convention, twenty
five years previously, Great Britain had recognised the indepen
dence of the Transvaal Beers, and had pledged itself not to 
interfere with them. It is true that the Republic was in an. 
anarchical and bankrupt state, and not a few of the burghers,. 
in their despair, believed annexation to be their only chance to
avoid ruin and even annihilation. Sir Theophilus guaranteed a 
liberal home rule, a free legislature, and municipal privileges, and 
returned in the belief that all would settle down in time. 

Things in South Africa are always going to settle down in 
time ; but the time often seems very long in arriving. The Beers 
are slow and stubborn; but the sight of the Uniori Jack roused 
deep irritation. A deputation was sent to England to protest; 
but the British Government held that annexation was the most 
prudent course in the interest, of course, of South Africa 
g-enerally. Discontent grew louder, Kruger, J oubert, and Pre
torius leading it on. The new British Governor was most 
unpopular, and it is now agreed, most unwise. He introduced 
censorship of the press, suppressed meetings, nominated a packed 
council and two chambers but gave no franchise, held no elections, 
and granted no self-government. A petition against annexation 
was signed by 6,5.91 burghers; Kruger and Joubert came over in 
a second deputation to protest in 1878, and they told the Colonial 
Secretary that the ·rransvaal would accept nothing but indepen
dence. 

Resistance grew stronger, and in the following year a camp of 
4,000 Boers was formed to claim independence as a right. Sir 
Bartle Frere had promised complete local independence; but Sir 
Bartle was superseded in r878. In 1879 a great meeting of Boers 
at Paardekraal proclaimed their entire independence. The Governor 
denounced this as treason, and put Pretorius in jail. The Queen's 
Speech of r88o in Parliament seemed to promise self-government. 
Lord Hartington, the then leader of the Opposition, talked ot 
restoring the former government, under certain conditions. Mr. 
Glaclstone, in his Mid-Lothian campaign, said that the acqui..,ition 
of Cvorus and Transvaal he would "reoudiate" " as obtained. 
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by means dishonourable to the country." Shortly afterwards, 
Mr. Gladstone became Prime Minister. The Boers were elated, 
and fully believed their independence would be restored. 
But, on reflection, Mr. Gladstone refused to relinquish sovereignty. 
" Repudiate," it seemed, did not mean "restore." Mr. Leonard 
Courtney, M. P., has told the story of the noble sacrifice he made 
in refusing to join Mr. Gladstone's Ministry. The Boers refused 
to pay taxes. Bezuidenhout's wagon was seized in payment. 
He was of the same family as the two killed in r8r5. A riot t 
ensued, and Kruger led the opposition. On Dingaan's day, 
December r6th, r88o, the Independence was proclaimed and war-
fare begun. Four days later a British column of 250 was stopped, -. 
and, after a brief parley, was almost destroyed in ten minutes. 
The small British garrisons in the Transvaal were invested. Sir 
Pomeroy Colley marched up with r,4oo men, and failed in engage-
ments at Lang's Nek and Ingogo. Kruger offered to submit to 
arbitration, but Majuba Hill fol~owed: where Colley took up to a 
mountain top 554 rifles without guns, and was killed, with 280 
men disabled. In the three engagements the British lost 630 men. 
lt was not a very heavy business. We deal in larger figures now. 

Sir Evelyn Wood at once brought up a strong force, and within 
a few weeks made terms with the Boers. The Government, of 
which Lord Kimberley, Sir W. Harcourt, Mr. Chamberlain, 
and the Duke of Devonshire are surviving members, restored to 
the South African Republic complete independence, subject to an 
acknowledgment of the suzerainty of her Majesty's Government. 
Paul Kruger became President. In r883 he came again to England 
and obtained the revised Convention of London, wherein the claim 
cf " suzerainty " was purposely omitted. The South African 
Republic was recognised as independent, subject to this,-that it 
.could conclude no treaty with any foreign power (other than the 
Orange Free State) until the same had been approved by her 
Majesty. The Transvaal Boers thenceforward certainly regarded 
themselves quite as independent as their Orange Free State 
brethren ; and were so described in public law and in official 
language. They are now called rebels in revolt. 

We turn now to an extraordinary series of unexpected 
discoveries which have entirely revolutionised all South African 
problems. In r867, on the Orange River, a Boer child was found 
playing with a bright pebble. A trader carried it to Capetown, 
where it was recognised as a fine diamond, and sold for £5oo. 
Two years later a much larger pebble was found on the Vaal 
River. It turned out to be the "Star of South Africa," of 
8J carats, and has since been sold to an English countess for 
;625,000. More diamonds turned up, and soon a wild mob of 
diggers poured in as they have just done at Klondyke, and they 
formed camps in the district where the railway to Mafekit ,. now 
passes, the country round the rivers Madder, Vaal, and llarts. 
'This district was claimed partly by the Free State, partly by the 
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Transvaal ; and vague claims of certain native chiefs were put in 
But no effective government existed in what had been open veldt 
before the rush began ; and each mining camp formed a little 
defensive community by itself. One claimant was a half-caste 
chief called N. Waterboer, a Griqua, who claimed the allegiance 
of some soo people living in one village, about 100 miles west of 
Kimberley. An attorney in Capetown took up his case, worked 
his claim to a territory about 15,000 square miles (i.e., about twice 
the size of Wales), and for a consideration offered his sovereign 
rights to the British Government. His father had been a powerful 
chief, but his sovereign rights were like those of the King of the 
Gypsies on Bagshot Heath to the entire county of Surrey. How
ever, the British Government magnanimously accepted the offer. 

The Free State protested against the preposterous claim to 
part of their Republic under a title so farcical. The British Govern
ment offered arbitration, which President Brand naturally refused. 
President Pretorius, of the Transvaal, however, agreed to accept 
arbitration as to some land between the Harts and Vaal rivers 
claimed by the Transvaal, over which some native tribes pretended 
prior rights. Arbitration went on of a kind, but the proceedings, 
according to Dr. Theal, who cites official documents, were a pure 
farce. The British Governor of Natal, c'llled in as umpire, 
decided in favour of Waterboer's claim, and awarded to his own 
Government a large slice of the Free State territory. But the 
proceedings of the mock court, we are now told officially, were a 
farce. A forged treaty was accepted as decisive. The Free State 
was not represented at all. The case ofthe Transvaal was stupidly 
given away. And by a judicial proceeding fit for comic opera, the 
two Republics and all the natives were solemnly ousted from an 
immense and most valuable tract of land. It was declared a 
British Dependency and made a Crown Colony ; armed forces were 
sent ,,., , the Boers were driven out, their magistrates expelled 
under protests. Soon after, a special court, under a Capetown 
judge, found that the chief Waterboer never had had any rights. 
in the Diamond Fields at all ; and the Gypsy king was sent back 
to his village. Griqualand \Vest, with 15,000 square miles, was 
annexed to Cape Colony in 188o, and Kimberley, said to be the 
most valuable district, for its area, in the whole world, was thus 
skilfully " conveyed" to the British Empire. The Free State pro
tested in vain ; but after years of negotiation ultimately received a 
solatium of £go,ooo tor a district worth go million sterling. The 
district was then named after the noble Earl who leads the Opposi
tion in the House of Lords. I would rather not use any language 
of my own. But I find that Mr. Froude calls this transaction" the 
most discreditable in the ann tls of Eng-lish Colonial policy." 

The discovery of the Diamond Fields and their annexation to 
the British Empire in 1871 brought about an immense revolution 
in South Africa. The value of the mines proved to be enormous. ' 
In twenty years £6.'i,OOo,ooo have been raised. The new colony 
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sprang up like a dream ; men of alJ nations and keen brain poured 
-in. Vast fortunes were made; colossal companies were formed . 
.At the first rush there had come in from an English parsonage and 
an Oxford College a youth "vho proved to be one of the foremost 
practical geniuses of our age- need I name him whom his 
followers call the "Colossus" or the "uncrowned king of South 
Africa? " His skill and energy consolidated the diamond mines 
in x885, founded a syndicate of one gigantic power, and reduced 
the output of diamonds to £z,ooo,ooo a year by the same process 
which the Coalminers' Union calls '' s~;nting the output." The 

. expansion of trade, the influx of colonists, the visions of wealth 
and dominion grew grander day by day. South Africa now 
began "to be run," as they say in America, by millionaire 
"bosses," and colossal " trusts," syndicates, and companies. 

But the foundation and peopling (or ''developing") Kimberley 
and Gnqualand West had unotber effect, perhaps one more impor
tant from the Imperial point of view. It opened up the Central 
Africa country, through which the railway now passes up to 
Rhodesia. By this the Boer Republics could be encircled, and the 
Zambesi reached at last. Under the auspices of the great founder 
of the diamond world, just ten years ago, a party of pioneers 
pushed northwards into Matabeleland, and obtained from Lobengula 
the concession to mine in his country. In x88g the British South 
Africa Company obtained a Charter, under which they claimed 
most of the right of government over a territory larger than the 
Tran vaal or the United Kingdom- nearly three times the area of 
our England. Roughly speaking, the habitable part of it may be 
500 miles in length as well as in breadth. The Colonial Secretary 
rather naively wrote that the Charter" would relieve her Majesty's 
Government of diplomatic clifliculties and heavy expenditur&." 
That was rather a sanguine forecast, if the Chartered Company 
and its managers have had any hand (as some persons believe) in 
the "diplomatic difficulties and the heavy expenditure," to which 
her Majesty's Government have been committed in the present 
year. 

One of the first ac~s of the Chartered Company was to engage 
in a small war with the Portuguese in the north-east frontier of 
the new province. The Portuguese were defeated in two encounters, 
and the result was the Convention with Portugal of r8gr which 
defined the boundaries, stipulated for a railway at low rates from 
Beira to Mashonaland, opened the Zambesi, and gave preferential 
t-ight to purchase Delagoa Bay. Some Transvaal Boers who 
attempted to settle in Matabeleland were then driven back across 
the Limpopo ; and the Chartered Managers treated the whole of 
Rhodesia as British territory and their private estate. 

Lobengula, however, had no intention of ceding the entire 
country when he gave concessions to dig for gold; and his braves 
repudiated his right to do so if he had. He could not restrain them 

. from falling upon the new settlements and their Mashona serfs.· 



The first Matabele war was the result, wherein Lobengula was 
,crushed, driven to his death, and his territory occupied in fo rce. 

'Whether there is paying gold in Rhodesia, whether it will ever 
become a flourishing colony of white settlers, whether the Chartered 
Company will ever pay dividends out of earnings, are mysteries 
whereon I cannot enter. Its business seems to be to make Empire 
rather than to raise gold or any other profits. It pays its share
holder.s in promises, not in dividends. It pays them in stirring 
wars, not i-n mere cash. In nine years it has had four wars, if \Ye 
include the Raid-financed by its managing director, and led by 
its administrator at the head of its own armed forces , Whether 
we should include in its business the present war also, is a question 
about which opinions are divided. 

The foundation of Rhodesia and the militant phase of the 
Chartered Company now caused deep alarm in the Transvaal and 
its chiefs. The two Boer Republics which had trekked forth , 
fought, and suffered in order to be fcee of British dominion, now 
found thems Ives engulfed by the Empire-North, South, East and 
\Vest-finally shut out from the Northern wilderness, and girt on 
North ant! West by British powers, all controlled by the great 
"Empire-builder," who openly aimed at bringing South Africa, 
from the Zambesi to the Cape, under the Union Jack. If from that 
hour the Doers did not strain every nerve to prepare to defend their 
freedom, they would have deserved to lose it without a blO\Y. 

But the Transvaal now found its ;ndependence menaced by a 
new force. In 1886, it was discovered that most valuable gold
fieltls existed in the TransYaal, and miners and gold ag-encie5 
poured in. Wealth, far more vast than that of the diamond fields, 
ns spread over a larger area, a far larger outland population, 
greater fortunes and bigger companies arose. In eleven year5 
Johannesburg became, not only the wealthiest, the most modern, 
but the largest town in South Africa. The annual output of gold 
rose to about twelve millions . The expenditure of the State rose 
from £rr4,ooo to between four and five millions. The Outlander 
male population began to exceed that of burghers. The old 
President believed that the outlanders were about to swamp the 
Boers. As they pressed for political power the Transvaal 
narrowed its terms, until at last an immense body of aliens-::J 
majority, far the wealthiest and most cultivated--found itself in 
the grasp_ of a jealous, 0bstinate, unfriendly, unyielding govern
ment, which regarded them as in a state of permanent conspiracy 
to displace it. And this, no doubt, was quite true. 

This is not the place or time to rehearse the trite story of Out
lander grievances and Doer mi rule. I have come here to state 
historic facts, not to plead the Doer case or to excuse or justify 
Boer policy. I am quite willing to believe that much of it was 
unjust as well as unwise. I do not doubt that the railway and 
mining and dynamite monopolies were oppressive, that their 
Protective tariff almost outdid that of President McKinley ; that 
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th~ education of English children was neglected, as indeed it is in 
France; that the municipal government of the Rand was as bad 
as it is in Spain ; that the Chamber was open to bribes, as it is 
said to be in the United States. All this and more may be true, 
but, as Mr. Brycc iustly insists, it gave no legitimate ground for 
war. 

And on the top of this race antipathy, of these bitter memories, 
of these incessant menaces, of these well-grounded fears, came 
the Raid ; organised by the Prime Minister of a great British 
colony, carried out by the armed forces raised under Royat 
Charter, and led by men of rank in the Queen's service. Of this 
Raid, wherein, as Mr. Lecky says, a Privy Councillor and servant 
of the Crown organised a conspiracy to overthrow the Government 
of a friendly State, deceiving the High Commissioner, his own 
colleagues in the Ministry, and the great companies for which he 
was the principal trustee, I will not here speak. The Colonial 
Secretary told Parliament that all this was "a mistake," but that
the author of it "had done nothing dishonourable." 1\;fr. Rhodes 
admitted that he had upset the apple-cart; and gracefully retired 
from the scene uncondemned. 

He ceased to be Prime Minister, but he continued to build 
Empire, to menace the independence ot the Boers, to labour for 
colouring South Africa pink in spite of Boer, in spite of 
a Parliamentary majority in Cape Colony, at the cost of our 
good name and welfare in the United Kingdom. Mr. Cec:t 
Rhodes is, after all, only one, no doubt the greatest, but the 
type of groups of keen, ambitious, reckless men who have forced 
us into war-a war wherein the whole Empire is now being 
strained to its roots in order to crush some so,ooo herdsmen,'whose 
ancestors for a whole century have struggled to be free from 
British grip. It I felt free to speak my whole mind, I should speak 
of it as a new Imperial Raid, carried out in the name of our Queen, 
under the instigation of a combination of trading syndicates. It 
would take us too far to consider the justice or morality of these 
raids, whether Chartered or Imperial, and we might be told that 
all this was '' unctuous rectitude." Rectitude of any kind, it seems, 
has gone out of fashion. But I am old-fashioned enough to prefer 
it to unctuous turpitude. And I prefer the name of a just, peaceful, 
and righteous England to that of an Empire scrambling for half a 
continent at the bidding and in the interest of cosmopolitan gam
blers and speculative companies. in search of bigger dividends and 
higher premiums. 

l'rinted L>y the National Presa Agenoy, Ud., Wbi~frian Houae, London B.O. 
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THE ART OF DIPLOMACY 
AS PRACTISED BY MR. CHAMBERLAIN AND 

SIR ALFRED MILNER. 

It is often said that we must go back to r88r for the ongm of 
the present war. It is more true to say that we must go back to 
1877; for it was in that year that the independence secured to the 
Transvaal by the Sand River Convention of r852 was, at a time of 
weakness and dissention, filched from it, notwithstanding the 
energetic protests of its government and people. In the end of 
r876 Sir Theophilus Shepstone was sent to investigate, but with 
secret instructions to annex, if he thought the majority of the 
inhabitants would approve. He soon reached the desired conclusion, 
and on the gth of April, r877, announced to the President that he 
.had determined to annex. Two protests from the President and 
executive followed on the r rth. These he disregarded, and on the 
rzth walked down to the square at Pretoria, and formally pro

.claimed the annexation in the Queen's name. A third protest was 
issued on the day of annexation, and thereafter two deputations 
·proceeded to England, one in r877, the other in r878. There were 
also mass meetings and petitions to the Queen for restoration of 
their independence, one of them signed by nearly 6,6oo out of S,ooo 
qualified electors, representing the whole adult male Dutch popula
.tion, though, no doubt, the few British inhabitants approved. 

The burden of the Boer remonstrance was:-" We are not, we 
never have been, and we never will be British subjects" ; and they 
pathetically complained that "as by a thief in the night has our 
republic been stolen from us. We may not nor can endure this." 
Statesmen at home, Lord Carnarvon and Sir Michael Hicks
Beach, turned a deaf ear, as did also pro-consuls on the spot, 
Sir Bartle Frere, Sir Garnet Wolseley, and Sir Owen Lanyon. 
Even the advent of the Gladstone Government of r88o brought no 
Telief, for on the 8th of June, immediately after taking office, a 
despatch was sent containing the words : " Our judgment is that 
.the Queen cannot be advised to relinquish her sovereignty over the 
'Transvaal." Such was the advice received from the Commissioner 
at the Cape. And the Government acted on the principle that to 
.disapprove the annexation of a country is one thing ; to abandon 
that annexation is another. 

So ended the constitutional agitation; and on the 13th of De
-cember, r88o, the Republic was proclaimed at Pretoria, and the 
·first shot was fired at Potchefstroom three days later. Then 
followed the three victories over the small British forces on the 
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spot, the last :1t Majuba Hill on the 27th of February, r88r. That 
again was followed by peace and the restoration of independence to 
the Transvaal, without waiting to avenge Majuba in blood. 

The Cabinet of r88o had learned much between r88o and r88r, 
and their declared policy was authentically given in the House of 
Commons by Mr. Chamberlain, an earnest and eager supporter of 
it, who explained as follows the considerations, both of prudence 
and principle, that dictated it. He said that he 
"did not doubt that, with the large force placed at our disposal, we could 
have, if so minded, overrun the Transvaal, and reconquered the country. 
Our difficulties, however, would not have ended there. We should have 
had to face probably the opposition of the Free State, and the Government 
would have been confronted with an agitation amongst the Dutch 
Colonists at the Cape. They would have had permanently to maintain 
a large army on a European scale. They would have had to risk the best 
interests of South Africa, arrd to face an insurrection at any moment when a 
considerable number of troops were on the move. But these were 
not the main reasons why he submitted it was impossible for them to 
maintain the annexation of the Transvaal. He thought that course was 
impossible for any Government caring for the honour as well as for the 
interest of this country. It was contrary to theit· treaty engagements ; it 
was contrary to the best traditions of a free country, when they found out 
that the wishes and sentiments of the Boers were entirely misunderstood, 
that they had gained the Transvaal under false pretences, they were bound 
in honour to withdraw from a position which they had unwittingly and 
wwngfully taken up-and he could not understand how those who· 
talked so gl.ibly of the honour of this country should fail to see that the· 
greatest shame and humiliation would be in maintaining a high-handed 
breach of faith and destroying the independence of a people which they 
had solemnly engaged to protect. They had the power in their hands, 
but they had not the will to use it; the strength of the giant was theirs, 
but it would have been tyrannous to employ it, and if they did not so employ 
it, it was because they were not satisfied with the justice of their cause, 
because they did not think there was any end to be served commensurate· 
with the sacrifice they would impose upon themselves, and because they 
!1ad leamed to recognise in their opponents qualities which were worthy 
of a free people. As soon as it became manife t that to conciliate the 
Boers, any offer short of ab olute independence was impossible, that the 
restoration of their independence was absolutely called for, with regard to 
our treaty engagements and the honour of our country to have continued 
to maintain the annexation would be an act which he could only describe 
in term which had been applied by a high authority to a different subject, 
as an act of fraud, force, and folly. Fot· his part he was not afraid or 
ashamed to appeal to the House of Commons, to appea.l if necessary to· 
the English people, to justify the coursf' which the Govemment had taken, 
and, aboYe all, to approve of their action in preferring justice to revenge, 
and in restoring to a brave people the independence ot which they should 
not have been deprived." 

The Convention of Pretoria, 3rd August, r88r, gave effect to· 
this policy. It conferred by what is called the "preamble" 
complete self-government on the inhabitants of the Transvaal, 
subject to the suzerainty of the Queen, and with right to her to 
appoint a British resident to report on the treatment of natives, 
and be the medium of communication with the Transvaal Govern-
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ment. Right was also reserved to move troops through the 
Transvaal in time of war or threatened war between Britain and 
foreign countries or native States. There was also reserved to 
Britain control of the external relations of the Transvaal, including 
both the conduct of diplomatic intercourse and the conclusion of 
treaties with foreign countries. 

Rightly or wrongly, but very soon, the Transvaal chafed under 
the general suzerainty of the Convention of r88r, and in 1883 sent 
a deputation to London, objecting to the Convention in its entirety, 
and asking a new one. Again, rightly or wrongly, Lord Derby, 
the Colonial Secretary, entered into the Convention of London on 
27th February, 1884, containing a new preamble and new articles. 
The preamble contains no mention of suzerainty, and, as if to 
emphasise the change, the draft of the new Convention sent to the 
deputation for adjustment was accompanied by the old one, with 
the suzerainty clauses deleted. The substance, however, of 
suzerainty on the one part and subjection on the other was retained, 
but expressly restricted (article 4) to a veto on the conclusion of 
treaties with foreign states or tribes (other than the Orange Free 
State), it being provided that the approval of the Queen should be 
held as granted if the Government did not within six months after 
receiving a copy object to it as in conflict with British interests. 
This since 1884 has been the beginning, middle and end of the 
suzerainty, a very different badge of inferiority from that of r88r. 
To the terms of the r88+ Convention, both parties have always 
declared themselves willing to adhere. 

Another article of that Convention (14th) provides that all 
persons (other than natives) conforming themselves to the laws of 
the Transvaal shall have full liberty, with their families, (a) to 
enter, travel, or reside in the Transvaal ; (b) to hire and possess 
houses, factories, shops, etc. ; (c) to carry on commerce; and (d) 
to be exempt in respect of their persons, property, and industry from 
any taxes other than those imposed on citizens of the Republic. 
Further, in r88I, when independence was restored, verbal assur
ances were given of equal protection and rights to Briton and 
Boer alike. 

After the discovery of the goldfields in r886 the residence of 
two years on which the franchise for incomers was based, was 
raised, and was hampered with such restrictions which to a large 
extent excluded the "Uitlanders " from the vote. Other griev
ances and bUt"dens arose with the discovery of gold and the advent 
of gold-seekers, which became the subjects of complaint and 
negotiation, for the whole conditions of life in the State had been 
changed. 

Pressure was repeatedly brought to bear for the Uitlanders' 
relief, and though the Boers were obstinate, they were from time 
to time by dint of firm insistance induced to yield. But during 
these years there was too much of the practice if not the policy of 
drift; and the Uitlanders became restive. The Jameson Raid was 
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a rude wakening to all. It occurred at a time when the Pro
gressive party under Joubert were gaining strength, and the next 
election promised success. All this prospect was ruined, and Mr. 
Kruger's Conservative party received a great accession of strength. 
Mr. Chamberlain's attitude and action were right at first. He
repressed the raiders, and brought them to trial. But he wearied· 
in well-doing, white-washed Rhodes, and burked the Parliamen
tary enquiry when it approached the burning question of the 
complicity of the British Government in the Raid. He thus. 
covered himself with suspicion, and naturally became disqualified 
in the eyes of Boers for being a fair or reliable negotiator in any 
matters touching the relations of Boer and Briton. It is unfor
tunate that he has tenaciously adhered to this role, and in the last 
discussion in the House of Commons treated the motion as a 
personal attack, and launched his defiance to the world. 

In summarising the negotiations that preceded the war we dO' 
not need to go further back than October, r8g7, when Mr. 
Chamberlain made his first utterance on the question of the 
British suzerainty. It arose in this way. In r8g6, after the 
J ameson raid, the Volksraad, conceiving that, notwithstanding the 
Convention of r884, they were entitled, on the principles of self
defence inherent in all states, to exclude foreigners whom they 
deemed dangerous to the peace and safety of the Republic, passed 
an Alien Expulsion Act. This was objected to as a breach of the 
Convention of r884, under which, as we have seen, "all persons" 
other than natives had full liberty to settle in the Transvaal. The 
Volksraad, without admitting this, revoked the Act in July, r8g7, 
and at once intimated the repeal to the British Government. 

But Mr. Chamberlain took occasion, on October r6th, 1897, to 
insist that the Transvaal had no right to appeal to the principles 
of international law as applied to treaties, because the Convention 
of r884 was not a treaty between two States on an equal footing, 
but a declaration by the Queen of the conditions on which she 
accorded complete self-government to the Republic subject to her 
suzerainty, those conditions having been accepted by the Republic. 
And he proceeded to declare that the preamble of the Convention. 
of r88r, containing, as we have seen, the assertion of a general 
suzerainty, still remained in force, and, with the Articles of r884, 
governed the relations of parties. From this position he drew the 
not very obvious inference that arbitration as to the construction of 
the Conventions was impossible, and he thus ruled out a proposal 
to arbitrate upon the principles of a new Alien Act. 

But the important point was that now, for tile first time after 
thirteen years, £t 1vas sought by .Mr. Cllamberlai1~ to revive the 
suzerainty of z88z, and read it into the Couvcution of z884. That 
proposition met with determined and elaborate refutation in Dr. 
Leyds' dispatch of April r6th, r8g8; and there are probably few, 
if any, lawyers or politicians who can accept Mr. Chamberlain's 
oft-repeated fallacies on this point. 

• 
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Indeed, Mr. Chamberlain himself was content in his dispatch 
of December rsth, r8g8, to accept the "substance of suzerainty," 
which he pointed out had been described by Lord Kimberley as 
"superiority over a State possessing independent rights of 
government, subject to reservations with reference to certain 
specified matters." And Mr. Chamberlain said that these words 
accurately described the existing relations between this country and 
the Transvaal. That is true ; and the only point thus is what are 
the matters specified and reserved? Obviously only the concluding 
of foreign treaties as provided in the Convention of r88-t, by 
which both parties declare themselves willing to abide. In this 
sense Mr. Chamberlain was quite right in saying that "there is 
thus no controversy as to the essential point in the relation between 
the two Governments which gives to Great Britain a position of 
superiority," but he should have added that the superiority was 
defined by the Convention of r884. 

As Mr. Chamberlain had erred in raising the ghost of the 
suzerainty of r88r, so did Mr. Reitz, the State Secretary of the 
Republic, err on May gth, r8gg, in insisting that " no suzerainty 
exists," and that the self-government was not derived from the 
Conventions, "but simply and solely follows the inherent right of 
this Republic as a sovereign international State." This was, of 
coutse, repudiated by Mr. Chamberlain in his dispatch of July 13th, 
r8gg. The Transvaal Republic was not, and could not be, a 
sovereign State so long as it had no power to conclude foreign 
treaties without British approval. It was a State subject to the 
limitation of the Convention of r 884, which its representatives all 
along acknowledged. Whether the self-government flowed from 
Convention or was an inherent right is ot minor importance pro
vided its extent was known and defined. Probably it is more 
correct to say that it flows from neither, but from the renewed 
grant implied in acknowledging the Transvaal State as a Republic 
and treating with it as such. 

It thus appears that, while both parties in theory maintained 
extreme positions on the suzerainty question, both were agreed as 
to its practical limits and effects. 

At this time (May and June, r8gg) an important attempt was 
made towards a comprehensive settlement of the Uitlanders' 
grievances. This was by a Conference between Sir Alfred Milner, 
the High Commissioner, and President Kruger, at Bloemfontein. 
Sir Alfred proposed that they should try to agree upon the terms 
on which the Uitlanders should be admitted to the franchise, as it 
would give them constitutional means of protecting themselves 
and avoid British interference in the internal affairs of the Republic. 
The main points were a residence of five years and an increase of 
the Rand seats in the Volksraad. President Kruger would not 
concede less than a seven years' residence, which too was hampered 
by complicated conditions, and so the Conference failed. 

Then followed in July a Franchise Law, passed by the Volks-
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raad, based on a seven years' residence subject to various con
ditions, and an addition of three new seats to the Rand. Though 
not accepted, it was acknowledged by Mr. Chamberlain, in his 
dispatch of July 27th, as an advance on what had preceded, and 
he expressed a hope that the Bloemfontein terms, of which the 
Government approved, would yet be conceded. But he reverted to 
his mifozmded claim of the suzerainty of x88r governing the Con
vention of r884, and declared that no arbitration could be admitted 
on the point. 

Before communicating this dispatch to the President, Mr. 
Chamberlain made a fresh. proposal on August I t, viz., that the 
parties should appoint delegates to meet and con ·ider whether the 
reformed franchise would give immediate and substantial repre
sentation to the Uitlanders, and if not, what alterations were 
necessary. Rather than concede a joint inquiry, which he feared 
as involving interference in internal administration, the President 
made still further electoral concessions. He offered to improve his 
franchise scheme, and after making a last stand for a seven years' 
residence, conceded the Bloemfontein terms with five years' resi
dence. He also offered eight new seats in the Volksraad, making 
ten for the Rand out of thirty-six in all, and in future not less than 
one-fourth of the total. To avoid the appearance of internal 
interference which the joint enquiry presented, he added the 
declaration that the Transvaal Government would always be 
prepared to take into consideration such friendly suggestions 
regarding the details of the franchise law as her :Majesty's Govern
ment, through the British agent, might wish to convey to it. 
These terms, embodied in the telegrams of August 19th and zrst, 
were, however, made under the following express conditions:-

(a) That the British GoYernmcnt would agree that the present inter
vention should not form a precedent for future similar action, and 
that in the future no interference in the internal affairs of the Republic 
should take place. 

(b) That the Briti h Government would not further insist on the 
assertion of the suzerainty, the controversy on the subject being· allowed 
tacitly to drop; and 

(c) That arbitration, from which foreign element other than Orange 
Free State be excluded, should be conceded as soon as the franchise scheme 
had become law. 

The parties, as we shall see, agreed on the first and third con
ditions regarding intervention and arbitration. Ami understanding 
as to the second, suzerainty, led to the rupture. 

Meantime, observe what Mr. Chamberlain did in this crisis of 
the negotiations, and before replying to the proposal which he 
himself characterised as an adoption of the principles of the 
Bloemfontein Conference. He telegraphed on 23rd August to Sir 
Alfred Milner to deliver the dispatch of 27th July, which harped 
upon uzerainty, and the preamble of x88r governing the Conven
tion of r88..j. ; and on 26th August at a garden party at Ilighbury 
he sneered at the President as a squeezed sponge and talked of the 
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sands running out in the hour-glass,-themes little fitted to advance 
negotiations. 

Then followed Mr. Chamberlain's famous reply ot 28th August, 
which in the House of Commons in October, r8gg, he described as 
a "qualified acceptance," but which the rest of the world, includ
ing the Transvaal Government, took as a refusal. Mr. Reitz's 
answer is dated znd September. 

On INTERVENTION Mr. Chamberlain said:-
" Her Majesty's Government hope that the fulfilment of the promises 

made, and the just treatment of the Uitlanders in future will render 
unnecessary any further inten·ention on their behalf, but Her Majesty's 
Government cannot, of course, debar themselves from their rights under 
the Conventions, nor divest tl~emselves of the ordinary obligations of a 
civilised power to protect its subjects in a foreign country from injustice." 

Mr. Reitz rejoined that 
"This Government has neither asked nor intended that Her Majesty's 

Government should abandon any right which it really might have on the 
ground either of the Convention of London, 1884, or of international law 
to intervene for the protection of British ubjects in this country." 

On AR[HTRAT[ON Mr. Chamberlain said:-
"Her Maje ty';; Govcmment agree to a discussion of the form and 

scope of a tribunal of arbitration from which foreigners and foreign 
inOuencc arc excluded." 

Mr. Reitz rejoined :-
"This Government is pleased to see that HPr Majesty' Government 

is ready to cntet· upon negotiations touching the scope and form of a 
Court of Arbitration." 

Thus no difficulty arose on these two conditions. 
On the SuzERAINTY condition Mr. Chamberlain said:-
"Her Majesty's Government would refer the Government of the 

South African Republic to the second paragraph of my dispatch of 
13th July. That paragraph was as follows : ' Her Majesty's Government 
. . . have no intention of continuing to discuss this question with the 
Government of the Republic, whose contention that the South African 
Republic is a sovet·eign international State is not in their opinion 
warrantec.l either by law or history, and is wholly inadmissible. They 
therefore confine themselves to a brief review of historical facts,'" etc. 

Could that reply be interpreted as even a qualified acceptance 
of the proposal that negotiations should be continued, but on the 
footing that the cotltroversy on suzerainty should drop? Mr. 
Chamberlain now says it was so intended. But it is impossible so 
to reau it, for it goes back to a period when it seemed that nego
tiations had failed, and nothing remained but to leave on record a 
brief review of historical facts. The standpoints of 13th July 
and rgth August are quite inconsistent. The former dispatch 
(Mr. Chamberlain's) regards the negotiations as broken off, the 
latter dispatch (Mr. Reitz's) contemplates the negotiations as 
continuing. Mr. Chamberlain's answer to the 19th August dis
patch was to refer the writer to the position of 13th July. 
Accordingly, very naturally, Mr. Reitz takes the view suggested 
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and deplores the non-acceptance of the Bloemfontein terms with 
the attached conditions, and points out that they 
"demand on tlte side of Her Majesty's Go1.•ermnent no abandonment of 
.existing r~t[ltts but solely the obtaining of the assurance that Her 
M~jesty's Governme.nt would in future, as regards this republic, simply 

.ab1de by the Convent1on of London, r88f, and the generally recognised 
rules of international law." 

Thus the tacit dropping of the controversy about suzerainty 
'Was not, and was not intended to be, a dropping of the claim on 
•either side. The acceptance of the condition, viz.: the dropping of 
the controversy, was not an acceptance by the British Government 
of the Boer views on suzerainty, nor vice 1•ersa. But Mr. Cham
berlain in his dispatch of 8th September did not explain that it was 
:a mistake to take his reply as a refusal ; . and on the contrary 
acquiesced in and confirmed the view that It was a refusal. He 
.:again repudiated the Transvaal claim to. \;Je a sovereign inter
mational State and declared that the Bntish Government "are 
therefore unable to constder any proposal which is made conditional 
on the acceptance by Her Majesty's Government of these ·vie1vs." In 
the next sentence he adds: "It is on tlu'sgrozmdthat Her Majesty's 
Government have been compelled to regard the last proposal" as 
'linacceptable. This was clearly a misunderstanding which the 
Transvaal Government in their dispatch of r6th September hasten 
to point out, declaring that it was " in no way the object of this 
{Transvaal) Government either then or n~w to I?~ke any needless 
Tecapitulations of its contention about Its J?Ohtical status as an 
independent State, as defined by the ConventiOn of r884, but only 
to try to put an end to the tension by meeting Her 1\Tajesty's 
Government upon a proposal which it supposed would be acceptable 
1:o them." 

This explicit disavowal should have removed the misapprehen
sion, on the strength of which Mr. Chamberlain's dispatch of 
September gth wound up with a veiled threat of an ultimatum. 
But it did not, and on September 22nd Mr. ~hamberlain adhered 
-to the misapprehension in two dispatches, In one of which he 
says that "the proposals for franchise and representation were 
stated to be expressly conditional on the acceptance by Her 
Majesty's Government of these assumptions," i.e., the Boer views 
as to suzerainty. This, as we have seen, was an entire mistake. 
'The British Government was not asked to swallow the Boer 
"assumptions," but only to let the controversy drop. And this Mr. 
Chamberlain has at last, but too late, come to see ; for in the House 
.of Commons on October rgth, r8gg, in answer to Sir Edward 
Clarke, he said that the Transvaal Government "did not ask us 
to admit that we were not the sovereign power, but only that we 
would tacitly allmv the subject to drop, and that we had already 
declared our intention of doing." 

The last words of this answer are a mere evasion, for Mr . 
.Chamberlain explained that he referred to his dispatch of July 13th, 
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but at that time diplomacy appeared to have failed, and negotia
tions to be at an end. It was then not a dropping of an irritating 
controversy in view of continued negotiations, but a dropping of 
the whole negotiations. Besides, if his dispatch of August 28th 
was of the nature of an acceptance, why did he, on September 8th, 
go back and declare that the Transvaal proposals of August were 
unacceptable, and that nothing would suffice but these same pro
posals with all the conditions struck out-conditions which the 
Transvaal Government prized, and believed they could not forego ; 
while Mr. Chamberlain has, we see, felt that he could with safety 
accept them? 

It thus appears that the dispatches of September 22nd ended 
negotiations for a settlement, and ushered in war. Mr. Chamberlain 
was quite aware of it, and made the choice of war when the 
negotiations for peace were never more hopeful. In doing so he 
assumed an enormous responsibility. 

It will not do now to say that there was a Dutch conspiracy to 
overthrow British rule in South Africa, and that war was inevitable. 
The Government then knew of no such conspiracy; its exis
tence is not now seriously asserted ; and assuredly it was not 
the reason for breaking off the negotiations. Both Mr. Balfour 
and Mr. Chamberlain make this last point quite clear ; for Mr. 
Balfour, at Dewsbury, on November 28th, r8gg, declared that "it 
certainly is true that the Transvaal Government deliberately elected 
for war, rather than make any concession about the franchise" ; 
and Mr. Chamberlain, at Leicester, on November 29th, declared 

. that President Kruger would make no substantial concession, and 
that "when he found himselffaced by a Government as determined 
as himself, he was ready to defy its forces and to defy them to do 
their worse." 

No one who has studied the dispatches can accept these excuses. 
The Bloemfontein terms were the British proposals at first rejected 
by President Kruger, but afterwards accepted with a larger repre
sentation of the Rand, subject indeed to conditions, but conditions 
which Mr. Chamberlain was able to accept, as he admitted in the 
October debate in the House of Commons. 

Mr. Chamberlain, on 22nd September, took time to formulate 
his own proposals, and communicate them to the Transvaal. 
Three weeks passed and they were not communicated, but 
preparation was made for war, the Reserves were called out, and 
Parliament was summoned. Then the Free State threw in its lot 
with the Transvaal, and together they seized the strategical advan
tage by declaring war, and invading Natal. 

It was a natural policy. But it made them apparently the 
aggressors, and united the British Empire to resist the attack. 
But it is obvious that, while the declaration of war and the inva
sion came from the Boers, it was Mr. Chamberlain's blunder 
which caused the war. It was a deplorable blunder, and has 
resulted in an unnecessary war. 

Printed by the Natioual Press Agency, Ltd., Whitefriars House, London, E.O. 
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SIR ALFH,ED MILNER AS A NEGOTIATOR. 

It is difficult to say what particular quality of Sir Alfred Milner's 
diplomacy corresponds to accepted traditions of diplomatic intercourse. 
Diplomacy is essentially a matter of bargain, of give and take, unless, 
indeed, it, is meant as a deliberate preliminary to war. Then, indeed, 
it is an example of bad faith, which, though continually practised by 
men of the type of Napoleon and Talleyrand, cannot be defended by 
honourable persons. What we may call peaceful diplomacy is how
ever, always based on mutual concessions between the parties. This is 
the character of Lord Salisbury's recent deals with Germany in the 
cases when he exchanged Heligoland for certain rights in Zanzibar and 
gave up one group of islands in the Pacific for another. In Africa, in 
particular, this habit of bargaining is ingrained in the charactet· of the 
Dutch, and was pursued with success and with advantage to British 
intere. ts by administrators of the type of Lord Rosmead and also by 
politicians like ::.\lr. Rhodes. It is a common saying that you cannot 
buy an ox in South Africa without a great deal of chaffering. 

The first fault of Sir Alfred's diplomacy is that from the outset he 
abandoned this way of conducting affairs. At the Bloemfontein Con· 
ference Mr. Kruger proposed to raise one or two questions such as 
Swaziland and the Jameson Raid jndemnity, in regard to which in 
his opinion a "deal" might take place. Sir Alfred :J\Iilner brushed all 
this aside, and strongly declared that he would have no bargaining, 
adding practically that the Fmnchise must be conceded as a matter of 
right. This in itself was something of a departure from the attitude of 
friendly discussion first adopted by Sir· Alfred. Even on arbitration, 
though he did not entirely refuse discussion, he Cl'iticised and finally 
rejecteq every substantial proposal made. 

Nothing is mot•e remarkable than the way in which Sit' Alfred 
:alilner found reasons for opposing successively every pr·oposition of 
the Tmnsvaal Govemment even when it happened to b!l identical with. 
his own. Thus when President Kruget· produced his seven years' 
franchise p1·opo:;al before the Bloemfontein Conference, Sir Alfred, 
though he admitted that it was an "improvement on the existing 
law," and that it was "calculated to lead gradually to the introduction 
of a certain nulllucr of the Outlander population to tile ranks of 
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citizenship," argued in the same breath that it was practically useless, 
for it would not lead to the enfranchisement of any large body of Out
landers. How could Sir Alfred Milner know with the dogmatic 
certainty which he exhibited what would be the effect of a law that 
had never come into operation 1 The answer is that he consulted the 
partisan adviser whom he took with him to Bloemfontein, and whose 
opinion, together with that of South African League agitators, is 
frequently quoted in the Blue Books as if it were gospel. 

This, however, was only the beginning of Mr. Kruger's concessions. 
In a later memorandum at Bloemfontein, dated June 3, Mr. Kruger 
added to his seven years' proposal a scheme to increase the number of 
members representing the goldfields in the fit·st V olksraad from two to 
five. Again Sir Alfred Milner promptly argued down his proposal, 
and said that he could not advise her Majesty's Government to accept 
it. Two days after it was made he abruptly closed the Conference, 
declaring that it was absolutely "at an end," and that "there was no 
obligation" on either side arising out of it. 

Though the British representative would concede nothing, the 
President was prepared to go farther. It is clear from his language 
that, as he said, he was prepared to "further discuss and deal with the 
details touched upon by his Excellency," but as he pathetically 
added," His Excellency refuses to accept the principle of my proposal." 
Rebuffed at Bloemfontein President Kruget· tried again in the 
Volksraad, in which he introduced the franchise law, making the vote 
a retrospective one and introducing other ameliorating details, which 
were made, as Sir Alfred was forced to admit, in deference to criticisms 
of his own. Though it is not possible to acquit the President of 
evasive conduct in earlier negotiations with the British Government, 
in the present difficulty he acted with reasonablenes~ and an evidenl 
desire for peace. 

The Franchise Bill Mr. Chamberlain at one time regarded 
as containing the "basis of a settlement," and stated (July 27) 
that it only left a difference of two years between the two negotiators. 
Even Sir Alfred Milner on the 13th of July was compelled to descrih·· 
it a· marking a "considerable advance" on the earlier proposals. 
But again he quoted against it the opinion of people like Messrs. 
Hull and Dodd -extreme partisans aml men of small ~tandin ':: 
in South Africa. Even while it was under discussion he declared 
that he thought it "extremely improbahle" (page 19) that the Out
landers would he "attracted" by the new law, a forecast which, 
considering his apparent attempts to frustfl.te any kind of settlement, 
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was likely to prove conect. Later on he sent Mr. Chamberlain a 
dispatch in which every possible defect in the law was enlarged on, 
and it was declared, again on partisan evidence, to be full of " traps" 
and "impossibilities." Instead of accepting the Transvaal proposals as 
a step in the right direction, all that the High Commissioner would do 
was curtly to express regret that the Queen's Government had not been 
given an opportunity of considering it (July 20). 

But Sir Alfred Milner's supreme feat in diplomacy was to insist on 
the rejection of his own franchisA scheme, proposed at Bloernfontein. 
After the British proposal of a Joint Inquiry into the new Franchise 
Law, the Transvaal made, through the medium of 1\It'. Smuts, the 
State-Attorney, and Mr. Conyingham Greene, the British Agent at 
Pretoria, an offer of reform going even further than Sir Alfred's 
proposals. Before they forwarded this eirenicon they obtained the 
pledged word of Sir Alfred Milner that "such a course would not be 
regat"ded by her Majesty's Government as a refusal of their offer" 
(i.e., of an inquiry). Acting on this promise, the Transvaal Govern
ment recurred, after the British rejection of their new schemE>, to :\fr. 
Chamberlain' own proposal of an inquiry into the earlier law. They 
were then informed by Mr. Chamberlain that the British Government 
could not return to it, a breach of contract against which Sir Alfred 
Milner made no protest. The Transvaal's scheme was of the broadest 
character. It offered (August 19 and 21):-

( 1) A five years' franchise, " as proposed by his Excellency 
the High Commissioner on the 1st June, 1899." 

(2) Eight new seats to the goldfields in the first Volksraad, 
giving them a minimum of one-fourth of the total. This again 
was more than the terms asked for by the Outlanders in their 
communication to the Daily Chronicle in the spring of 1899. 

(3) A vote for the President and the Commandant-General. 
( 4) A promise to comider any suggestions concerning the 

new Fmnchise Law which the British Government might 
wish to convey through their Agent. 

As to the mannet• in which Sir Alfred Milner transmitted this 
handsome offer to the Colonial Office, we quote the following significant 
passage from Mr. Auberon Herbert's article in the Contemporary 
Review of February last. It must be premised that Mr. Smuts and 
Mr. Greene had already come to an understanding, and that the 
Tt'ansvaal were under the impression, in making theit· proposal, that 
the British Government would accept it :-

"In order to make matters quite plain, it will be best to recall the 
contents of Mr. Greene's Charter of Agreement. It contained seven 
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conditions, and in stating them I shall mark by the use of italics the 
points at whi9h the formal note of the Transvaal Government (which 
was based upon them) fell short of the agreement, which it ought to 
have exactly expressed. (1) The five yeus' retrospective franchise 
('as proposed' by Sir A. Milner 'on the 1st of June, 1899 '-see formal 
dispatch of August 22) ; (2) the eight new seats for the Rand, making 
a total of l 0 ; (3) the vote to be conferred upon new voters for the 
Commandant-General and President; (4) the dii!Cussion of the franchise 
law with British Agent, aided by his own legal adviser. (5) Assumed 
that no further interference in the internal affairs of the Republic will 
take place contrary to the Convention ; (6) and that the controversy on 
suzerainty should be tacitly allowed to drop ; (7) Arbitration. Such 
was this excellent Charter of Agreement; and now we have to deal with 
the terrible fault of one man, and the calamitous mistakes that followed, 
involving both Governments, by which the Charter was wrecked. 

"Mr. Greene had sent two telegrams. They were of quite unequal 
value. The first was official; it contained what I have called the 
Charter of Agreement, and had been initialled hy Mr. Smuts ; the 
second was unofficial; it was supplementary and explanatory, containing 
Mr. Greene's impressions of further concessions to bo made, as he 
gathered from his conversations with Mr. Smuts, No blame attaches to 
Mr. Greene, because he had sent the Charter of Agreemt>nt, as initialled 
and corrected by Mr. Smuts, on Augu t 14, to Sir A. Milner ; but most 
unfortunately, by some terrible error of judgment or fault, Sir A. 
Milner sent the two telegrams on to Mr. Chamberlain without explaining 
their difforent values, or distinguishing between them. The conserptence 
was disaqtrous. It is quite plain that both Mr. Chamberlain and the 
Cabinet were misled, that they did not understand how mattcl'S stood ; 
and when Mr. Chamberlain received the Transvaal formal note, embodying 
the concessionH, he naturally imagined the failure of tho 'l'ranavt~al 
Government in fulfilling their engagement tn be much greater than it 
really was. Left uninformed --or in plainer words, misdirected- by 

ir A. Milner, he mixes up the two Greene telegrams, and treats the 
second telegram- the explanatory and converRational electram aB con
taining a part of the definite agreement which had been arrived at. 
IIe telegraphs (August 23) calling attention to tllu differencus that 
existed between the formal note and the conversations held with 
Mr. Greeno. Ire raises tivo points, which he wiHhes to Juwo sot right ; 
and of these five points, four were contained in the conversational 
explanatory telegram (and consequently ought never to l11we been 
raised) and only one was in the official agreement arrived at with 
Mr. Greene. It is quite plnin that, tht\nks to Sir A. Milner'H reticence, 
he reads the two Greene telegrams as one. and imagineH that the 
perfidiou!! Transvaal Government have larguly departed from the agree. 
ment made." 

fr. Chamberlain's reply to this offet·, ~tnd the condition~ attached 
to it, whether Sit· Alfred Milnet"'s manner of forwarding it misled him 
or not, was of the most ungracious character. But it is not necessat·y 

to go into this part of the controversy. What i~; significant is tlmt the 
ink was hardly dry on the Transvaal dispatch bl'fore Sit· Alfred ::Milner 
(Aurrust 23) indicted a long communication, urging the rejection of 

the entire proposal. Again, however, he had to admit the lat·geness 
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of the offer. "The effect of the successive changes introduced into their 
original plan" (he wrote) •· has certainly been to make its conspicuous 
features-five years' residence as qualifying for franchise and eight new 
seats for the Rand district-AS LIBERAL AS ANYTHING 1 WAS PREPARED 
TO SUGGEST." Why, therefore, it may be asked, did not Sir Alfred 
Milner counsel acceptance 1 His refusal to do so can only be explained 
on the supposition that from the beginning he meant and aimed at war. 
For on his dispatch of August 23, he abandoned the ground he took 
at Bloemfontein. On that occasion he stated to Mr. Chamberlain 
(dispatch of June 14) that of the two policies before him, one was to 
"seek in a spirit of broad compromise to obtain for the Outlanders 
such a position as would enable them gradually to remedy their 
principal grievances themselves," and the other to" in.sist on a series of 
specific l'efot•ms." He had deliberately adopted the first, namely, the 
policy of franchise. Now that that policy had been accepted, Sir 
Alfred shifted the entire ground of controversy, talked of his own 
fmnchise pt·oposal as a "mere outline," and declared that all questions 
at is ue between the Government and the Transvaal should be sett)ed 
"now " so as "to leave A CLEAR SLAn~." In that terrible phrase Sir 
Alfred 1\Iilner not only dismis:;ed hiR old policy, but shut up all ways 
and means of a peaceful settlement. A few days later (August 31) 
h' showed his hand openly. The Outlanders' "Council" had already 
done their best to secure the rejection of the Tmnsvaal offer, by 
i11si ting on disarmament, and the complete abolition of the indepen
dence of the outh African Republic. Sir Alfred Milner capped this 
aution by a telegram goading on Mr. Cbamb rlain_,.nu unwilling steed 
- to action. "BRI'l'ISH SoUTH AFmcA," he said, "IS PREPARED for 
I':X'l'R~<:ME MEASURES." This was in face of t.he fact-concealed by Mr. 

hnmberlain* till after the war broke out-that Lhe Mini~tri s bot!L in 
Cu.pe Colony and in Natal had protested against the use of force. "I 
fe;u• seriously," added Sir Alfred, " that there will be a strong reaction 
ngniust the policy of her· Majesty's Government IF M TTERS DRAG." 

lt is noedl<'ss to say that Mr. Chamberlain did not let matters drag. 
Within six weeks of this inflammatory dispatch the two nations were 
at wnr. 

Sit· Alfred Miluer's last contribution to the more honourable tradi
tions of diplomacy was to mutilate the dispatches of the head of one of 
the t,wo tate · with which we are at war. On the \"6 of the outbreak 

* Mr·. Ch:tmberla.in a.otually told the House of Commons that the Cape Ministry 
h11d not furwar\led him any communictltion concerning th situation. Mr. Rchreiner, 
on nmdiug this statement, at once in.~i~ted on the publica.tion of hi~ protests. 
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of hostilities Mr. Steyn telegraphed to Sir Alfred Milner, imploring 
him, in very conciliatory terms, to find some peaceful solution, and 
offering his personal services to that end. Mr. Steyn was the convener of 
the Bloemfontein Conference, his Government had always been friendly 
to this country, and the language of his two dispatches leaves no doubt, 
in any reasonable mind, of his desire for peace on conditions fair to 
both parties. Will it be believed that one of the dispatches was 
curtly summarised, while the other was mutilated and robbed of some 
of its most conciliatory phrases, as well as of a specific assurance of 
President Steyn's desire and ability to secure a settlement 1 That our 
readers may judge this point for themselves we print the most 
important of the two dispatches in full. The passages omitted by Sir 
Alfred Milner, including the whole of the introduction, are printed in 
italics:-

Septembel· 27. 
In view of the ever increasing gmvity of the situ-atio'' and the strained 

1·elations unf01·t11nately existing bet1ceen the Govemment oj Great 81·itain 
and of the South .African Rep1tblic, I deem ·it my duty to avail myse(f 
o.f this opporh~nity to address her Majesty's Govemment tlwongh yom· 
Excellency. 

The Fne State Government, as her Majesty's Goventment are awat·e, 
is bowtd both to the people of the South .African Rep1~blic and of the 
neighb01tt·ing British Colo1<ies by ties of blood and friendship. It is, in 
addition, bomtd on the one hand to the South .Africat• Repnblic by a 
solemn t1·eat11. in which this State has 1utdertaken to assist the Sister 
Rep1tblic in 'the event of its i10clependence being threatened or attacked, 
whil.~t 01• the othe1· side there exists between it and the BTiti.~h <lovernment 
and the Government of the neighboHriny British Colonies long established 
and highly appreciated amicable 1·~lations. It hM erer been, and still is, 
the aim and object of Free State policy hea1·tily to support nnd continnally 
to foster any measures tendtng to maintain not only, bnt to i'ltc1·ease the 
spirit of harmony and co-operation amongst the Colonies and States of 
South Africa and their 1·espective Got·ernments, mtd it wo1~ld most deeply 
1·egret the occun·ence of any mdo,vard event that u>Otdd cause a b1·eak in 
the cvrdial 1·elations hitherto so happily stbsisting between this State and 
all its neighbours. 

It is this strong feeli~<g of goodwill and amity towa1·ds both the 
Government of Gt·eat Britai?L a1tcl of the !Sonth .African Republic, betwee?t 
whom relations hove now for some time bePn ttnfortunately, bnt, as I 
tmst, only temporarily st1·ained, that led me to bring ab01tt the C01.jerence 
between yo1W Excellency and Pre:;ident Kntrfet· in May last. I acted in 
the hope that thereby the basis for u good understanding and harmoniol!s 
co-opm.ttion in the futw·e mi(fht have been artived at. 'l'hat Go1~{e7·ence 
tenninated without ~ffectin(J the Je:;ired resnlts, rmd eve1· since then this 
Gover·nment has been 1mceasin(J in its efforts m.d has done all in its powe1· 
to obta·in c~ peaceful and sati:<jactory sol1llion of the differences bettoeen her 
Majesty's Government and the So1tth .Aj1·ican Republic, by infl?tencing the 
Governme1d of the So1tth .Afl'iccm Repnblic to make most important 
reforms in the matter of fmnchise and 1·epre.sentation for British sttbjects 
who are desi1·ous of becominglm,·ghers of that l:<epnblic. 
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In p1·essinq those fmnchise and r·ep1·esentation 1·ejomts and concessions, 
this Government kept in view the spirit that anim,ated yonr Excellency at 
the Conjere?oce, and in which they assumed that the British Government 
aLso 1oas wilLing to act, 1:iz., " to adopt an attitu.de of friendLy snggestion 
and not of dictatiOJo in the intemaL a./fain of the RepnbLic." When it i-s 
borne in mind tohnt the posUion u;ns both in regard to the qnestiun of 
j?'anchise and of ?·epnsentatiot• ito the So•tth African RepubLic at the tim• 
of the Conference, and what mdicaL reforms have bee" effected by the 
Gove1'1tment and LegisLatttTe of that country in the compan;,tiveLy short 
time that has elapsed since that date, I think it may be jaidy claimed that 
onr effm·ts, <tided by the representations of other friends of pPace and 
hm·mony in Sonth Aj?·ica, have beet> crowned with a La1·ge meamre of 
success. 

WhiLst the Government of the Sonth Ajr·i•xm Republic, encottraged 
thereto by the advice of the Free St<tte and other friends, we1·e b11sy inducing 
the Legislature and people of that Repnblic to ac-;ept reforms in the direction 
suggested and desired by her Majesty's Government, and intended to meet 
the alleged wants of the OntLande1· popuLation, and even before the proposal 
was made by the British Govemment that the franchise lrtw and scheme of 
increased representation for the W. W. Rand GoldfieLds sh011Ld be sub
mitted to a Joint Conomi-ssion for examination and report, this Government 
cottld not be blind to the fact that the tone of the dispatches had altered, 
cmd that the British Gove~"nment had in fact depa?·ted. _f1·om the basis on 
which negotiations were opened-tlutt of not interje?·ing in the internal 
affctirs of the RepubLic. The request for the Joint Commission of InquiTy 
emphasised that .fact beyoad any shadow of doubt. Notwithstanding, the 
Government of the Orange Free State, in the hope that an impa~·tial 
i?tvestigation might inangumte a ~·enewal of the employment of friendly 
methods tm<ding towaTds a satisjactoTy soLution of the questions in differ
ence, and adopting the friendly snggestion received from severaL qnarters, 
once more advised the Govemment of the So1tth .African Republic to make 
yet m•othe1· concession. and to give yet another proof of its willingness to 
meet the Briti~h Government by consenting to accept the invitation of the 
British GoiJernment to take part in snch a Joint Oommission. This adviee 
tvas adopted, and at lnst it seemed that the effor·ts of the friends of peace 
and harmmty in S01dh Aj1·ica stood n fair chance of being C?'O?oned with 
wccess. Great, therefore, u•as the disappointment of the Govemrnent and 
people of this State 1vhen it tmnspired that, jr·om causes with ·which I am 
still ?macqtutinled, o1w best e_{fo1·ts, CHlminating in the acceptance by the 
Sonth African Republic of the proposals of the B1·itish Government jot· a 
Joint Comm·ission of Inqt~iTy on the Seven Years' Franchise La10 and 
adopted increased representation scheme, proved ttnavailing, and that the 
tttifo!·t?.mate tension seemed, as it seems now, to be only increasing. 

This Government are still prepared and tender their services to 
further the interests of peace and to continue in their endeavours to 
procure a satisfactory solution of existing difticulties on fair and rea. on
able lines. They feel th'3mselves however hampered now as in the past 
(a) by a want of knowledge as to the definite object and extent of the 
desires and demands of the British Government compliance with which 
that Government consider themselves entitled to insist on and as to the 
grounds on which such insistence is based. (b) By the fact, notwith
standing the repeated assurances of the British Government that it does 
not wish to interfere in the internal affairs of the Government of the 
South African Republic nor to disturb its independence, it has pursued 
a policy which seems to justify a contrary conclusion ; to give but one 
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instance which could not be othet·wise than calcttlaled to ue n most dis
turbing element i1~ the conduct of negotiations, I may mention the 
enormous and ever-increasing military preparations on the part of the 
British Government indicating a policy of force and coercion, dnt•ing 
the whole conrse of negotiations 1ohich were stated to be of tt friendly 
-a,,ul conciliatory nature; those preparations i1t the absenc1• of any 
apparetlt cause jHstifying the same being not wmatumllyloolud 11]JOn as a 
direct menace to the SoHth Ajriwn Rep1tblic. After all thrd has bcw done 
by the Sonth Aj1·ican Republic to meet the views of her Maiesty's Gorem
?nettl for a Joint Commission to inqnin into the scope awl effect of those 
rneasl!res and 1chether immediate and mbstatttial t·epresentatiott would 
thereby be assm·ed to the Uitla11ders willing to acail themselres of the 
pro>:isious thereof. 

This Government cannqt conceive it possible that the points of 
difference that may exist on this subject justify those extensive and 
ever-increasing military preparations being carried out on this border, 
not only of the outh African Repubhc, but also of the Orange Free 

tate, and they are therefore reluctantly compelled to conclude that 
they must be intended to secure other objects at present unknown to 
the Government of this tate, and the knowledge whereof, if they 
prove to be fair and reasonable, might induce this Government to make 
necessary representations to secure their attainment, and enahle them to 
continue their efforts to secure a speedy, peaceful, and satisfactory 
settlement of the difficulties and differences existing between her 
~1ajesty's Government aud the Government of the South African 
Republic. I bey to add that 1 amfinnly co~tvinred (and .f1·el ~11rr that any 
reasonable assnrance conld be obtained). We are firmly convinced (the 
repetition is due to 1\ll alteration of Sir Alfred )lilncr'sJ that the 
Government nf South African Republic have been sincerely desirous to 
maintain in its integrity the Convention of London 18!:14 both as regards 
its letter and its spirit, and that they do not contemplate or a!!sert a 
claim to any absolute political r>tatus without the qualification arising 
out of Article IV. of that Convention. And acwrdi~tyly it does rwt 
appear to me that the·re is a?<!f misundentaHcli"!J hereon that coltld ?tot 
promptly attd witho11t difficnlty be .~ettled. I feel assured that 1 here is no 
difference between their contention on that point and the comtnunication 
made on behalf of her Majesty's Government hy her Majesty'" High 
Commiss•oner to the Governments both of the South African Republic 
and of this ctate on the 27th February, 1884, as to the im]Jort of that 
Convention: that communicatiOn was as follows, "Same complete 
internal independence in 'l'ransvaal as in Orange Free • 'tate; conduct 
and control intercourse with foreign Governm;~nts conceded ; Oueen's 
final approval treaties reserved." 

In the expectation that her Majesty's Government will »hare my 
viewt> that no effort should ba spared to effect a peaceable ~:~cttloment, if 
possible, of the point$ in diffet·wce between thetn u;ul the So nth Africm• 
Republic, wrv.l that consequently all wu;,es of itritatio11 likely to del11y or 
preve11t s~tch settlement slumld be removed, or, at llllc.st, nut be af/!fl'aVIded, I 
trust that her Majesty's Government may see their way clear, pending 
arrival of the further dispatch intimated as about to be sent to Govern
ment of South African Republic, and ]Jending further negotiations, to 
stop any further movements or increase of troops on or near the borders 
of the South African Republic and of this State, and further to give an 
assurance to that effect to alldy the great excitement and irritation 
naturally aroused and increased thereby, and if her Majesty's Govem-
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ment should be pleased to accede to t-llis request this Government 
would be glad to be favoured with the views of her Majesty's 
Government on the points raised herein, and more particularly as to 
the precise nature and scope of the concessions or measures the adoption 
whereof her Majesty's Government consider themselves entitled to 
claim, or which they suggest as being necessary or sufficient to insure 
a satisfactory and permanent solution of existing differences between 
them and the South .African Republic, whilst at the same time provid
ing a means for settlement [of] any other that may arise in the future.
M. T. STEYN, State President. 

It will be thus seen that ~ir Alfred Milner omitted from Mr. 
Steyn's dispatch the following important features :-

1. Parliament and the countr_y were prevented from taking note of 
the services already rendered by President Steyn as p~cemaker and 
negotiator. It was he who brought about the Bloemfontein Conference 
at the request of the British Government. His influence weighed largely 
with the South .African Republic in the subsequent negotiations and 
concessions. 

2. The same with his declarations of unbroken friendship towards 
this country- a fact which strengthens President Steyn's further offer of 
his services, but which is presumably set aside by Sir A. Milner as too 
lengthy for transmission. 

3. Neither Mr. Chamberlain nor the country had before them the 
circumstance that President Steyn was in a position to secure assur
ances from the Transvaal as to their unqualified acceptance of British 
paramountcy as defined by the Convention of 1884. This omission is of 
great consequence in face of Mr. Chamberlain's dispatch of July 13, 
in which he declares that the Government can never recognise the status 
of the TransvA.al as a Sovereign International State. President Steyn, 
as it turned out, was prepared to give satisfactory assurances on this 
point, and yet this vital fact was kept from Mr. Chamberlain's know
ledge. 

In the course of the debate in the House of Commons on this 
question Mr. Chamberlain asked how the country could be expected 
to know what was in President Steyn's mind. Mr. George's reply 
was that it was impossible that they should so know it when Sir 
Alfred M.ilner had concealed it from the Government. 

What does the country think of a diplomacy which has involved 
consequences so serious to the Empire and so fatal to South Africa 1 
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A CRUSHING ANSWER 
TO 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN'S CASE AGAINST 
THE TRANSVAAL. 

EXTRACTS FROM BLUE-HOOKS. 

This pamphlet is composed from the letters which Mr. State 
Secretary Reitz wrote in reply to Mr. Chamberlain's despatches 
on the " franchise," the Uitlanders' petition, and the various other 
grievances alleged to exist before the present unfortunate war 
broke out. The first series of extracts relate wholly to the 
" franchise," and are taken from a letter bearing date September 
22nd. 

It will be remembered by those who have followed the tangled 
skein of Colonial Office diplomacy that on July 27th Mr. Cham
berlain wrote a long letter to Sir Alfred .Milner, in which he 
expressed a hope " that the latest proposals passed by the Volks
raad may prove to be a basis for a settlement on t.he lines which 
you laid down at the Conference, and which Her Majesty's 
Government have approved."* 

On August 23rd Mr. Chamberlain telegraphed to Sir Alfred 
Milner to communicate the despatch of July 27th, if it had not 
yet been communicated, to the Government at Pretoria. Later 
on the same dav Sir Alfred Milner cabled that, in accordance with 
the instruction"s received earlier that day, he had communicated 
the despatch. On September 22nd Mr. Reitz replied to it in a 
letter to Mr. Conyngham Greene ; on September 28th Mr. Greene 
sent it on to Sir Alfred Milner; ou October 4th the High Com
missioner sent it on to Mr. Chamberlain, and on October 23rd it 
reached the Colonial Office. War had then been raging for a 
fortnight, and the battles of Tolana Hill and Elands La.agte had 
already been fought. But the letter is interesting because it 
shows the attitude of the Transvaal Government towards the 
"franchise" question. In order to follow the intricacies of the 
discussion clearly it is well to remember-

(!) That the so-called" franchise" que tion is really a question 
of naturali ation. When an alien was duly naturalised, and took 
on all the duties of a burgher no difficulties were thrown in the 
way of his obtaining a vote. In the Transvaal the suffrage was 

*No. 9 in Blue-book C. 9518. August, 1899, p. 7. 
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that on this point the Convention has been broken seems to be 
untrue, while neither in the treaty of Sand River, nor in the Conven
tion of Pretoria, nor in the Convention of 1884 entered into at 
London, which entirely takes the place of that of Pretoria, is any
thing said of equality of political rights of any newcomers. 

As Mr. Reitz asserts, there is not a word either in the Conven 
tion of 1881 or iu the Convention of 1884 which binds the South 
African Republic to give political rights to any foreigner. Mr . 
Chamberlain, indeed, knew this and did not pretend that there 
was. But he fell back on a Blue-book published in May, 1882, 
which gave an account of the conversations that took place prior 
to the signing of the Pretoria Convention of 1831. Mr. 
Chamberlain quotes two passages from that Blue-book in support 
of his contention. This is the first: it gives the questions and 
answers in a conference that took place at Newcastle (Natal) on 
May lOth, 1881, 1mder the Presidency of 8ir Hercules Robinson :-

239 (President).-Before annexation, had British subjects com
plete freedom of trade throughout the Transvaal ; were they on the 
same footing as citizens of the Transv}tal 1 

240 (Llfr. K1·uge1·).-They were on the same footing as the 
burghers; there was not the slightest difference according to the Sand 
River Convention. 

241 (President).-! presume you will not object to that con
tinuing 1 

242 (Jb·. K1·t~ger).-No; there will be equal protection for 
everybody. 

243 (Si1· E. TVood).-And equal privileges 1 
244 (Jfr. Krnger).-We make no difference so far as burgher 

rights at"e concerned. There may perhaps be some slight difference in 
the case of a young person who has just come into the country. 

The second passage quoted by Mr. Chamberlain need not be 
quoted here, because it is embodied in its entirety in Mr. Reitz's 
reply which is quoted lower down. 

On Mr. Kruger's last answer in the above extract rests the 
whole legal claim of foreigners to a vote in the Transvaal. 

The Convention of Pretoria said nothing about the franchise. 
Now let us return to Mr. Reitz's letter. He proceeds :-
In quotation, No. 1037, Dl'. Jorissen states supplementary to whn.t 

has been said by Ml'. Kruger:-" I wish to say that this might give rise 
to a wrong impression. What Mr. Kruger intended to convey was this. 
According to our law, a new incomel' does not get his burgher rights 
immediately. The words 'young person' have no reference to age, but 
to the time of residence in the Republic. According to our old 
Grondwet (Constitution) people must reside one year in the country." 

From tl1is we must understand, according to the view o£ this 
Government, that the franchise is not immediately extended in this 
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Republic to each new incomer, but that under the old Grondwet 
already a residence for a definite time was demanded before the fran
chise was granted, and then only after taking an oath of loyalty. 
From the current discussions which make no part of the subsequent 
agreement , it appears clearly that it was then already the intention 
of the representatives of the people of the South Aft-ican Republic to 
allow incomers to get the franchise, not at once, but only after some 
period of residence ; it does not 1·eqnire proof that the necessity arose in 
the interest of the State and of the pPrmanent inhabitants to make that 
period of ?'esidence longer, when a great injhw; of stmngers took place, 
whose openly declared object was merely to stay long P-nough till they 
had made enfJugh money. 

In Article 12 of the Convention of 1881 full freedom, among other 
things, was granted to per ons who had remained loyal to Her 
~1:ajesty's Government during the hostilities which then took place to 
remain in the country, with enjoyment of all civil rights and protec
tion for Lheir persons and properties, while in Article 28 all persons 
who had fixed their re idence in the Transvaal between 12th of April, 
1817, and the date of that Convention coming into operation, and 
who had registered with the British Agent within twelve months after 
that date, would be thereby discharged of all compulsory militat·y 
service whatever. 

An increase in the number of foreigner· coming to reside soon 
alarmed the Transvaal Government for its iudependence, and the 
following year the period of qualification was raised from one to 
ti ve year~. .Mr. Reitz contends with great lucidity and force that 
we tacitly admitted that this was no violation of the Convention. 
Here is his argument in full :-

Under its (i.e., the 1881 Convention) operation Law No. 7, 1882, 
was passe<.l, by which the period for obtaining the franchise was 
increased from one to five years, and no objection to that was ever made 
from the side o/ Her Jfajesty's Government, nor was the assertion made 
that that law was in cont:lict with the existing Convention, ot· of 
assurances given at Newcastle by the Boer leaders. 

When this Republic in 1884 first treated with Her M.a.jesty for a. 
new Convention, to replace the old one which was inefficient, and 
imposed bm·dens and obligations from which the Republic desired to 
be discharged, and afterwards made a new Convention, no single wo1·d 
was said against the reg1dation about the franchise in thP La.w of 1882, 
n.'l little as were assurances asked for the grant of the franchise Lo 
British subjects without first having been ~ettled some time in the 
country. In Article 15, howev(·r, the regulation was taken over from 
Article 28 of the Convention of Pretoria (viz., that persons having 
~;ettled in the Transvaal between the 12th of April, 1877, and 8th of 
August, 1881, and who have had their names registered by the British 
Agent within 12 months after the last-named date, will be exempted 
from all compulsory military service), and if ITer Majesty's Govem
ment had then Heen reason to object to the principle confirmed and 

" 
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worked out in lhe Law of 1882, they would ceetainly have tried to 
come to an underr.;tanding with the Government of the South African 
Republic on that occasion, by which regulations about a certain period 
of residence before obtaining the franchise might be annulled. . 

Her Majesty's Government not only did not do so, but stipulateo 
in Article 7 of that same Convention, just as in Article 14 of that of 
Pretoria, again only for civil rights for persons who had remained 
loyal during certain hostilities to Her Majesty, while in its 14th 
Article v~u·ious civil (as distinguished from political) rights were 
assured to all persons, but under the express conditions that those 
persons should conform to the laws of the South African Republic, 
and those laws had long before already laid down or maintained the 
principle that the incomer had to have a certain period of residence 
before he could obtain the franchise. 

From the foregoing it appears that the right of this Republic to 
ruake restrictions "as to franchise" was recognised, tacitly at least, by 
Her Majesty's Government itself. 

These restrictions we't'e extended in 1890, and increased from 5 to 
14 years, and no rema1·ks were made on the pa1·t of Her ]J.fajesty's 
Government. At that time, too, no claim was made for equal political 
rights, and no assertion was ever made that this action had been in 
conflict with the Convent,ion made in 1881 with the State of the 
Transvaal, or that of 188± with the South African Republic, as also 
nothing of the kind happened when in 189! the law on the franchise 
was again modified. 

The tremendous influx of strangers from 1890 on thoroughly 
frightened the Transvaal Government, and the manifest unwilling
ness of many of these strangers to discharge the duties of 
citizenship, though they were never unwilling to accept the rights, 
did not tend to reassure Mr. Kruger and his advisers. I n the 
Transvaal, as in many other countries, citizenship has its duties 
as well as its rights . One of those duties is the obligation to 
military service, the liability to be commandeered. Mr. Reitz 
tells us how the difficulty came to a head:-

In 1894, when this Republic was involved in a war with certain 
coloured chiefs, various incomers of different nationalities were pre
pared to go to war for the land of their adoption, along with the 
burghers of this State, and many of them have subsequently become 
fully enfranchised burghers, because they had shown by deods that 
they were ready to take the field like broLhers with Lhe older burghers 
for the defence of this Republic, but when some British subjects, also 
r cent incomers, refused to do service on commando, Sir Henry Loch, 
the then High Commissioner, denied the right of this Republic to 
require them to do such service in the Republic, and although there 
was no convention ot· law to thfl contrary, this Government decided, 
with the authorisaLion of the representatives of the people, that 
British subjects, settled in this Republic, should not be called out for 
commando service. 
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This unwillingness, however, shows that neither Her Majesty's 
subjects nor Her Majesty's Government had then thought it desirable 
that British subjects should become burghet·s of this Republic, and 
thus enjoy the rights attached or bear the accompanying burdens. lf 
eve1·, that would have been the opportunity for lier Jlfajesty's Govern
ment to stiptdate that restrictions in r·ega1·d to the j1·anchise should be 
1·emoved. That Government did not then appeal to assumnces given at 
Neu.:castle, but only desired that its subjects should be exempted from all 
compulsory military service, and remain British subjects. 

After Her Majesty's Government had several times had the oppor
tunity in negotiations with the Government of the Transvaal State or 
the South African Republic to stipulate for its subjects that restrictions 
upon the obtaining of the franchise should be done away with, it did 
not do so, but, on the contrary, it recognised, tacitly if not expressly, 
that this Republic lay under no obligation in that respect, and this 
Government regrets most deeply that Her Majesty's Government 
suddenly conceives it sees therein a breach and setting aside of the 
letter and spirit of the Convention of 1884, and for this conceives it 
its duty to accuse the Republic of not having abided by the alleged 
assurances said to have been given by the Boer leaders in 1881. 

The Transvaal has always conferred the gift of citizenship on 
those who were willing to take up arms on her behalf. The City 
of London did the very same thing to the City Imperial Voltm
teers on the eve of their sailing for South Africa. If the other 
young men in London, who might have volunteered, but did not, 
claimed t:hat they should be made citizens too what would be 
said ? W ou Id they be granted the privilege here ? 

After referring to the surrender of the Uitlanders in January, 
1896, after the failure of Dr. J ameson's absurd and criminal raid, 
Mr. Reitz gives his view of the Uitlander agitation. There are 
two sides to every question. What this country needs most at 
present is to be willing to look at the Transvaal side of Johannes
burg. This is the State Secretary's view of the new corners who 
would not win citizenship by fighting for their adopted country, 
but who actually armed and plotted to fight against that country 
and overthrow its government while they were permitted to live 
there in peace and win for themselves immense wealth. 

Notwithstanding its continuous effort, during all the time which 
has elapsed since the commotions in Johannesburg, by means o£ 
liberal and practical legislation to bring the Uitlanders into a condition 
of satisfaction, the Government has always had to struggle with 
agitation caused by a portion of the population there, which, contrary 
to Article 14 of the Convention of London, 1884, doel:l not wish to 
abide by the laws of the Republic, and always reject the hand of 
friendship extended to them by the Proclamation of lOth of January, 
1896, and always still extended. Nevertheless, it has not omitted, 
since the melancholy occurrences of the beginning of 1896, at J ohannes
burgh, to direct attempts to continuously further the interests 
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of the nnmng population, and to improve their condition, grievances 
brought before it have been examined most earnestly by the Govern
ment itself or by Commissions appointed by it, who have heard 
evidence on the subject, and although the V olksraad has not always 
been able to agree with the measures indicated by such Commissions, 
has nevertheless always taken such measures to provide for the 
difficulties brought before it a;; it thought desirable in the general 
interests of the State. Many salutary laws and resolutions have been 
already made which may be useful and advantageous to the incomers, 
and this Government intends to propose gradually further changes 
which may appear desirable. Plans had already been contrived for the 
facilitation of obtaining the franchise, when the invitation to attend a 
conference at Bloerofontein was received, and this Government accepted 
it with pleasure, because it supposed that, taking counsel with the 
representative of a friendly Power, which, like this Republic, has great 
interests in South Africa, and the friendly hints of Het· Majesty's 
Government, through Her Majesty's High Commissioner, would 
facilitate the solution of its difficulties with a discontented Uitlandet· 
population. This Government has subsequently, keeping in view the 
views of Her Majesty's Government as obtained from His Excellency 
the High Commissioner, submitted the extension of the franchise 
anew to the Volksraad, and as a consequence to-day a law has been 
fixed, which is so liberal that in truth, if the newcomers wish to make 
use of it, it would ensure them an actual and immediate representation. 

The new burghers in the Gold Fields will, besides, secure a 
sufficient number of seats in the Volksraad, and then have the oppor
tunity to discuss the grievances which the new population conceive it 
has in the Volksraad and with the older burghers, and, as far as 
possible, to meet them. And this Government trusts that from now 
their grievances will belong largely to the past, and as it on its side is 
assured that efficient opportunity has been given the incoroers, if they 
wish to make use of it, to get an actual and immediate representation, 
it cherishes the conviction that examinations into the efficiency of the 
new Francise Law and the resolution with regard to representation, 
will more and more exhibit that efficiency, and can thereby lead to the 
realisation of the object it has contemplated by means of a vote to be 
given to the newcomers in the Volksraad to open an opportunity for 
co-operation in the removal of all the grievances and difficulties they 
think they have. This conviction has prevailed upon it to take into 
the roost favourable consideration the request of Her Majesty's Govern
ment for the appointment of deputies by this Government and Het· 
Majesty's Government for the discussion of the points, making a 
report and submitting recommendations, as it had the honour already 
to state in its despatch of the 2nd instant, on the understanding 
mentioned therein. 

The final paragraph of this remarkable letter is concerned with 
the question of arbitration. In order to understand Mr. Reitz's 
letter thoroughly it is necessary to quote from earlier Blue-books. 
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It will be remembered that there was considerable difference 
of opinion between the two Governments on the question of the 
relation of the Conventions of 1881 and 1884, and on the inter
pretation of some of the Articles of the 1884 Convention. The 
position of the Transvaal Government was that the Convention of 
1884 entirely supPrseded the Convention of 1881. Certainly at 
the time they signed it their representatives were under that 
impression; so were the representatives of this country, and the 
spokesmen in Parliament of the Government which concluded 
both Conventions. So was every public man in both countries 
from 1884 till 1897. But Mr. Chamberlain, without consulting 
the law offic8rs of the Crown, set to work to prove that though the 
preamble of the Convention of 1881 was struck out by Lord Derby 
with his own hand, nevertheless it bad been permitted to remain a 
part of the Convention of 1884. True, it does not appear in any 
known copy of the Convention of 1884; true, also, that most of the 
leading authorities on constitutional law in this country, irrespec
tive of politics and irrespective of their views on the general merits 
of the South African question, were against the Colonial Secre
tary's interpretation. 

The other main point of difference was the interpretation of 
some of the Articles in the 1884 Convention. At the commence
ment of the diplomatic controver y which preceded this war, the 
Transvaal Government had proposed to refer all these difficulties 
to outside arbitration. As they referred to agreements made 
between two Powers, it seems a reasonable and fair proposal that 
a third party, and not one of the two signatories, should interpret 
the disputed clauses or points. Out· strong support of the principle 
of arbitraticn at the Hague Conference morally bound us to 
ubmit our quarrel to a third party. This we refused to do, 

though President Kruger subsequently withdrew his proposal for 
foreign arbitration. 

During the Bloemfontein Conference, on the afternoon of ,June 
fth, recognising our determination not to refer all questions to 
arbitration, he tried to secure that desirable end, as far as future 
differences were concerned, by the offer of a liberal franchise 
to the Uitlanders. This is his proposal, handed in in writing, and 
printed on p. 59 of Blue-book C. 9,404, July, 18!)9, entitled 
"Correspondence Relating to the Bloemfontein Conference." 

As it is my earnest wish that this Conference should not be 
fruitless, I wish to make the following proposal to His Bxcellency, 
viz.:-

As according to his own admission my proposal ttbout franchise 
's an important step in the ri..,ht direction, I shall be prepared to lay 
my proposal before the Volksraad and to recommend it, even though 
His Excellency does not fully agree with it. From his side I shall 
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then expect that His Excellency will lay before and recommend to Her 
Majesty's Government my request about arbitration on future matters 
of difference under the Convention. 

His Excellency will, however, readily understand that if Her 
Majesty's Government should not meet me so far, so as to grant my 
acknowledged fait· request for arbitration, it could be with difficulty 
expected that the people of the South African Republic would approve 
of my comprehensive proposal with regard to franchise. 

Regard being had to my strong wish to have all differences 
settled amicably by arbitration, and by so doing to strengthen the 
bonds of friendship between the two Governments, and also with an 
eye to the peace and friendship between all white races in South 
Africa, I have not scrupled to go so far that I have conferred with His 
Excellency in a friendly way even over strictly internal affairs, and my 
strong trust is that this my wish snall not remain \l.nfulfilled. 

To this modest proposal Mr. Chamberlain replied in the 
famous despatch of July 27th, the full text of which is to be 
found in Blue-book C. 9,518, August, 1899; the part of the reply 
referring to arbitration will be found on page ll of that book. 
The Colonial Secretary says :-

There have been, during the last few years, a number of instances 
in which Her Majesty's Govemment contend that the Conventions 
between this country aad the South African Republic have been 
broken by the latter in the letter as well as in the spirit. There are 
other cases, again, in which there may have been no actual infraction 
of the letter of the Conventions, but in which injury has been inflicted 
on British subjects, for which redress is required on their behalf. 

With a view to the settlement of some, at least, of these 
questions, the Government of the South African Republic has met the 
representations of Her Majesty's Government with an offer to submit 
them to the arbitration of some foreign Power. In view of the 
relations established by the Conventions of Pretoria ann London, Her 
Majesty's Government have felt themselves compelled to declare 
emphatically that under no circumstances whatever will they admit 
the intervention of any foreign Power in regard to their interpretation 
of the Conventions. 

Her Majesty's Government notes, however, with satisfaction that, 
in the course of the discussion at Bloemfontein, President Kruger 
withdrew the proposal for the intervention of a foreign power. 

Her Majesty's Government recognise, however, that the interpre
tation of the Conventions in matters of detail is not free from 
difficulty. While, on the one hand, there eau be no question of the 
itJterpretation of the preamble of the Convention of 1881, which 
governs tlte Articles substituted in the Convention of 1884:, on the 
other hand there may be fair· differ nces of opinion as to the interpre
tation of the details of those Articles, and it is unsatisfactory that in 
cases of divet·gence of opinion beLweeu ITer 'Majesty's Government 
and the Government of the South African Republic there should be 
uo authority to refer the points at i sue for final decision. 
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If, therefore, the President is prepared to agree to the exclusion of 
any foreign element in the settlement of uch disputes Her Majesty's 
Government would be willing to consider how far and by what methods 
such questions of interpretation as have been above alluded to could 
be decided by some judicial authority whose independence, impartiality, 
and capacity would be beyond and above all suspicion. 

The above, with all its mass of verbiage, means that, on the 
great issue of the Suzerainty, only expressly given to this country 
under the Convention of 1881 which was superseded in 1884, 
a.rbitration of any sort was absolutely refused. On differences 
of opinion regarding the interpretation of the articles of the 
Convention of 1884, if no foreigner is admitted, Mr. Chamberlain 
"is willing to consider how far such questions could be decided" 
by a court with (presumably) a Brit1sh majority in it ! 

Mr. Reitz wrote as follows :-
In the same note of the 2nd instant the Government has already 

stated that it would be obliged if it could obtain further explanations 
from Her Majesty's Government about the composition of an arbitra
tion court, as Her Majesty's Govemment propose it is to be constituted 
in the note of 27th of July, and will be pleased to await what Her 
Majesty's Government wish to propose further on that subject, so that 
the two Governments may come to an understanding as soon as possible, 
and decide the many differences, great and small, which have arisen 
during a considerable time between both Governments by way of an 
arbitration court by which friendly relations, existing as happily until 
now, can be more and more extended, and in this Republic, as well as 
in Her Majesty's possessions in South Africa, the different nationalities 
be able to live fraternally together, and the race hatred so abhorred 
by both Govemments may speedily become a thing of the past, and 
quite die out.-I have, &c., F. W. REI'l'Z, State Secretary. 
Conyngham Greene, Esq., C.B., British Agent, Pretoria. 

This reply is remarkable for its extraordinary moderation, but 
when it reached this country, as has been mentioned above, war 
had been raging for a fortnight. 

The extracts which form the second series are taken from a 
letter written by Mr. Secretary Reitz on September 22nd in reply 
to the despatch of May lOth in reference to the petition of the 
Outlanders on their general grievances. The position assumed 
throughout by the Pretoria Government is stated with great 
clearness* :-

(TRANSLATION.) 

Department of Foreign Affairs, Government Office, 
Pretoria, September 25, 1899. 

Sm,-The Government of the South African Republic has the honour 
to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of a certain despatch addressed on 
the lOth 1\fay, 1899, by the Right Honourable the Secretary of tate for 

* p. 79, Blne-book Cd. 43. (.Jannary, 1900.) 
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the Colonies to His Excellency the High Commissioner, with reference 
to a memorial sent to Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and 
Ireland, on which appear 21,684 signatures, said to be affixed by an 
equal number of British subjects residing at Johannesburg, within this 
Republic . 

It observes that Her Majesty's Government on the ground also of 
information furnished to themselves have considered it necessary to 
take action on the memorial for the investigation of the allegations 
brought forward in tlutt memorial. As a result of that investigation, 
Her Majesty's Government have been led themselves to offer their views 
to this Government on the administration of the internal affairs of 
this Republic, and to cause them to be sent at the same time to the 
Petitioners in answer to their memorial. 

This Government begs to point out that the Convention of London 
of 1884, entered into between this Republic and the Government of 
Her Britannic Majesty, assures to the South African Republic 
complete free internal administration, without any interference from 
any quarter, even as Lord Derby, in his despatch of 15th February, 
1884, states: "Your Government will be left free to govern the country 
without interference, and to conduct its diplomatic intercourse, and 
shape its foreign policy, subject only to the requirements embodied in 
the fourth article of the new draft that any treaty with a foreign 
State shall not have effect without the approval of the Queen." 

In his despatch of 4th February, 1896, Mr. Chamberlain, Secretary 
of State for the Colonies, states : "In the next place it is necessary 
that I should state clearly and unequivocally what is the position 
which Her Majesty's Government claim to hold towards the Govern
ment of the South African Republic. Since the Convention of 1884, 
Her Majesty's Government have recognised the South African 
Republic as a free and independent Government, as regards all its 
internal affairs, not touched by that Convention." 

Also in a telegram from the right honourable gentleman of 26th 
March, 1896, it is stated in . o many words : "Her 1l1ajesty's Govern
ment do not clairn any 1·ights tmde1· the Convention to presc1·ibe the 
pa1·ticula1· internal1·ejorrns which should be made in the Sot~th African 
Republic." 

This Government has always considered it its bounden duty to hold 
strictly on the side of the Rfpublic to the whole Convention of 1884, 
anrl has always felt itself compelled to express its earnest o~jections to 
any intervention or interference with the intemal affairs of the Re
public, or to the discussion or treatment of them with or by others 
than themselves, and they can now also still find no reasons which 
would justify such "interference," ot· which would escape the accusa
tion of producing a breach of the Convention of London. 

The request for " intervention" on the side of any British subjects 
who are disinclined-as agreed by this Government with Her Britannic 
Majesty in the Convention of London-to conduct themselves accord
ing to the laws of the land, to conform to the legal institutions and 
customs of the South African Republic, and who think they have the 
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right to feel themselves aggrieved that the laws are not altered as they 
might wish, cannot, this Government feels convinced, find a favourable 
reception from Her Majesty's Government. 

The Transvaal Government claims that" franchise" or naturali
sation is a purely internal affair, not provided for by the Conven
tion of 1884, or even the Convention of 1881. M:r. Chamberlain's 
case rests, as we have seen, on a single aud by no means un
ambiguous sentence in a conversation preceding the signing of 
the Pretoria Convention of 1881, and which was ignored in that 
Convention and the succeeding one of 1884. 

After refueing to make a purely internal matter a subject of 
further discussion as a matter of right, Mr. Reitz proceeds:-

This Government has, however, seveml times intimated to Her 
:\Iajesty's Government that it will greatly appreciate the giving of 
hints in the interests of their subjects residing in this country. 
Assuredly it will always be found ready to lend a most willing ear to 
any friendly counsel or hint which the Government of Her Britannic 
Majesty-another Power which, along with the South African 
Republic and the Orange Free State, protects and looks after the 
great interests of South Africa-might wish to give. These feelings 
also induced His Honour the State President to accept the friendly 
invitation from the respected head of the Orange Free State, His 
Honour President ~teyn, and to proceed to Bloemfontein with the 
object of discussing there with His Excellency the High Commissioner, 
as the representative in South Africa of Her Britannic Majesty, affairs 
{)f equal interest to this Republic and Her Majesty's Government. 
Of the value of the memorial itself the Slate Secretary says:-

In the first place, this Government wishes to point out that the 
memorial which has given rise to the sending of that despatch, far 
from having been signed by 21,684 British subjects (as is apparent to 
this Government from very trustworthy testimony, in many cases 
supported by sworn declarations), in fact has been signed only by very 
few persons, not to peak of British subjects, in the South African 
Republic. . . . . This Government considers all the ll1ore that 
that memorial has not much significance, and most assuredly did not 
express the feelings of the so-called Uitlanders or British subjects, 
because it has received from nearly 23,000 inhabitants of the Republic, 
almost all Uitlanders and among them many British subjects, another 
memorial, the signatures to which, according to sworn declarations 
-communicated to His Excellency the High Commissioner, were 
obtained bona-fide, and from which it appears that those thousands of 
Uitlanders testify that they are content with the administrat.ion and 
the Government of this Republic, and do not share in what the 
memorialists to Her Britannic Majesty consider to be their just 
grievances. 

The number of Outlanders who are fighting on both sides iu 
the present war seems to confirm what is stated in the above 
quoted passages. 

... 
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Mr. Reitz's method of looking at the taxes on the mmmg 
population is reasonable enough :-

This Government further begs to point out that while the Uitlander 
population have all worked together in increasing the revenue of the 
State, so that it amounted in 1898 to the sum of £3,983,360, of which, 
as was stated to His Excellency, the chief heads such as Customs 
duties, prospectors' licenses, railway revenue, and others, were princi
pally contributed by Uitlanders, it must not be forgotten, on the other 
hand, that in that same year, 1898, gold to the value of £20,000,000 
was taken out of this State, chiefly by the Uitlanders. 

In every well-governed country the principle of taxation is 
that the burden should fall on the shoulders best able to bear it. 
You cannot own the richest goldfields in the world without bearing 
a fair share of taxation. 

As to the Customs duties, the statements of the Transvaal 
have never been seriously controverted:-

The value of goods imported into the South African Republic 
during the year 1898 was £9,996,575, and the customs duties levied 
thereon £1,058,224, or 10·6 per cent. Under the Customs Union of 
neighbouring British Colonies, import duties amount to 15 per cent. of 
the value of the imported goods, a difference to the advantage of the 
Itepublic of nearly 50 per cent. If one examines this matter in 
detail it is stronger still. In the Colonies certain specially taxed 
articles, such as breadstuffs, are subjected to a Customs duty of 2s., 
say 30 per cent. of the value in grain, and 40 per cent. in meal. In 
this Republic the import duties for both amount to 7! per· cent. 
Butter is taxed at 3d. per pound, or 30 per cent. in the Customs 
Union, and in the Republic 7! per cent . ad valorem. 

We have heard a great deal about the financial corrupGion of 
the Government of the South African Republic. Some corruption 
there undoubtedly was, as must be sorrowfully admitted exists 
nearer home. Bnt even to that there is another side. Here is 
Mr. R~itz 's defence :-

The allegation that advances to officials to the amount of 
£2,39 ,506 16s. 8d. has remained totally unaccounted for is also 
entirely incorrect, and the attempt which is made to describe this 
circumstance as defalcations by officials shows the desire fot• misleadin~ 
which must have actuated the informants of Het· Majesty's Govern
ment. Any person who has even a genet·al acquaintance with financial 
administt·ation will readily agree that this amount is the result of a 
system of accounts which was followed by Her Majesty's GovernmenL 
themselves until a few years ago, and is still applied in some British 
Colonies, and even still in the Colouy of Natal. This system may 
merit disapproval, it does not necessal'ily follow that the advances, if 
not accounted for as promptly as usual, are misappropriated, and 
neithet· ft-om the report of the Inspector of offices nor from the dis
cussions of the V olks.-aad does it appear that such accusations were 
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made. l\Ioreover, in the amount of .£:3,398,506 l6s. 8d. a sum of at 
least .£1,968,306, is included, which is not included under ordinary 
advances, such as Orphan Chamber Funds £80,000, Poor Burghers' 
Fund £150,000, Postal Drafts £60,000. Various Loans to School 
Committees, Sanitary Committees, for Water Works, Hospital Com
mittee, Moneys pl<tced at interest in Europe, Provisional Loans to 
Railway Companies, purchase of Foodstuffs and Mules in times of 
famine, and many others. 

Among all the bogies in this lamentable business, none has 
played a more important part than the Transvaal Secret Service 
Fund. The large sums so glibly talked of have no ba is either in 
facts or in figures. 

The allegation also th:~.t. during 1896 an amount of £191, '37 ha.d 
been paid out for secret. service is totally unfounded; in that amount 
the sum of £158,337 spent on special Government works was included, 
as is clearly shown in a footnote on page 44 of the Estimates for 1897. 
The secret funds amounted to no mot·e than £33,500 in that year, and 
the faulty information supplied to Her Majesty's Government is clearly 
taken from that estimate, the footnote to which on page 44 has-as it 
wouid seem wilfully-been overlooked. 

The Education Question has likewise played a great part in 
the appeals to the passions of English people. How many of those 
who rave against the Transmal really know what that little 
Government has done ? 

As concerns the question of education, dealt with in the despatch 
from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State, this Govemment 
wishes to make known that in 1898 the sum of £226,291 4s. d. w&s 
expended fot· education, and in former years less. Of this 
£36,503 17s. 2d. was expended in 1898 on education on the Gold 
Fields, on both State and subsidised schools. As the nurnbet· of 
pupils under Law 15, 1896, and that of teachers, has become so much 
greater, the amount for this year will probably be at least £53,000. 
The pt·ovisions under which this money is given are most ce!'tainly 
not such that the children of Uitlanders cannot profit therefrom. 
According to a Volksraad resolution of 1st June, 1892 (and amend
ments), schools with a foreign medium could receive a subsidy to the 
amount of 20s. for primary education and 25s. for intermediate 
education per quarter for each scholar fulfilling certain requirements 
as to knowledge of the official language of the country. These 
requirements are of a lower standard than those for children of out
lying burghers (country population), who are taught in schools uuder 
Law 8, 1892. 

Few or no Uitlandcrs made use of this offer; the few who did so 
are content therewith, and remain in the enjoyment of the privileges 
of this Resolution, which was renewed in 1898 only for those schools 
which made bona fide use thereof. By Law 15, 1896, provision is 
made for children of poor parents and strangers on proclaimed gold-
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fields at the whole cost of the State. Under this law there are 13 
schools, with 51 teachers and about 1,500 pupils. They are at Bar
berton, Pelgrimsrust, Kaapsche Hoop, Johannesburg (five, namely, 
Van Brandis Straat, Braamfontein, union Ground, Vrededorp, and 
~farktstraat), 1\tiaraisburg, Krugersdorp, Randfontein, Klerksdorp, 
and Nigel (Heidelburg). Besides this, provision is made for State 
schools at the City and Suburban and Bertram's Township, J ohannes
hurg, and one at Roodepoort (Krugersdorp). At four of the above
named 13 schools the medium of education is English, and at nine 
English for children and strangers and Dutch for those speaking 
Dutch. At these nine schools in each standard somewhat more time 
is devoted to the learning of Dutch than W<.LS the case in eadier stan
dards, so that in the fifth stand::trd equality for both languages can be 
obtained. On the whole, there are at work in the 13 schools 27 
teachers of Dutch-African or Dutch origin, and 24 of English. It is 
a requirement in them that the Dutch-African or Dutch teachers who 
are appointed to those schools must have an adequate knowledge of 
the English language, as shown by the production of a certificate or 
by examination. 

But probably nothing did more to influence public opinion 
here than the use that was made of the Edgar case (which Mr. 
Chamberlain described as a murder) to convince the people of 
this country that the administration of justice iu the Transvaal 
was corrupt. Yet there is not in Mr. Secretary Reitz's statement 
of that case, so far as one can detect, even after talking to one 
credible witness, who was present in court during the trial, any 
inaccuracy or concealment of essential facts. Is there any un
prejudiced man who can read the following and say solemnly that 
there was a gross miscarriage of justice, or any miscarriage 
at all?-

The Edgar case is then brought forward by Her ~1ajesty's Govern
ment as "the most striking recent instance of arbitrary action by 
officials, and of the support of such action by the Courts. That case is 
used as a decisive test of the alleged judicial maladministration of this 
Republic, and it will thus be of importance to dwell upon it for a 
moment. What are the tme facts 1 A certain Foster, an Englishman, 
was, without any lawful cause, on the night of the 18th December, 
lil98, assaulted and felled to the ground by a cectain Edgar, so that he 
was left lying for dead, and finally died in the hospital. Edgar then 
took to flight into his room, and at the outcry of bystanders, some 
police, among them policeman J ones, came on the scene, saw the 
assaulted person lying for dead, and then went to Edgar's apartments 
to arresL him as a criminal (he had, in fact, made himself guilty of 
homicide, and apparently of murder). As he had been caught red
handed, the policemen were, according to law, not alone of this 
Republic, but of the whole of South Africa and of the United King
dom of Great Britain and Ireland, justified in breaking into the house 
with the object of arresting the culprit. While breaking in J ones re-
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ceived a violent blow from Edgar with a dan<rerous weapon, and in 
self defence he shot this Edgar, in con ·equence of which the latter wa 
killed. The que tion i not whether J ones was justified in this last 
step; the tate Attorney of thi Republic ha already, by prosecuting 
him for manslaughter, expres eel his opinion that the case was one for 
the jury. The question is simply whether any jury in any country in 
the world would find a person guilty of a criminal act under the circum
stances set out, and whether, if they did not find him guilty, this can 
be stigmatised as a flagrant and noteworthy case of maladministra.tion 
of justice. This Government feels itself convinced that the English 
judicial administration al o is full of case wherein the facts are just 
as strong as they are here, and cannot see why an occurence that 
might happen in any countt·y in the world should be specially brought 
up as an accusation. 

This Government cannot pass over in silence the blame cast by 
Her M~~:je ty's Government on the Public Prosecutor of Johannesburg, 
by whom the prosecution of this case was conducted. The fact that 
he is of pure English blood, that he ha!> had his legal training in 
London, that he is genemlly respected by the Uitlander population 
for his skill, impartiality, and chamcter, will naturally not weicrh 
with Her l\fajesty's Go,•ernment !Lgainst his irregular* action in 
calling witnesses for the prosecution who had been destined for the 
defence, and the con equent frustration of a supposed cross-examina
tion. The Government only wi he to point out the fact that the 
Edgar case is the ·trongest that .Her ~Iajesty's Government has 
been able to bring forward ag:Linst the administration of justice in 
this Republic, is the strongest and most strikincr proof possible that, 
as a whole, the admini tration of justice on the Gold Fields of this 
Republic contrasts favourably with that not only of other similar 
Gold Fields, but even of old and ettled countries. The untrut' 
presentation of this ea e in the Press ~:~hows sufficiently that the new>;
papers of the WitwaterRmnd, whose representations form a part of 
the organised campaign against this Republic anrl its Governm nt, 
were compelled to exer·ci e their· lying ct·iticism on imaginary ea. e~ of 
mala.dministration which were often absolutely pure iu ventions. 
·where the Press is driven to such methods the real grievances 
must be insicrnificant. t 

After dealing with the Press Law, that was only once euforcerl, 
and under which the capitalist Pre s wrote trea onable article 
that would certainly not have been permitted in any other 
country in the world, and with the Expul ion Law, and pointing 
out that similar laws exi t in most civili ed conntrie , Mr. H.eitz 
goe on to deal with the dismis al of Chief Justice Kotze in 
accordance with Law ~o. l of 1897. This is his defence:-

"It was a case where the Chief Justice, in conflict with the law 
existing for at least 40 years, in conflict with hi own judgment·, 
suddenly seized upon and applied a new principle whereby thP-lecrality of 

- --

* • Ton trenge handel wyze. 
t Blue Book Cd-43, p. 79, .January, 1900. 

.. • 
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many of the laws of the Republic were brought into question, and real 
constitutional chaos resulted. Had this Government remained 
quiet in face of the position taken up by the late Chiet Justice, all titles 
resting on Volksraad Resolutions might have been rendered doubtful, 
and thereby not only the greatest injury might have been caused to 
existing rights, but the administration of justice might have been 
brought into great uncertainty and doubt. By this law, moreover, 
the Judges, instead of being brought under the influence of the 
Executive Council, are really placed in the same constitutional position 
as any Judge of the High Court in England, who is powerless to test 
the validity of any law. 

At the close of his despatch the State Secretary puts his finger 
on what i , in his opinion, the real cause of the present trouble, 
the South African League, of which Mr. Rhodes is president. 

This Government, whose purpose is not to make ungrounded 
accusations, but simply to bring the truth to the notice of Her 
Majesty's Government, and the world, wishes here to repeat the words 
of the Queen's ~Iini. ters in the Cape Colony acquainted with local 
circumstances and competent to judge:-

" In the opinion of Ministers the persistent action both beyond 
and within this Colony of the political body styling itself the South 
African League, in endeavouring to foment and excite, not to soothe 
and allay. ill-will between the two principal l£uropean races inhabiting 
l::!outh Africa, is well illustrated by these Resolutions, the exaggerated 
and aggravated terms of which disclose the spirit which informs and 
inspires them. 

"His Excellency 's .Minister:; are oue in their e;unest desire to do 
all in tbeit' power to aid and fmther a policy of peaceful progress 
throughout South Africa, and they cannot but t'egard it as an unwise 
propag~ndism, hostile to the true interests of the Empire, including this 
Colony, as an integral part, that every possible occasion should be 
seir.ed by the League and its promoters for an attempt to magnify into 
great events minor incidents when occurring in the South .African 
Hepuhlic, with a prospect thereby of making racial antagonism more 
acute, or of rendering less smooth the relations between Het· Majesty's 
Government or the Go,·ernment of this Colony and that Republic." 

That is not the opinicn ot any foreigners, but of loyal subjects 
of Her Majesty. The concluding words of this long and able 
despatch must ne<"eSoarily raise in the mind of every honest seeker 
afler truth the di,;quieting question, Can it be that we are per
petrating a huge injustice iu bouth Africa? 

The yuestion of race hatred is, however, not so strong in South 
Africa that, a Lody with this propaganda, striving after a revolutionary 
object, could secure much influence in this part of the world, and it is 
constantly af'ked why a body in itself so insignificant both in its 
principle~ and in respect of it members can yet rejoice in such an 
amount of succf>.<.. The answe1 i:; that this body looks to the protec-
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tion and support of Her ::\Iaje ty's Government in Engl;md, and that 
both the members and the organs in the Pre~s openly b·w ;t of the 
influence which it exercises over the policy of Her ::\Injesty's Govern
ment. This Government would pay no attention to such allegations, 
but when it sees that the ide<ts '>f this body continually find an echo 
in the speeches of members of Her Majesty's Government, when it 
sees that Blue Books are compiled consisting to a great extent of 
documents written by the members of the nuth African Lea~ue, and 
the lying articles and reports of the Press organs of this body which 
thereby acquire an official character, then this Government can well 
understand why so many of Her .Majesty's right-minded 1mbjects in 
this part of the world arrive at the mistaken impression that the 
policy followed by the League is mtified by Her ::\fajesty'R Government, 
and i thu intended to conduce to the happine. s and prosperity of the 
British Empire in genE>ral. 

If this mi. taken impreRsion could be removed, n.nd the fact recog
nised that the outh African League, as far as concerns the South 
African Republic, is an organisation whose object is to tir up ill
feelin!:{ and di turbance, and to undermine the indepPndence of the 
country, then this body would very speedily lose influence, and the 
strained relations now existing hetween the two Governments would 
speedily disappear. 

Then would the Afrikander Republics and the .Afrikltnder popula
tion nf thi'l pn.rt of the world no longer fear that the interests of 
the British Empire necess:tril y involved tlw destruction of those 
Republics, n.nd the extermination or enslaving of thPir population ; 
t-hen also would the twn portions of thP white race in Routh Africa 
return to the brotherly co-operation and fu9ion which hacl at any rate 
begun, until the treacherous conspiracy at the end of 189!1 reYived the 
pM ions on both sides.-! have, etc, 

F. \V. HErTz, Rtate ecreLary . 

• uch is the statement, r .aching thi country unfortunately 
too late to influence public opinion, of the case for the Transvaal 
by one of the Transvaal's ablest miniFters. If it is an ex 71arte 
statement, it is at least reasonably and fairly put, ancl in this 
re pect contrasts favourably with the rhetorical pronouncements 
of Sir Alfred Milner. It is an indictment which we as a nation 
have got to reply to at the bar of history by some other method 
than the arbitrament of brute force. We have been called on to 
answer it at the bar of the civili. ed world. That world has heard 
onr answer ani given its verdict a~ainst us. Even the United 
'tates of America, at first inclined to Rympathi-.e with us by 

reason of the strong bonds of blood relation. hip, i gradually 
passing over to the other side as it realises the true facts. 

l'rinte.t hy the t'>atlonal Preo• AgPn~\' , Limit<><l, Whitt•fri&rs Hous1•. Lon<ton, li.C. 

.. 
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THE EFFORTS OF THE COLONIES OF THE CAP£ 
AND NATAL TO AVERT WAR. 

THE principal reasons for the war with the Transvaal, as stated 
tly its apologists, are the following:-

!. The oppression of the Uitlanders. 
2. A Pan Africander Conspiracy to drive England out of South 

Africa . 
.3· As involved in No. z, the aggressive and warlike proclivities 

of the Transvaal. 
4· That the war was inevitable. 
5· That British paramountcy was at stake. 
Those portions of the British Empire nearest to the spot are the 

Colonies of the Cape and Natal. 
These Colonies have Responsible Government with Ministers 

who are as much Ministers of the Queen as are those who sit in 
Downing Street. · 

These Ministers have spent their lives in South Africa. They 
are f::Jmiliar with all its conditions, and have had personal and 
iPublic relations for many years with the Governments of the 
Republics. The Colonists of the Cape and Natal have formed a 
Jarge section of the Uitlander population in the Transvaal. 

These Ministers are, therefore, in a position to give a better 
,informed and more accurate judgment of South African affairs than 
.any man, however eminent or however able, who has on:y set foot 
•On the shores of Table Bay a short while ago. 

Had the causes and the reasons for the war been really those 
set out above, these Ministers would have been by their position 
<the first to detect them, and their duty would have enjoined them 
to draw the attention of the Imperial Government to the dangers 
iinvolved, and they would have given their support to any repre
sentations which might have been mad~ with the object of calling 
.attention to such dangers. 

Moreover, ever since the Jubilee of r8g7, we have had the 
Teiterated assertion on the part of responsible statesmen that the 
wishes and views of the Colonies are entitled to the utmost 
·consideration ; indeed, we have been told within the last week 
>that they are to be consulted upon the measures to be taken 
in defence of the Empire. 

It becomes of the greatest importance, for all these reasons, 
to ascertain what have been the views of the Cape and Natal 
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Colonies upon the question of a war which has had such serious 
results for them, and whether in practice any real deference has 
been paid to their views and representations, and whether any and 
what support they afford to the reasons and causes of the war 
as we have set them out above. 

Within a week of the Raid Mr. Chamberlain proposed war 
if Mr. Kruger did not immediately grant the "vishes of the 
Uitlanders. On January 7th, r8g6, he telegraphed to Sir Hercules 
Robinson that "he was considering, in concert with his colleagues, 
the propriety of immediately sending a large force, including 
cavalry and artillery, to the Cape, to provide for all eventualities." 
Sir Hercules Robinson's reply shows the use which it was pro
posed to make of these forces. He replied on the 8th :-" l 
thought President Kruger had behaved very well throughout this 
matter, that public excitement was now allayed, and that I should 
deprecate the proposed despatch of a -large force." (See page 38: 
of C. 7,933, also pages 40 and 41 of C. 8,o68 of r8g6.) Having 
failed to obtain the support of the High Commissioner for his 
policy of force, Mr. Chamberlain desisted for a time, but upon the 
refusal of President Kruger to accept his scheme set out in the 
despatch of February 4th, r8g6, and to accept the invitation 
to visit this country, the crisis again became acute. There
upon, unasked, the Governor of Natal under date April znd' 
telegraphed to l\'lr. Chamberlain that his Ministers had sent him 
a minute stating that they were informed that a communication 
possessing almost the "character or significance of an ultimatum'~ 
had been addressed to President Kruger, unless he accepted the 
invitation to visit England without conditions. 

No. z6. 
Sm W. F. HELY-HUTCHINSON to MR. CHAMBERLAIN. 

(Received 3 p. m., April z, r8g6.) 
TELEGRAPHIC, 

[A11swered by No. 27.] 

•. 

znd April. Ministers have sent me the following minute :-
"Ministers have private information from London that OD 

3oth March President Kruger was warned that he must 
within a few days accept the invitation to visit England 
without conditions, or the South African Republic wilt 
revert to the position of the Convention of r88r. Their 
informant adds words giving to this communication the 
character or significance of an ultimatum. 

"Ministers have received this information with considerable 
reserve as regards its accuracy ; but they consider it their 
duty to point out that all the Governments of South Africa 
favour a policy of peace, knowing what the disastrous 
results of a race war must be, and that an outbreak 
of hostilities between the European races will have a 
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disturbing effect on the natives throughout South Africa, 
the evil consequences of which cannot be estimated." 
(See C. 8,o63, page 19, of r8g6.) 

A few days later an address was presented to Lord Rosmead 
by 65 members of the Cape Legislature, urging him to inform 
Mr. Chamberlain that it was only by a policy of patience and 
mutual conciliation that the peace of South Africa could be 
preserved. 

No. zr. 
SIR HERCULES RoBINSON to 1\IR. CHAMBERLAIN. 

(Received 8.o a.m., May zo, r8g6.) 
TELEGRAM. 

[Answered by No. 23.) 

May rqth. No. I. Following address, which has been signed 
by 65 members of Parliament, has been just presented to me by a 
deputation, who request me to telegraph it to you :-

Address begins: To his Excellency, &c. Sir, we, the under
signed members of Parliament of Cape, either Afrikanders 
by birth, or representing constituencies to a great extent 
consisting of Afrikaoder voters, desire, on behalf of 
ourselves and the people whom we have the honour to 
represent, loyal subjects of Her Majesty, to convey to 

your Excellency, on the eve of your departure on an 
official visit to England, the expression of our high 
appreciation, and our most hearty thanks, for the great 
and invaluable services you have rendered to South Africa 
and the Empire during that most critical period in the 
history of this country through which, since beginning 
of this year, it ha!> passed. However intense the feeling 
with which the unfortunate occurrences of the last few 
months inspired us, and however great the anxiety lest 
terrible disaster might befall our kinsmen and ourselves, 
in consequence of misunderstanding and misrepresentation 
as to our true sentiments and aspirations, we felt confident 
that your Excellency, in honourably and unflinchingly 
pursuing your high policy of right, justice, and concilia
tion, would make every effort to secure peace and rest 
for our sorely-stricken country, and at the same time 
vindicate the best traditions of British Empire. It would 
be superfluous to give your Excellency the assurance that 
there need be no apprehension whatever on part of Her 
Majesty's Government of existence of any spirit of hostility 
in the minds of ourselves, Afrikaoder people, against 
England, if South Africa be left to work out its MV?t 

.destiuy. We feel convinced that such course must, at no 
.distant date, result in complete restoration of that good 
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understanding between the great European races whO> 
have adopted it as their home which to a marked extent 
was disturbed by recent lamentable events. 

We would further avail ourselves of your Excellency's. 
proposed visit to England to request you to kindly inform 
Secretary of State for Colonies that, while we are con
vinced that he will continue to guard interests of Empire 
in South Africa, and uphold the reputation of Britain's 
statesmen for high-mindedness and fearlessness in execu
tion of their duty without regard to persons or classes, 
we at the same time humbly hope that he will with· 
unabated energy continue to resist all efforts which may 
be made to induce Her Majesty's Government to depart 
from that policy of moderation and conciliation which 
can alone secure the real progress and true happiness of 
South Africa and its people. 

Begging your Excellency to acquaint Her Majesty's Govern
ment with contents of this address, and wishing you a 
pleasant voyage to England and a speedy return to our 
midst, we remain, &c. Address ends. 

Here follow 65 signatures. (See C. 8,423, page r8, of r8g7.) 
This address was quoted with approval by Mr. Chamberlain at 

the South African dinner held in May, r8g6. 
Thus both the Cape and Natal protested against a policy of 

force, a view in which Lord Rosmead with his unrivalled experience
entirely concurred. This was crisis number two. Crisis number 
three ensued. Again South Africa intervened, and the following 
resolution was, on April 27th, r8g7, passed by the Cape 
Parliament :-

"That this House is of opinion that the occurrence of hostili
ties among the Europeans in Africa would for many years. 
prove disastrous to the best interests of the country, 
and, earnestly desiring to secure peace and mutual confi
dence between the various States, wishes to express its 
conviction that these objects can best be obtained by the· 
faithful reciprocal observance of all obligations under 
treaties, conventions, and agreements, that means could 
be devised to obtain an amicable settlement of any 
differences which may arise in the interpretation of such 
obligations, and that by the adoption of a policy ol 
moderation, mutual conciliation, and fairness in the 
discussion of and dealing with all differences the tran
quillity of Africa can be further assured." 

In face of this resolution of the Cape Parliament war was again 
averted. 

April 30th, r8g7. Sir Gordon Sprigg, the Premier of the Cape,. 
spoke as follows :-
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"They above all things wanted moderation and patience
everlasting patience-in this country. In fact, patience 
seemed to him to solve almost every question in South 
Africa. Without patience they could solve no question 
satisfactorily, and that was what they should endeavour 
to impress upon the people of England and Her Majesty's 
Ministers." 

This resolution passed in 1897 was read in full in the Cape 
Parliament by the Cape Premier on July 18th, 1899, who added:--

"The Government of which my right hon. friend [Sir G. 
SpriggJ was the head, voted in support of that resolution, 
and I have no reason to suppose that the views of this 
House have undergone a change on this subject." 

The views of the Cape Parliament and Ministry had not 
wavered on the necessity for peace, notwithstanding events between 
1897 and 1899. 

Natal was again in accord with the Cape. Speaking Oil 

the Reply to the Governor's speech, under date March 23rd, 
1897, in the Natal Parliament, the Premier said:-

"We belong to a great Empire, and we are a British Colony, 
and subject only to that consideration, but subject 
always to that consideration ; it is the duty of the 
Government to maintain peace in the land. The 
Government which is responsible knows only too well 
what the consequences are to the country in case it is 
found impossible to maintain the blessings of peace. We 
are endeavouring to maintain order in the land. Our 
sincere hope is-I do not care what the talk is outside
our belief and hope is that South Africa, if in some degree 
left alone, will to a large extent work out its own 
redemption." 

The next step, after the High Commissioner had brought 
matters almost to a deadlock, was the Bloemfontein Conference, 
arranged through the initiation of the Cape Premier. (See 
c. 9345· p. 239·) 

Then came the effort of the Cape Premier to urge a pacific 
settlement and avoid war. 

No. 6. 
High Comnu~·sioner SrR ALFRED MrLNER to MR. CHA~IBERLAIN. 

(Received 6.30 p.m., June rr, r8gg.) 
TELEGRAM. 

(Extract.) 
I had a visit this evening from Prime Minister of Cape Colony. 

He was anxious to let you know that his colleagues were agreed 
with him in thinking that President South African Republic's 
franchise proposal wa~ practical, reasonable, and a considerable 
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step in the nght direction. He had come to the conclusion that 
I was the only proper channel for communicating his views, though 
he had thought of doing so through a private friend in England. 
Opinion of himself and his colleagues was in his view an element 
in the case with which it was right to acquaint you. The tone he 
adopted was extremely moderate. 

In reply I told him I was prepared to communicate this Ill 
expression of his opinion, although I strongly held an opposite 
view, as he was aware. (C. 9415, p. 7.) 

No. 12. 

I:ligh Commissioner SIR ALFRED MILNER to MR. CHAMBERLAIN. 

(Received 2.30 p.m., June rs, r8gg.) 
TELEGRA::If. 

[Answered by No. 14·] 

rsth June. No. 2. The Prime Minister of Cape Colony had 
a long interview with me to-day. He reverted to our conversation 
of the other night, for which see my telegram No. r, of the 
IIth June, and said that he and his colleagues were agreed that 
there were two respects in which Government of South African 
Republic might better their franchise scheme: (r) By admitting to 
full franchise at once persons who had entered country before r8go, 
and (2) By making it optional to obtain full franchise without 
previous naturalisation after seven years' residence. He wished 
you at the same tL?ne to know that a state of things had not, t'nl 
Lheir opinion, arisen wln'ch ·would justify active inte'l'jerence/ 
in what were the internal affairs of the Transvaal. To this T 
strongly demurred, as I did not see that Her Majesty's Government/ 
had taken, or shown any intention of taking, any action giving' 
occasion for such an expression of opinion. In reply he said that 
they were desirous, in view of current rumours, of making their. 
views known to you, and that they could only do so through tbel 
Governor. Though not strictly a Colonial matter, it was indirectly' 
of so much interest to the Colony, that they felt they were justified1 

in making a representation on the subject. (C. 9415, p. 10.) 

No. JIA. 

High Commissioner SIR ALFRED MILNER to MR. CHM:BERLAIN. 

(Received 8 a.m., July 6, r8gg.) 
TELEGRAM. 

Urgent. sth July. No. 7· I have ju t had a visit from Mr. 
Schreiner with reference to an answer of yours in the House of. 
Commons, which Reuter reports as follows :-

" l\Ir. Chamberlain said that he could not promise to com-1 

mun'cate to the House any representation from the Cape. 
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Government. He added, however, that no representations 
from quarter mentioned had been received." 

He says that he assumes that this telegram contains some 
error, because not only had several representations been made by 
the Cape Ministers through me-see, for instance, my telegrams of 
uth June, No. I, and rsth June, No. z, but they had only 
abstained from addressing to me a formal minute for communica
tion to Her Majesty's Government because they were convinced 
that you knew their views through me, independently of formal 
communication. 

I told Schreiner that it was very likely that your statement was 
distorted in the telegraphic summary. He said that he did not wish 
to make a statement in contradiction of yours, but he was bound to 
clear his own and his colleagues' position. The only thing that 
restrained their party from holding peace meetings was their 
confidence that the iJiinistry would impress upon me that there 7/Jas 
nothing in the situation to justify war, while at the same time they 
strove, with the assistance of Hofmeyr, to move the South African 
Republic Go11ernment to make great advauce in tlze matter oj 
franchise. The idea given by your answer as reported was that 
the Ministry was passive. This was unfair and damaging to them, 
since they had been doing what they could to bring about a better 
understanding between Her Majesty's Government and the 
Government of the South African Republic from the proposal of 
the Conference onward . 

I promised him that I would communicate with you. 

~o. 37 
Jligh Commissioner SrR ALFRED MrLNER to MR. CHAMBERLAIN. 

(Received 7· 15 p.m., July 8, rSgg.) 
TELEGR.\~1 

8th July. No. r. Following letter sent to "South African 
News" by Mr. Schreiner appeared in that paper to-tlay :-

Begins: 
Sir, 

According to telegrams received and published in 
Cape Town press it was made to appear that a statement 
had been given to House of Commons to the effect that 
the Government Cape of Good Hope had not repre ented 
to Her Majesty's Government its views regarding situation 
in the South African Republic. I learn to-day with much 
atisfaction that the Secretary of State for Colonies has 

made a further statement in the House of Commons which 
should fully remove misapprehensions which might be and 
were occasioned by previous utterance. He has now 
made it clear to the House of Common that several 
representations have been made by this Government 
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through High Commissioner, and that I have only 
abstained hitherto from addressing a formal Minute for 
communication to Her Majesty's Government because we 
are convinced that our views are known to Her Majesty's 
Government. It is desirable to add for public information 
that the views of this Government have been fully and 
frequently represented to High Commissioner on the 
varying phases of the situation. At the present moment 
and in this mode it is not desirable to record our views at 
any length or to discuss part of the Government of this 
Colony 10 co01.1ection with recent and current events. It 
is well however briefly to record fact that while anxious 
and continuously active with good hope in the cause of 
securing reasonable modifications of existing representa
tive system of the ~outh African Republic, this Govern
meut z's convinced that no ground whatever ext'sts for 
active interference in the internal concerns of that Republic. 
Ends. 

Same paper states Mr. Schreiner authorised us to publish 
following statement upon latest South African Republic reform 
proposals :-

Begins: We are at liberty to say that this Government regards. 
these proposals as adequate, satisfactory, and such as 
should secure a peaceful settlements. (Ends. C. 9415, p. 3 r.} 

The Cape Premier then made an appeal to the British Govern
ment for the utmost consideration. 

No. ro. 
High Commissi'ouer SIR ALFRED MILXER to MR. CHAMBERLAIN. 

(Received 8 a.m., September 22, r8gg.) 
[Answered by No. I 4·] 

TELEGRAM 

(Extract.) 
September 21st. No. 4.-Ministers have just sent me a Minute 

asking me to forward the following message for the consideration 
of Her Majesty's Government:-

Ministers unanimously beg Her Majesty's Government to 
believe that their best efforts have been spent in 
endeavouring to aid in securing a peaceful and satisfac
tory settlement of the Transvaal crisis and to weigh well 
their earnest conviction that the situation is now one in. 
which great efforts should be made by the exercise of a 
spirit of magnanimous compromise to avert the calamity 
which seriously threatens the British Provinces in South 
Africa and not only the Republics. It is not open to· 
doubt that the issue of a war could only be a victory fot 
the Imperial arms, but tiL evil consequences of the 

t 
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perhaps prolonged struggle which would take place would 
be far-reaching and abiding for generations, and would 
affect alike the European and the native populations. 

They desire me to add that this message is an indication that 
they are deeply persuaded that the main, they fear the 
only, hope of avoiding such a calamity is a large measure 
of consideration shown by Her Majesty's Government at 
the present juncture, a consideration which would not 
only not impair but truly strengthen the foundations of 
the Empire in South Africa. (C. 9530, p. 15.) 

On 28th September the majority of the members of the Cape 
Legislature made a final appeal to the Queen to accept the Joint 
Commission and avert war. 

No. 21. 

High Comm£ssi'rmer SIR ALFRED MIL:-;ER to MR. CHAMBERLAIN. 

(Received 11 p.m., September z8, r8gg.) 
TELEGR.U!. 

[ S:?e also No. 26. A um;ered by No. 36.] 

z8th September. No. S· Following petition to Her Majesty 
the Queen has been handed to me to-day, signed by fifty-seven 
members of both Houses of Cape Parliament, including five 
Ministers :-

Begins: Your Majesty's humble petitioners are British sub
jects residing in the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope. 

2. They are aware that your Majesty some time ago
was graciously pleased to receive and consider a petition 
signed, amongst others, by many of your Majesty's 
subjects residing in the South African Republic, and 
setting forth certain grievances of disabilities under which 
those petitioners deemed themselves to labour m the said 
Republic. 

3· Your petitioners humbly refrain from herein. 
raising any discussions or controversy on the several 
matters dealt with in the said Petition, but they beg to 
submit, as subjzcts of your Majesty in this Colony, and 
speaking on oehalf of many thousands of their fellow
subjects here, this their petition to be likewise received 
and considered by your Majesty. 

4· Your petitioners are closely connected by ties of 
blood relationship, inter-marriage, and friendship, with 
residents in the South African Republic, and materially 
and deeply interested in the maintenance of peace in 
South Africa and the avoidance of the horrors of war, 
and they are firmly convinced that recourse to measures 
of active interference by force or cornpulc:iC'l' against the 



said Republic for the removal of the grievances or dis
abilities set forth in the aforesaid Petition is not necessary, 
and would be most disastrous to the true welfare and the. 
best interests of your Majesty's South African dominions, 
of which this Colony forms no inconsiderable part. 

5· Should such measures be in contemplation your 
petitioners beg most humbly and earnestly that your 
Majesty may be pleased in the exercise of a spirit of 
magnanimity for peoples and States which are weak, and 
of consideration for the true welfare and best interests of 
your subjects in South Africa, to abandon the further 
contemplation of such measures. 

6. Your petitioners are emboldened in preferring this 
humble request by the earnest belief that the Government 
and people of the South African Republic are fully 
awakened to the wisdom and discretion of making liberal 
provision for the representation in the Legislature of the 
Republic of the population of the Goldfields, from a part 
of which the Petition emanated which has been received 
and considered by your Majesty. 

7· Your petitioners, having observed that the Legis
lature of the South African Republic have recently passed 
a new franchise Act making more liberal provision for the 
representation of the Goldfields in the Volksraads of the 
Republic, and for the naturalisation with full burgher 
rights of British subjects, in common with other Uitlan
ders permanently settling in the Republic ; that your 
Majesty's Government have been pleased to propose the 
appointment of a Joint Commission to inquire into the 
full effect of the said Act; and that the Goveru~ent of 
the South African Republic have accepted this proposal, 
beg to humbly express their hope that such a Joint Com
mission will be speedily appointed. 

8. Your petitioners feel fully convinced that if an 
inquiry instituted by such a Commission should lead to 
the conclusion that the Act in question does not make 
sufficient or satisfactory provision for the enfranchisement 
and representation of your Majesty's subjects settling 
permanently in the Republic, the Republic Legislature 
would be found prepared to make other and further 
provisions in that behalf, and that a recommendation by 
your Majesty's Government to your subjects in the South 
African Republic to accept such provisions wou"ld produce 
great results in influencing the various sections of the 
population towards mutual conciliation and goodwill and 
at the same time tend to the true advancement of your 
Majesty's South African dominions. 

g. Your humble petitioners would finally beg your 
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Majesty graciously to accept and consider this Petition~ 
and to believe that in presenting it they are actuated not 
only by feelings of attachment to the country of their 
birth or adoption but also of loyal devotion to your 
Majesty's throne and person. 

And your petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray. 
(C. 9530, P· 39· ~ 

We turn now to what the Ministers of Natal were doing in the 
same direction. Thev made a strenuous effort to arrest Mr. 
Chamberlain's progre;s to\vards war on the rzth of June, 1899· 
Their protest ran as follows :-

(Minute.) 
Prime Minister's Office, Pietermaritzburg, June 17, 1899. 

Ministers view with the greatest concern the present extremely 
critical position in South Africa. 

It is unnecessary for Ministers to point out that war between 
the two principal white races in South Africa would be a terrible 
calamity, and should not be resorted to until all possible means of 
bringing about a peaceful solution of the present difficulties had 
been tried and had failed. ' 

Ministers desire to impress on Your Excellency and on His 
Excellency the High Commissioner that the outbreak of hostilities 
between Great Britain and the South African Republic might lead 
to civil war, and would, in any case, tend to the perpetuation of 
racial bitterness, and to seriou~ly retard the progress and prosperit) 
of South Africa. 

l\Iinisters would further point out that should war unfortu
nately break out, Natal would probably become the field of opera
tions, and as this Government would, as a matter of course, give 
its loyal and active support to Her Majesty's Government, Natal 
would thereafter be regarded by the South African Republic and 
the Orange Free State with suspicious and unfriendly feelings. 

Ministers also wish to call the attention of Your Excellency and. 
of His Excellency the High Commissioner to the disastrous effect 
which a prolonged and sanguinary conflict between the English 
and Dutch might have on the numerous native tribes throughout 
South Africa, many of whom would probably take advantage of 
such a conflict to rise against the white races. 

The perpetuation of racial bitterness, the loss of life and injury 
to property, the stagnation of trade, and the native unrest, which 
would inevitably follow on the declaration of war, compel Ministers 
to hope for a continuance of the policy of patience and conciliation 
which has been hitherto adopted by Her Majesty's Government. 

Ministers, therefore, as responsible to the Natal Parliament, 
and representing Natal, consider it their duty to express their view, 
that South Africa ought not to be exposed to war, by any act of 
Her Majesty's Government, without their opinions having been 
heard. They ask that before a final step is taken, before a po!>ition 
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be adopted by Her Majesty's Government which is likely to lead. 
to war, their views may be considered by Her Majesty's Govern
ment. There is no claim on their part to veto, or attempt to veto, 
war. If they were to make a representation to Her Majesty's 
Government against war, and Her Majesty's Government, after 
considering that representation, were to decide that matters must 
take their course, Her Majesty's Government would, as already 
stated, receive the active and sympathetic support of the Govern
ment of Natal. But, in view of the considerations set fort11 in the 
foregoing paragraphs of this Minute, Ministers feel bound to 
express the view that their opinions should be heard. 

Ministers will be glad to co-operate in conjunction with the 
other Governments of South Africa in any steps which might tend 
to bring about a peaceful solution of the present differences. 

A. H. Hr~m, Prime Minister. 
(Cd-4+, p. 2.) 

The l\linisters desired the Governor to communicate this 
Minute to the Cape Ministers, with whose action it was entirely in 
accordance. (See Cd-44, p. 5). Tlms the Cape and Natal JJfin
isters 7Vere unanimous in protesting against the necessity of war. 
They saw no conspiracy, no attempt to drive Ene-Iand out of 
South Africa ; no aggression on the Transvaal side ; no inevitable 
war. 

It is most interesting to follow the action of Natal Ministers 
and the Governor. Up to the final catastrophe the Ministers were 
striving to avoid any action which might lead to war, while the 
Governor was urging to action. At first, the Natal Ministry wished 
to "confine itself to a benevolent neutrality" in case of ho tilitiEs, 
but the Governor told them on May 25th that the Natal Govern
ment ought to give the British Government its support. (Seep. 1, 

Cd-44). 
At a later stage the Imperial Government pressed the Natal 

Ministers to call out the volunteers. To this the reply was as 
follows:-

No. 13. 
Governor SIR W. F. HELY-Hurcm~so~ to MR. CHA\!BERLAIN. 

(Received 8 a. m., August 7, 18gg.) 
TELEGRA~f. 

(Extract.) 
6th August. I have communicated to Ministers substance of 

your telegram of the 3rd, and expect their reply on the 7th. Prime 
Minister states meanwhile that it is not proposed to call out 
Volunteers until war is declared, or there] is eYident intention to 
attack Colony. It is opinion of Ministers that lo call them out 
would be regarded by Transvaal as equivalent to a declaration of 
war, and would provoke an attack. ( Cd-4+, p. 6.) 
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Again, on September 6th, they repeat this :-
"They are ready, if necessary, to call out volunteers, though the 

Government of the South African Republic would regard that as a 
declaration of war, and it is therefore to be deprecated." 
(Cd-44· p. I6.) 

On the 15th September, the Governor urged war, and the 
military occupation of the Transvaal. (See Cd-43, p. 44·) 

The Governor continued to press on the forward movements of 
the troops, and to urge on the callino- out of the Volunteer , an 
act which the Ministers of Natal regarded as certain to be taken as 
a declaration of war by the Transvaal. 

"The Prime Minister informed me on the 19th instant, that 
Ministers did not wish any forward movement of troops to be 
made, unless an attack were imminently threat"!ned, until sufficient 
troops had arrived in Natal to enable Laing's Nek to be occupied 
and the whole Colony to be defended. Ministers, he added, had 
arrived at the conclusion that it was extremely unlikely that the 
Boers would commence hostilities. 

"Colonel Hime further stated that Ministers were, in present 
circumstances, averse from calling out the Volunteers in order to 
occupy Newcastle." (Cd-44, p. 20.) 

The Governor then went so far as to tell the Premier :-
"I had previously informed the Prime Minister, and then 

cepeated to him, that although I was glad to know the views of 
Ministers, I must act in this matter on my own responsibility, and 
that it was for me to decide whether I should ask the General to 
make a forward move or not." (Cd-44, p. 20.) 

And he admits that:-

"My information, up to the timeofwriting this despatch, leads 
me to believe that the Boers will not, as matters stand at present, 
attack Natal unless the troops be moved to Glencoe or Newcastle." 

Which was also the view of the Prcmler, who said:-
" 1. If the troops occupy Newcastle, the Boers will at once 

occupy Laing's Nek. 
" 2. If the troops advance to Glencoe, the Boers will probably 

occupy Laing's Nek. 
"3· If the troop~ remain at Ladysmith, the Boers will not take 

the initiative, and wtll not attack or raid Natal." 

and added that "the Boers have not been commandeered yet." 
(Cd-44, P· 21.) 

Then, although it was admitted that the occupation of Glencoe 
and Dundee would be regarded as a declaration of war, the 
Governor ordered the move to be made. 

"On the evening of the 23rd instant, a few hours after sendino
off my Despatch of the 22nd instant, I received from the Hig-h 
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Commissioner a telegram informing me of (the tenor of the reply 
of Her Majesty's Government to the Government of the South 
African Republic. 

"Having considered the matter, and consulted with the 
General, and with the Prime Minister, I decided on the morning of 
the 24th that the occupation of Glencoe, for the purpose of making 
sure of the main source of coal supply, ought to be no longer 
delayed." (Cd-44r p. 22.) 
and the Volunteers were called out. The move to Glencoe began 
on September 24th. The same despatch says the news of the 
commandeering of the Boers was received on September 28th. 

Thus the two steps, the occapation of Glencoe and Dundee, 
and the calling out of the Volunteers, which were regarded by the 
Premier of Natal and the Govemor of Natal as a declaration of war, 
were taken on September 24th and September 28th, and the Boers 
began commandeering on the 28th, and did not deliver their ulti
matum till October 11th, the Reserves having been called out by 
our Govemment on October gth. 

It is to be observed that the Govemor of Natal took the final 
step on receipt not of any Boer reply, but on hearing the tenor of 
the British reply, and upon a telegram from Sir Alfred Milner. 
(Cd-44, p. 22 and p. 25.) 

This record proves that war in South Africa was forced on not 
by the Transvaal, but by the Imperial representative acting against 
the most earnest and solemn representations of all responsible 
opinion in South Africa. Sir Hercules Robinson had wamed his 
successor in the High Commissionership that he ould " be here 
(in South Africa) three years before he .ut tmderstand what is 
the nature of the work he is called upon to perform." 

We may then fitly say of Sir Alfred Milner in Shakespeare's 
words:-

But man, proud man, 
Drest in a little brief authority, 
Most ignorant of what he is most assured, 
Plays such fantastic tricks before high H•ven 
As make the Angels weep. ~ 
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HOW THE PRESS WAS WORKED 
BEFORE THE WAR. 

BY J. A. HOBSON. 

{Reprinted by tlte kind permission of the Proprietors of "The Speake'" 
and .Mr. Hobson.] 

I. 
This war is often described as Press-made, but few of · those 

who use this expression understand the all-important part which 
the great factory of public opinion has been made to play. Every
where the less reputable organs of the Press are rightly regarded 
as disturbers of the public peace, living upon strong sensations; 
unwilling, and often unable, to check the accuracy of the wild 
rumours which they promulgate. The "Yellow Press" is a danger 
in every " civilised" country to-day. It is not, however, necessary 
to assume that this Yellow Press is engineered by outside interests 
making for war ; its own trade interests may often suffice. South 
Africa presents a unique example of a large Press, owned, con
trolled, and operated in recent times by a small body of men with 
the direct aim of bringing about a conflict which shall serve their 
business interests. 

When Mr. Rhodes, failing to obtain forcible control of the Rand 
by the clumsiness of J ameson and the vacillation and cowardice of 
his confederates in Johannesburg, spoke of an appeal to "consti
tutional means" for gaining his ends, he well knew what he meant 
to do. He designed to use the armed forces of the British Crown 
.and the money of the British taxpayer to obtain for himself and his 
fellow-capitalists that political control of the Transvaal which was · 
essential to his economical and political ambitions. To do this it 
was above all things necessary to apply an adequate motive power 
to the minds of the British Government and the British people. 
For this work he found the Press by far the aptest instrument. 
S0me considerable time ago he had acquired, with Messrs. Eckstein 
and Barnato, a leading interest in the Cape Argus, the evening 
paper at Capetown The Argus Company has now so far ex
panded its field of operations as to own also the Johannesburg Star, 
the Bulawuyo Chronicle, the Rhodesia Herald, and the African 
Revie1v. The Cape Times, the most influential paper in South 
Africa, has come under the control of the same body of capitalists, 
half its shares having been bought by Mr. Rutherfoord Harris, 
the well-known director of the Chartered Company, and the 
active coadjutor of Rhodes in many financial exploits. Last 
year the Di'amoud Fields Advertiser, of Kimberley, passed into the 
same control, under significant circumstances. Its owner had pre
viously rejected two offers to surreptitiously purchase the property. 



The first offer, made several years ago, sought to buy a half inte
rest for £8,ooo and a guaranteed salary of £z,ooo a year for the 
editor, provided he were willing to keep quiet the fact that the 
paper had changed owners. A couple of years later another offer 
was made to the proprietor of £zo,ooo and £x,ooo compensation 
for the acting editor, who was to be replaced by a man with 
"proper" views, the condition of this sale being that the paper 
should still continue to bear the imprint of being owned and edited 
by its former proprietor. Eventually the editor was compelled to 
retire for reasons quite independent of these negotiations, and the 
paper was actually sold to the general manager of the Cape Times 
(a brother-in-law of Mr. Harris), who purchased it outright 
for £xz,soo, professedly upon his own account. Several 
attempts are credibly stated to have been made to obtain the 
control of other influential papers. In particular the Midland 
News, an able and honest journal, circulating widely among the 
farmers of CraJdock and the district, and taking a stror.g 
independent attitude upon political issues, has been several times 
solicited from the same capitalist quarters, but in vain. Since the 
Jameson Raid the entire weight of the capitalist Press has been 
thrown into the scale of a drastic Imperialist policy, "the con
stitutional means," which Mr. Rhodes, with or without the express 
assent of Mr. Chamberlain, had devised. So far as the colony 
was concerned, this engine of education was directed to sow 
aspersions of disloyalty against the Bond and their British 
supporters, and to drill into the public mind by constant droppings 
the notion of a Dutch conspiracy throughout South Africa. 
Defeated at the colonial elections, the chief part of this Press 
energy was then directed to exasperate the British colonists of 
South Africa and the British nation against the Transvaal, working 
up every misdeed or mistake of the Government, and inventing 
others as they were required. 

When the capitalists of the Rand had determined upon a coup, 
and possessed the full assurance that the Briti h Government was 
behind them.' they redoubled their efforts to precipitate a crisis. 
For this pul)?ose notable changes were made in the Press of 
Johannesberg. The directors of the Star imported from England a 
young and vigorous journalist, Mr. Monypenny, to aid in bringing 
matters to a crisis ; and although several morning dailies, sprung 
up within the last few years, had proved notorious failures, ::tn 
addition to the militant Press was made in the establishment of 
the Transvaal Leader. The circumstances attending the produc
tion of the Leader are peculiarly instructive. The company was 
registered on April x8th with a capital of £xs,ooo in £x shares. 
The first two directors were Mr. W. Hosken (chairman of the 
Chamb~r of Commerce, virtually an appanage of the Chamber of 
M!oes) and Mr. J. J. Hoyle, a local solicitor. The great bulk 
of the shares, no less than 14,878, stood in the name of Mr. 
Ps.kem~n, who had been brought at a most liberal salary to edit 
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the new paper, and whom no one believed to be capabt~ of ventur
ing so large a sum of money upon so precarious an investment. 
The other shares, with the exception of two allotments of fifty 
.each to the two above-named directors, were registered in the 
names of twenty-two persons holding one share each, the majority 
of whom are known to have been in the employ of 'l firm of 
solicitors who act for Messrs. Beit and Eckstein. 

The immediate capital outlay considerably exceeded the total 
capital of the company, for £ro,ooo was paid at once for the plant 
of the defunct Johannesburg Times, and £7,000 to Mr. J. B. 
Robinson for the property on which the offices stand. Moreover 
the expenses of the new paper were utterly disproportionate to its 
nominal resources, and indicated a free supply from some large 
external source, generally believed to have been Ecksteins. It is, 
I am informed, admitted that the cable service alone cost the 
Leader, during its short tenure of life, no less than £3,000 per 
month-a sum which considerably exceeds that of any London 
penny paper. The actual loss of running such a paper in Johan
nesburg must have been enormous, but the end doubtless justified 
the outlay in the eyes of those who bore it. The single aim of the 
Star and the Leader during the six months preceding October was 
to inflame the passions of the Outlander by harping upon the 
Cape Boy, the Edgar, the Applebee outrages, and to harden the 
hearts of the Government by a constant tirade of abuse and insult 
directed against them. 

There is something distinctly humorous in these papers parading 
.among the Outlander grievances the Press Law, at a time when 
day after day they were permitted to use language .which even in 
times of ordinary tranquillity would have ensured the arrest and 
,prosecution of editors and publishers in any other country of the 
world except England and the United States, and which in either 
of these last-named countries would have evoked popular reprisals 
at least as formidable from patriotic citizens. 

The arrest of Mr. Pakeman and the attempted arrest of Mr. 
Moneypenny of the Star in September last were represented in 
England as a terrible outrage upon liberty of publication. I do not 
seek to defend the policy of the Transvaal Government at this 
crisis, but it is right to remember that the two laws, under which 
action took place, were regular and not unreasonable statutes, and 
such as exist and are enforced in England as well as in Continental 
States. The language of the Leader clearly brought it under the 
law of High Treason of r877, one of the last laws passed before 
the British Annexation, and expressly endorsed by the subsequent 
proclamation of the British Government. In order that no 
: ·emblance of undue harshness might attach to this arrest, the 
Public Prosecutor did not even press the charge of high treason, but 
brought the matter under the Press Law of r8g6 in order that Mr • 
Pakeman might be let out upon the bail which he presently caused 
to be estreated by his non-appearance to take his trial. 
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II. 
I will ask readers to consider a few samples of the language by 

which the Outlander Press was allowed to stir up rebellion in the 
Transvaal, and to provoke the armed intervention of an outside 
nation for many months, before any step was taken to stop them. 

Take first the following paragraph from a leading article 
entitled "Justice in the Transvaal," on July 17th:-

" But nothing is easier than to rig justice in the Transvaal if only 
the interested parties are of the beloved Burgher flock. The wily 
Koetser, doubtless backed in influential quarters, appealed to that 
excellent institution the High Court, with a result that his term of 
imprisonment was reduced from six months to one. The Executive 
has also reduced the penalty in the case of the other offenders. It is 
this sort of thing that breeds contempt for the very name of justice 
as adrpinistered in the Tran~vaal. It will soon become impossible to 
get a Boer punished, no matter what his crime. We venture to 
think that there would have been precious little clemency had the 
offenders not been Burghers of the State. It is doubtful whether in 
such a case the distinguished Chief Justice would have suspended the· 
operation of the High Court. But the woman's name was O'Neill, 
and the offender's name was Abraham Koetser, and that makes all 
the diiTerence." 

Would such a flagrant contempt of court be permitted to an 
English newspaper? How much less reason to permit it where it 
is made a part of an organised attempt to overthrow, not merely 
the respect for justice, but the entire Government? 

As weeks went on the language of the two Johannesburg 
papers, particularly of the Leader, became still more inflam
matory. From a considerable number of articles advocating 
internal rebellion or external coercion, I select the following, which 
were among those read in court at the preliminary examination in 
the Pakeman case :-

" Even yet there is time for some strong and just man to arise and. 
lead the burghers to Pretoria and sweep the gang from power, to 
annul the decree of the Raad by a coup d'etat and eject the 
dynamitards from the State. \Ve fear it will not be done, and the 
misled and abused burghers will be led to battle to defenu a national 
crime. Prayers and humiliation are of no avail in such an issue as 
this, nor can a reverent man feel that Heaven will uphold him in the 
struggle. The die is cast, the siege is finished; yet those who have 
risked their lives and have seen their fellows die around them will 
remember the vanity of attempting to conceal guilt by guilt, and will 
visit the black crime upon those who have cheated them to their fate." 

In the same issue there appears an article headed "The End of 
Patience," which concludes as follows :-

"We will have no half settlements, and if we can't win a full and 
honourable citizen rank as British subjects we shall win it in 
another way." 

• 
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In an issue of the Leader of August 29th appears the following :
"The abolition of the Republic is not the end that we anticipated 

and hoped for ; yet we fully recognise the necessity for the step in 
view of the hopeless attitude of this Government. We had hoped 
that the burghers themselves would have found a strong leader and 
have put their house in order, boldly purging the oountry of the 
robbery and shame that have brought the State to such a ruinous 
pass. Although some have talked of the necessity for reform and 
many have bewailed the disgrace brought upon the country by the 
tactics of the junta at Pretoria, nothing effective has been done, and 
it remains for the Paramount Power to effect what the people have 
shrunk from." 

I will only refer to an article entitled "Fundamental Savagc.y," 
which appeared in the Leader on August 10th. It is couched in the 
following terms:-" In this pastoral and pious community, or if you 
prefer it, in this common (or garden) department of the British 
Empire, crime succeeds c1·ime and outrage grows upon outrage with 
a fecundity that stupefies the most romantic imagination. Yet this 
last outrage-the climax in a series of financial jobberies, hocus 
conspiracies, detective corruptions, constabulary violence and national 
treason cannot be allowed to pass with the usual protest of a single 
article or be suffered to remain in brutal potentiality upon the Statute 
Book till the moment shall arrive when protest is fruitless and murder 
is done upon a defenceless population in the pre-sanctified name of 
the pious and pastoral Boer. The ratification by the Raad of Article 
74 of the Concept Grondwet is in the opinion of the Leader, and, we 
believe, of every thinking man, a deliberate proclamation of a state 
of Constitutional Savagery in this Republic. There is not another 
country in the white man's world where a Minister dare propose such 
a measure. This article empowering an experienced diplomatist like 
Mr. President Kruger, by and with the consent of another quaintly 
conditional pers0n like Mr. Cronje, of a puppet like Mr. Schalk 
Burger, of an influence like tllr. Executive Judge-begetting Kock, 
of a strange-mannered nonentity like Mr. Reitz, to proclaim 'martial 
law,' and oblige every inhabitant to undertake military service against 
each and all-corners, be they his friends or his folk, is the most infernal 
depth that the Republic has reached in its effort to touch an 
independent bottom. " 

Consider the circumstances of the country where these passages 
are published. The Outlanders, dwelling undisturbed in the very 
heart of the country, are actually negotiating with the enemy of 
that country, a far more powerful State with possessions bordering 
on the Republic, to induce an invasion. The same Outlanders a 
little more than three years before had actually conspired and 
instigated a secret attack, endorsed, assisted, and condoned by 
important 0fficials of the British Government. Yet in a case of 
such grave extremity, after they have permitted the full virulence 
of these dangerous attacks to flow unchecked for many months, a 
howl of vi'rtuous indignation is raised because the author of this 
printed matter is at length laid by the heels, and his fellow editor 
is driven out of the State. How long would the British Govern
ment allow such matter to be published by an influential journa• 
in Ireland, in India, or even in London? 
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But so tar I have only presented the first link in the chain of 
this Press conspiracy. Those who understand the modus operandt 
of a party Press will know that the combined power of these 
chartered libertines of print vastly exceeds the mere sum of the 
units. The financial relations between the newspapers which I 
have named found constant and vigorous expression in their 
columns. A common line of policy imposed upon, or sympathetic
ally adopted by, the editors of papers at Johannesberg, Kimberley, 
Cape Town, and Bulawayo gave a powerful lead to the other 
members of the English Press throughout South Africa, whose 
natural proclivities were Imperialist and anti-Dutch, and who were 
eager for a masterful policy. A new piece of tactics, or a sensa
tional anti-Boer tale, first issuing from the Johannesberg Star or the 
Kimberley Advertiser, was immediately communicated to the Cape 
Times or the Argus, and ran the round of the Rhodes Press, 
gathering an accumulation of authority in the process, until, by 
combination and reiteration, it had fastened a misjudgment, an 
exaggeration, or too frequently a falsehood, upon the public mind. 
The opinion of the British in South Africa has been the plaything 
of a Press which, working in closest union, has practised the most 
unscrupulous ingenuity in driving the fooled public along the road 
designed for it to go. 

But the inflammation of the credulous mind of South Africa was 
a task comparatively simple and of subsidiary importance. The 
chief object of this Press conspiracy, to attain which every nerve 
was strained, was the conquest of the Government and the con
science of Great Britain. I have no hesitation in saying that a 
large proportion of the outrages and other sensations emanating 
from the Press of Johannesburg and Cape town were designed 
chiefly, if not exclusively, for the British market. Over and over 
again I have heard strong Outlander politicians of Johannesburg 
express their astonishment and indignation that their Press., having 
so good a cause, should damage it by gross exaggeration and 
positive falsehoods. The .stories of Zarp atrocities and Boer 
assaults upon women did not even obtain wide credence at the 
Cape. But faithfully reproduced, and duly endorsed by the most 
reputable colonial papers, they passed by wire and mail to the great 
newspapers of London, and were there received with an implicit 
confidence which must have brought a grim smile into the face of 
the colonial inventor. 

What I am describing is nothing else than an elaborate 
factory of detailed mendacity for the purpose of stimulating 
British action. To those unacquainted with the mechanism it may 
seem incredible that with modern means of communication it has 
been possible to poison the conscience and intelligence of England. 
But when it is understood that the great London Press receives 
its information almost exclusively from the offices of the kept Press 
of South Africa, the mystery is solved. Until just before the out
break of hostilities the three most important London Unionist 
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journals were sc~· h::d directly from the office of the Star with their 
cable news from the Transvaal, Mr. Monypenny himself serving 
the Times. That at so critical a juncture the Times should subject 
its policy to the inspiration and direction of a young journalist ot 
the Rhodes press, just arrived in South Africa and completely un
familiar with its life and politics, is matter for serious reflection. 

Another London Conservative paper was instructed from the 
Leader office ; one of the chief general cable services, widely used 
by most important English newspapers, was fed from Johannesburg 
by a prominent member of the executive of the South African 
League. The London "Liberal" paper, whose perversion from 
the true path of Liberalism has inflicted the heaviest hlow upon the 
cause of truth and honesty in England, was fully and constantly 
inspired by the editor of the Cape Times, upon which office, I am 
informed, no fewer than three other important London dailies relied 
for their Cape Town intelligence. The Cape Times and the Argus 
offices also supplied two great general channels of cable informa
tion to the English press. 

When it is borne in mind that this great confederation of Press 
~nterests is financially cemented by the fact that Rand mining 
magnates are large owners of not less than three important London 
.daily papers and of s_everal c~msiderable weekly papers, while the 
wider and ever-growmg J ew1sh control of other organs of the 
Press warrants a suspicion that the direct economic nexus between 
the English Press and Rand finance is far stronger than is actually 
known, we shall have a clear comprehension of the Press conspiracy 
which has successfully exploited the stupid Jingoism of the British 
public for its clearly conceived economic ends. 

One of the humorous reliefs of the tragic movement o ~ events 
has been the righteous indignation displayed by this Rhodesian 
Press-gang against the papers subsidised, or reported to be 
subsidised, by the Transvaal Government. The insolent provoca
tion and the malignant falsehoods of certain members of the 
Hollander Press, such as the Rand Post and the Volkstemm, and or 
two English papers at Preto~ia and J ohan_nesburg reported to be 
in Government pay, certamly played mto the hands of the 
Imperialist war party, o~ the one hand, by ro~sing the passions 
and feeding the overweemng confidence of the 1gnorant Boers, on 
the other hand, by furnishing printed matter which their enemies 
interpreted as representative of the general Boer sentiments and 
.ambitions. 

In speaking of this ~ar as P:ess-mad<: it is right to mete out 
.a fair share of reprobatiOn to th1s Krugente Press, though neither 
in circulation nor in real influence can it compare for one moment 
with the power of its antagonists. 
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Ill. 
On the whole, the Press of South Africa has during the last 

year, for skilful and detailed mendacity directed to a single end, 
attained a record in the annals of journalism. I cannot here fully 
prove or illustrate the accuracy of this judgment ; to do so would 
require an accumulation of minute evidence, with an elaborate
running commentary such as would weary the most industrious 
reader. But I will indicate a few of the chief features of the 
unscrupulous campaign as I watched it during the summer and 
autumn months. " Filling up the cup " was the first phase which 
came within my view. Day after clay the corruption of officials and 
of judges, narratives of crime winked at by the police, maladminis
tration of the Liquor and the Press Laws, the dynamite scandal, the 
education grievance, were pressed home with an extravagance of 
unproved assertion and an absolute ignoring of all extenuating 
circumstances which were clearly designed for no other purpose 
than to preserve an open sore between the Transvaal and the 
British Governments. This was the time when a Seven Years' 
Franchise Law was passed, and a genuine panic seized the moving_ 
spirits of the agitation lest a peaceful settlement upon a basis of 
fair representation should be attained. To keep all the other 
outstanding grievances well to the front so as to prevent a settle
ment upon the basis of Sir Alfred Milner·s Cape Town speech and 
the subsequent concessions of the Transvaal, was then the single· 
object of this procession. It laboured to stiffen the back of the 
High Commissioner and the Cabinet, while feeding the slow-rising 
Jingoism of the English public, which in the early summer was 
notoriously averse from the coercive policy required of it. 

As soon as diplomatic intercourse had taken on a tone of 
increased acerbity the game of the Johannesburg Press was to
breed panic among the Outlanders and to precipitate a business 
crisis which should create throughout South Africa, and by reaction 
in England, a forcible conviction that a conflict of armed forces 
was inevitable, though in truth the state of diplomatic intercourse 
at that time w:..t ranted no such assurance. With this object the 
Johannesburg Press filled its columns day by day with tit-bits, 
carefully culled from the most rabid Dutch newspapers, and 
seasoned with prepo5terous surmises of the coming noer atrocities, 
the ill-treatment of Outlanders who should be found in Johannesburg 

• at the outbreak of hostilities; and, in particular, the danger to 
which miners would be subjected. If any hot-headed Boer in his 
cups, such as Ben Viljoen, made, or did not make, some brutal 
speech about Englishmen, struck upon the sounding board of the 
Johannesburg Press it reverberated through South Africa ; every 
idle word of the most insignificant official was treated as if 
it were the avowed policy of the Government. All this in order 
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to create and sustain a scare which should drive the ctttzen:-- ,,f 
Johannesburg first to send away their families into Natal or Cape 
Colony, and then to follow them. One result of this policy has 
beeo that many people of moderate means and timid temperament, 
who "cleared" early in the summer, have almost ruined them
selves already by the needless expenses of their premature flight and 
long protracted absence. As the strain between the Governments 
became more serious and war became really imminent, the rumours 
of coming atrocities, the "commandeering" of British subjects, 
the starvation and ill-treatment of those who stayed, became more 
startling; and long before war was actually declared the bulk of 
the inhabitants had taken to flight. Having got them out of 
Johannesburg, the Press followed the refugees down the line, and 
the Cape Press took up the running with tales of Boer insults and 
assaults at the stations, told with a wealth of circumstance that 
carried conviction to nine persons out of ten. How Boers struck 
English women with clubbed rifle or sjambock, spat in the 
faces of passengers. dragged them out of their carriage.ii1 
and forced them to shout for Kruger, refused them the 
right to purchase food, and in general behaved like savages, 
all this . sort of thing occupied the Cape papers for some 
ten days. Exactly how large the grain of truth might be in this 
large conglomerate of falsehood it was not possible to ascertain, 
because, although the tales of outrage were otherwise lavishly 
equipped with detailed circumstance, the names of the sufferers 
were for some reason almost invariably withheld. Two exposures 
at last killed this particular class of lies. In one instance a 
prominent political Outlander, whose brutal maltreatment by 
Boers and subsequent death in prison furnished a leading case for 
several days, turned up alive and free. The other case, where a 
number of armed Boers were stated to have flogged with sjamboks 
unarmed passengers who were peaceably entering a village near 
a station to purchase food, was still more discreditable in its recoil. 
It was proved, and reluctantly admitted by the Press, that a number 
of rowdy Outlanders, coming by an earlier train that day, had 
outraged a girl in the very station grounds, and that, to prevent 
any recurrence of such conduct and to keep the public peace, police 
had been put at the station barriers to prevent passengers from 
leaving the station. Some men in a later train, disregarding these 
orders and forcing their way past the guards, were driven back by 
armed Boers in the neighbourhood . 

In another case, where a free fight took place at a station, 
it turned out that a number of miners insisted upon standing on 
the platform and singing " Rule Britannia," a proceeding which 
was not unnaturally resented by young Beers in the station. 
Under the circumstances of this helter-skelter flight many hard
ships were inevitable, and it is likely enough that insults and 
threats were flung at the passengers by coarse and ignorant yokels 
inflamed by the war fever and hatred of Englishmen. The " corn-

' 
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mandeering" of money in excess of a certain sum practised upon 
passengers in some of the last trains was bitterly resented by 
them and their friends ; but war had then been declared, and I 
venture to think that under similar circumstances in any European 
country some similar restrictions would have been placed upon the 
-amount of property which expelled subjects of the hostile Stat~. 
could carry away. 

So far as could be ascertained very few cases of personal injury 
or insult took piace, and in most of these direct provocation was 
given. The outrages to women and children I believe to be entire 
fabrications. Danger to " women and children" had figured in the 
historic letter which was taken to justify Jameson's raid; it was 
now used again with brazen-faced effrontery to fan the flames of 
revenge. Those who know the Boer character are aware that such 
outrages are not within his sphere of vice, but knowing well the 
methods of the Jingo Press and the gullibility of the English mind, 
.I have not the slightest doubt that these railway outrages were 
pla.:,."ed for all they were worth. When cable intelligence indicated 
that tthese lies had done their work they disappeared almost at once 
from the columns of the Cape Press, though congested trains full 
of the pi.J>.orest and most belated refugees continued to pass down 
the lines. The hose of mendacity was now switched' on to a 
different th~me ; war was now beginning, and every art of false 
imagination was enlisted in the work of defaming the honour and 
courage of t;ne enemy. A conscientious reader of the Cape Tt'mes 
and the Argt?tS during the opening days of hostilities would have 
come to the, conclusion that the Boers divided their time pretty 
equally bet'Ween firing upon the white flag and upon the red cross. 
Another c!tass of irritant is best described by an illustration from 
the Cape Times of October 18th:-

MURDER THE ENGLISH. 
AN APPEAL IN THE TAAL. 

NATIVES INCITED TO MURDER. 
MARITZBURG, October x8.-[Fl:om our Correspondent.]-A lady 

who arrived here with her family from Barberton last night gives a 
piteous account of things in that neighbourhood. 

She says that renegade Englishmen are rampant in the outlying 
districts, and are threatening and bullying all whites. 

A circular emanating from the office of a Dutch newspaper, printed 
in the Taal, calls upon all Boers, as a sacred and religious duty in 
the event of a reverse, to use their utmost endeavours to incite the 
natives to outrage and murder all English women and children. 

The a,! arm in the isolated places is intense, and a repetition of thu 
massacres of the Indian Mutiny is feared. 

Though the Cape Tt'mes W:J.S appealed to for the name or the 
Dutch newspaper, and for a more satisfactory account of the 
circular, no more was heard of this incident: it had performed its 
part and passed away. This method was systematically applied ~ 
vague words full of ~;ound and fury from anonymous mouths, 
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unverified and impossible of contradiction! Another class of 
stories was engaged in showing that the Boers were stirring up 
rebellion among the Basutos, tampering with certain of their 
chiefs, and in dwelling upon the ill-treatment sustained by Basutos 
leaving the mines at the hand of the Boers. The drift and purpose 
of this "news" was to furnish beforehand a sort of justification for 
a Basuto inroad on the Free State, should such an event take 
place, and to stimulate such an event by suggestion. I do not 
deny, nor do I doubt, that there have been many cases where 

. Boers have robbed the travelling Basutos on leaving the mines, 
but the incessant harping on these incidents is only to be under
stood as part of a general scheme for turning native feeling 
against the Dutch, a project the infernal malignity of which is only 
understood by those familiar with the great, dark shadow in the 
background of South African life, the fear of a native rising. A 
peculiarly infamous variant of this appeal to colour hatred is 
supplied by statements in the Cape Press that black combatants 
were seen in the Boer commandos. It is hard to believe that the 
correspondent responsible for this lie was unaware of the fact that 
under no circumstances would Dutchmen employ armed Kaffirs, 
while they commonly took them in their campaigns to look after 
their horses 
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IV. 

The "outrage" manufacture of the Yellow f'ress was accom
panied by a never-ceasing tirade of imputations of treason against 
the Cape Dutch, which was designed to expand the field of 
hostilities from the Republics to the whole of South Africa. It 
may appear reckless to impute so terrible a motive, but no one in 
Cape Colony could converse freely with British Colonists without 
evoking over and over again expressions of a keen desire to open 
up the whole issue between Dutch and English, to force into the 
light of day the " hidden conspiracy " of the Bond, and once for all 
to establish by a signal, overwhelming blow the supremacy of 
the British over the whole of South Africa. A victory over the 
Republics, however complete, would not satisfy these people, who 
form, I think, a large majority of the British. They have persuaded 
themselves that the snake of Afrikanderism will then be only 
scotched and not killed, and that the larger task will remain to 
be done afterwards. 

Numbers of men have told me, when I pointed out the efforts 
made by the Ministry and Mr. Hofmeyr to preserve quiet in the 
Colony, that they regretted the success of these efforts, and that 
they would sooner have the matter fought out once for all. 

I do not charge the more responsible organs of the Colonial 
Press with a deliberate pursuance and a consistent advocacy of this 
<reckless policy, but their treatment of the natural sympathy which 
the Colonial Dutch tee! with the Republicans as evidence of 
treasonable conspiracy has been one of the most effective means to 
implicate the Colony in a race war. 

After the outbreak of hostilities a still more insidious mode of 
provocation was introduced by articles and letters suggesting that 
a satisfacto.) settlement required such interference with represen
tative government in Cape Colony as would ensure the domination 
.of the British. These open menaces of the Press were so dangerous 
as to evoke at last from Sir A. Milner the proclamation deny
ing that any such interference with elective institu~ions was 
designed. 

No opportunity has been neglected by the Cape Press of seek
ing, by misrepresentation of facts or perversion of language, to 
support the charg-es against the Cape Dutch. Let me quote a 
typical example. The Cape T£m.es of October 25th contained the 
following paragraph :-

"Mr. M. J. du Plessis, M.L.A. for Cradock, addresses a letter to 
his constituents through the medium of the local Dutch paper, in 
which he tells them: 'The Transvaal people are our kith and kin, 
and it is only natural that we should sympathise with them. There 
is no honest man, no matter of what nationality, who will not admire 
us for doing that.'" 

.,. 
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Mr. Du Plessis is a prominent member of the Bond party in the 
Assembly, and this; paragraph is calculated to fasten on him a 
,charge of stimulating co-operation of the Republican forces. Now 
,compare this sentence with a literal translation of the entire letter 
which Mr. Du Plessis addressed to his constituents, and which 
may be taken as a fair sample of the tone generally adopted by the 
Dutch members:-

"Cradock, October 14th, 1899 
" To MY FELLOW CITIZENS, 

" Beloved fellow citizens, the times in which we live are serious, 
and as I shall not have the opportunity of meeting you at present to 
address you and to inform you of what is in my mind, I use the 
columns of Tlte Afrikander, as the matter brooks no delay. The 
inhabitants of the Transvaal and the Free State are one in blood with 
us, and it is impossible for us not to sympathise with them. There 
is, moreover, no right-thinking person, of whatever nationality, who 
will not approve this sentiment. However, I desire to say to all my 
fellow citizens, 'Men, sympathise and feel with and for our relatives 
and friends as much as you please, but do not forget that we are 
subjects of Her Majesty, our revered Queen Victoria, and let us not 
commit any excess to mar the last years of her reign. Let us stay 
still and leave the issue which is so momentous for the whole of South 
Africa in the hands of Him Who judgeth justly and Who will make 
all things end in the best way,' 

"Your fellow citizen, 
"M. J. DU PLESSIS, 1\I.L.A." 

Can any language be more loyal, more dignified, more appropriate, 
and more remote from the meaning borne by the garbled sentence 
of the Cape Times? 

Nowhere in the world at the present time has the Press an 
r.nsullied reputation. But for carefully conceived and brilliantly 
executed mendacity, directed by widely diverse paths towards a 
single goal, the recent conduct of the capitalistic Press of South 
Africa holds the record. 

Unfortunately, as the copy-book instructs us, perfect success is 
seldom attainable. Put into more vulgar language, some one 
generally gives away the game. I have pointed out that it has not 
been necess<~.ry for Mr. Rhodes and his friends to buy and control 
directly the whole Press of South Africa, because many oro-ans of 
British African opinion were already in devoted sympathy ;ith the 
Jew-lmperialist design that is in course of execution. The bulk 
of the Natal Press is in this case. It did not need buyincr, But it 
would have been better. to buy _it. For if the Times of Natal, one 
of the oldest and most mAuenttal organs of South Africa had been 
subject to the careful manipulation of the master hand' it would 
never have set forth the following interesting theory' of Press 
ethics:-

. " Franchi~e, paramountcy, and so !orth, have been all very useful 
111 the evolutwnary process of education. But before we shall have 
tini~lw_d we !tave t.o rutc~ _lhat_point when home opinion shall have 
come tnto hne wtth opmwn 111 Natal as to the necessity for a clean 
sweep of the present order of things in the T.-ansvaal and Orange 

" 
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Free State, and of the Bond in Cape Colony. To do this there is but 
little cause now to harp upon old well-worn grievances. Those have 
already become fairly well understood at home. The best object 
lessons we can now employ are those atrocities to our women and ' 
children. If we are to disarm those who are now against us at home, 
and who will endeavour in the day of our triumph to restore as much 
of the Boer power as possible, out of a mispiaced sentiment for a weal.:; 
foe, and who could go frantic over atrocities in Bulgaria, then, if they 
require atrocities to assist their comprehension of facts, and to disarm 
their opposition, so be it. It should not no-,..· be difficult to supply the 
necessary chapter of horrors to strike the imagination even of these 
good people." 

The powerful English Press of South Africa, thus owned and 
controlled by a handful of rich men bound together by closest 
financial bonds, succeeded first in inflaming the public of South 
Africa and afterwards in communicating the passion to the mind of 
the British public. 

One last link in this devil's chain deserves notice. It was 
necessary not only to deceive the British public as to the true 
posit;on in South Africa, but also to deceive :;outh Africa as to the 
state of feeling in Great Britain. I need not describe in detail how 
this was done; how intelligence from Europe was selected, dis
torted, heightened or suppressed, in order to support the fury of 
agitation among the British Colonists and Outlanders, and to goad 
on the Governments of the republics towards the precipice of war. 
The virtual unanimity of all parties in England, with the exception 
of a mere despicable handful of "Little Englanders," the support 
of the entire British Press, the endorsement of a drastic policy by 
European Governments-these points were enforced by every art of 
the suppressio veri and the suggestio falsi. The chief intention and 
the sure result was to breed despair of any amicable settlement 
among the Republican politicians. The torpor of this despair I 
witnessed gathering in the minds of the leading men at Pretoria 
and Bloemfontein, and the latest intercourse between Sir A. Milner 
and President Steyn bears striking testimony to the diabolical 
success of the press policy. 

That the burden of the Outlanders was so intolerable and so 
urgent that immediate redress was essential ; that such redress 
could not be won by ordinary peaceful diplomacy ; that the Boer 
Governments would yield before a sufficient display of armed force 
-these were the central falsehoods which the capitalist wreckers 
through their Press drove into the British mind. That England 
was one-minded in her aggressive policy towards the Transvaal 
Government, that she had no intention to accept a fair franchise 
and representation as a basis of genuine and final settlement, but 
that she designed to enforce her suzerainty and supremacy by an 
imterminable series of subsequent demands which implied a total 
loss of "independence "-these were the representations of the 
policy and feeling of England by which the same Press goaded the 
Republics into despair and defiance. 
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BOER ARMAMENTS AND THE RHODES-JAMES.ON-RAID. 
POST, PROPTER, OR ANTE? 

It is commonly contended that the Beers have been preparing for the 
present war for a vast number of years, and that, consequently, the actual 
war is only the final act of a long-premeditated attack upon our South 
African colonies. 

But unfortunately for this theory, which alone lends colour to the newly-· 
hatched idea of a long-standing Boer conspiracy against our dominion, it not 
only cannot adduce a scrap of evidence in its favour, but it has to get over a 
mass of evidence which, unless disproved, is absolutely fatal to its existence. 

r. There is, first, the evidence of the sums spent annually on military 
equipment, as given in the official Staats Almanak. Taking these sums from 
the year 1889 to the present year we find that the average annual military 
expenditure for the seven years preceding 1895, the year of the Jameson 
Raid, was £57,284, and that it multiplied itself eight times in 1896, the year 
after the Raid, by rising to the extraordinary figure of £495,618! In 1897 
the expenditure was £396,384, and for the first nine months of 1898 it 
was £r63,451. How different these figures from those of the years 1892, 
1893 and 1894, when the expenditure was, respectively, £29,759; £r9,340; 
£z8,152! Clearly there must have been some leading cause to account for 
the startling difference in these figures : the most simple and a sufficient 
cause, and therefore the most scientifically acceptable cause, is the J ameson 
Raid at the end of 1895, of complicity with which our Colonial Office was 
widely suspected at the time, a grave fact enough of itself to justify the 
Transvaal in arming itself vigourously for self-defence against possible 
future aggression. e 

It is true that the miltary expenditure increased to some extent before 
the actual occurrence of the Raid; it rose from £z8,152 in 1894 to £87.308-
in x895, whilst the Raid did not occur till the end of that year. But events 
had occurred which explains that fact. It was in 1894 that the High 
Commissioner of the Cape, now Lord Loch, went to Pretoria, on the 
occasion of the arrest of five Outlanders who had refused to comply with 
orders under the Commando Law to serve in the Boer war against 
Malaboch. "In J ohannesburgh," says Mr. Fitzpatrick, "a number of men 
were prepared to make a dash on Pretoria to effect the forcible release of 
the prisoners" ; so that evidently a raid had been contemplated a clear year 
before the Raid occurred ! And, as Mr. Selous ha!> told us in the Times, it 
was known long before the Raid that the Chartered Company was equipping 
an hostile expedition against someone. 

It was also in 1894 that President Kruger, meeting the High 
Commissioner in a carriage at the railway station at Pretoria, was grossly 
insulted by some Outlanders, one of whom mounted the box and waved the 
Union Jack above the President's head. A similar incident had occurred in 
1890, when President Kruger went to Johannesburg to make an address, and 
the Transvaal flag was torn down from the Government buildings, torn in 
shreds, and trampled under foot; and the year after that the military 
expenditure rose to £x 17,927 from £42,999 in the previous year. Incidents 
of this sort indicated a danger and constituted a menace, which naturally 
led to measures of self-defence. 

It may be asked why there was an average annual expenditure of 
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£57.~ in th~ seven y~ars before the 'Raid? The episode ot the Malaboch 
war and native 'disturbances supplies the answer. Malaboch was a 
native chief who had refused to pay his taxes, and against whom th 2re
fore an expedition was sent. As Mr. Fitzpatrick says, "Such wars are of 
frequent occurrence in the Transvaal, the reasons assigned being usuall y 
some failure to pay taxes or to submit to the discipline of the native Com 
missioners." In other words such expenditure was necessitated by the 
position of the Transvaal Government in the midst of a large and uncivil-

j isf:)d population. 
2. The diary of Colonel the Hon. R. White, who was sent as a spy by 

"the Chartered Company to ascertain the military state of Pretoria shortly 
• before the contemplated raid, is a further proof that before 1895 there ,,·as 

no serious arming of the Boers. The date of the following extract is 
• October, r8gs :-

"At Pretoria visited the artillery camp. Saw half-dozen very old 
pieces of ordnance, mortars, etc. One gun of the date of the Second 
Empire, bronze. A Maxim-Nordenfeldt of 1820 (1). A g-pounder muzzle
loading gun, in very bad condition. None of the guns I saw were fit fvr 
much work. The oberwachtmeister told me that there were three ba t
teries in the "magazine," one battery equal three guns. These three 
batteries are 6 and g-pounders, also three Maxims in good condition. I 
did not see these. Saw the cavalry troop, 250 horses in the 
camp. These horses are in a miserable condition. The cavalry do not 
wear the sword. They are taught a kind of mounted infantry drill. The 
system of conscription consists in the commandants sending two men from 

.their districts to be trained every two years. A contractor has lately 
sold 3,000 M. H. rifles and x,ooo,ooo rounds to the Transvaal Government." 

This hardly reads like the description of a rising military power that was 
contemplating the trying of conclusions with the mighty British Empire; 
nor can it be supposed that Colonel White had any interest in underrating 
the military condition of the Transvaal. The alleged letter of General 
Joubert, which intimates that toreign observers were purposely hoodwinked 
about the military condition, refers in terms to a period subsequent to tltr; 
raid in 1895, and would, therefore, not affect the colonel's testimony. On 
the faith of the information supplied to them in 1895 the Chartered 
Company thought it safe to invade the Transvaal-a country larger than 
France-with a force ot only 500 men. 

3· The Manifesto of the Outlanders at Johannesburg, dated December 
25th, 1895• i.e., a few days only before the Raid, corroborates the testimony 
of Colonel White, for it complains of the military expenditure which is about 

• to be undertaken, not of that which had been already undertaken. The words 
are: "We now have the policy of force revealed to us. £250,0<JO is to 

• be spent upon the completing of a fort at Pretoria, £roo,ooo is to be spent 
upon a fort to terrorize the inhabitants of Johannesburg, large orders are 
sent to Krupp's for big guns, Maxirns have been ordered, and we are even 
told that German officers are coming out to drill the burghers." These 
w,ards of Mr. Charles Leonard, chairman of the Transvaal National U ruon, . 
a·re corroborated by Mr. Fitzpatrick also, who says, referring to the year 
1895 : "The positive statement that a great many men of military training 
vyere coming out for service in the Transvaal, that officers were being 
employed to work up the artillery and to design forts, all tended t0 increase 
the feelin&' of intense dissatisfaction and uneasiness, which culminated in 
the outbreak ~t the Close of the year." ' · · ' 
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; These witnesses make it certain that the Transvaal only began seriously 
'to arm in x8g5, as a precaution against that attack on its independence 
which every circumstance of the time foreshadowed as a certain contingency. 
At that time the so-called fort at Pretoria was a mere gaol, or, as Mr. 
Fitzpatrick calls it, "a mere barrack," of which the surrounding wall had 
been removed prior to some additions, and the J ameson conspirators, of 
whom Mr. Fitzpatrick was one, regarded the seizing of this fort as the 
1easiest task in the world; "fifty men could have done it." In the fort were 
known to be "some xo,ooo rifles, ten or twelve field-pieces, and 12,ooo,ooo , 
rounds ot small-arm ammunition." So ill-prepared for war was the '~ 
Transvaal at the .time of the Raid that "not one person in a hundred" had 
any doubt about Jameson's success, and there was serious talk in Pretoria 
of depriving General Joubert of his office of Commandant-General for his 
negligence in the provision of munitions of war. 

I 
4· Then there is the evidence of Captain Y ounghusband, who, as special 

correspondent of the T£mes, visited the Transvaal in December, x8gs, and 
again in April, x8g6. Referring to the latter date, he has written:-
1 "Orders for batteries of field guns, quick-firing guns and Maxims, and 
'for sufficient rifles to arm every Dutchman in South Africa were being sent 
to Europe ; European drill instructors and artillerymen were being 
imported, and forts were being constructed round Pretoria on the most 
approved designs. One attempt had been made to take their country from 
them ; t.hey were thoroughly convinced that the attempt would be renewed 
at some future date, so the Boers were determined to be thoroughly on 
their guard the second time." 

We know exactly when Mr. Kruger took alarm, and began to reorganise 
his army and to send to Europe for guns and instructors. A writer 'in the ' 
St. lames's Gasette of August 2gth says that in September, x8g5, Mr. 
Kruger asked him why the Chartered Company was buying hundreds of 
horses for presentation to the Rhodesian Horse. Mr. Kruger saw in this 
the meaning, which he summed up in the saying, " Rhodes is going to 
jump my country." 

This is the whole story of the Boer armaments. They were undertaken 
not for aggression, but for defence against an attack which the Boers 
clearly foresaw would be renewed by the men who had already conspired 
against their independence in 1895· 

But what of the Orange Free State ? If it had intended to take part 
with the Transvaal in a vast anti-British conspiracy, would not it, too, 
have armed and fortified itself on a similar scale? But it did not do so. 
The "Statesman's Year Book" for 1899 informs us that the Orange Free 
State has " no fortifications on the frontier" I that there are four batteries 
of artillery at Blomfontein : 1 so officers and men with 550 passed artillerists 
as a re erve ; and that a new fort £s he£ng hu£lt at the north end of Blom
fontein. Mr. Bryce says of it, in x8g7, that "it has a little fort, originally ~ 
built by the British Government, with two Maxim guns in the arsenal." 
This condition of things seems hardly compatible with the theory of a great 
Dutch conspiracy, and, in short, there is not a shred of evidence with 
which that theory can any longer clothe itself; indeed, critical inquiry is 
absolutely destructive of it. 
NOTE.-For much of the above the compiler is indebted to the admirable statements 

on this subject, which have appeared in the Morning Leader, and which the Editor 
has kindly placed at his disposal. 

Printed by the National Presa Ajenoy, Ltd., Whltefriara Houae, London, B.O • 
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SOME VITAL FACTS ABOUT KIMBERLEY 
AND JOHANNESBURG. 

Kimberley and Beaconsfield may be taken as one town lying 
around the great diamond mines of Griqualand West in the Cape 
Colony. 

Before the amalgamation of the mines under the De Beers 
Company, they constituted a populous, free, and independent com
munity. The streets pulsed with life, the road connecting them 
was crowded· with vehicles, horsemen, and people on foot, 
surging along it all day and almost all night. Around the great 
du Toits Pan, at Beaconsfield, stood the houses of the most 
prosperous in a prosperous community. Independent newspapers 
existed, public meetings of a free people were held, and every
thing was criticised fearlessly. Natives and whites were free, and 
the whole of the throbbing townships were happy and prosperous. 

That was before the amalgamation. 
The picture is very different to-day. 
Beaconsfield, which was the principal centre, is a desolate mass 

of ruins. Its population has so diminished that where on::e ran 
busy streets, crowded with people and lined with shops, now lies 
only the silent veld, with here and there small heaps of partially 
overgrown brick mounds which look like the graves of the life 
that once throbbed along the silent place. The houses round 
the great Pan have gone except for a few shanties. You will 
see a few trucks of "blue" being hauled along to miniature 
'' floors," or a little '' debris washing" on the long grey heaps
this representing De Beers' sop to Cerberus, its "kindness" in 
allowing the mines there to be worked a little that the white 
people who live in Beaconsfield may be kept quiet-the crumb 
which the rich company tosses to the town which its operations 
have desolated, depopulated and impoverished. There is now 
no freedom of public life, and not much of private life, in Beacons
field. Its great mines are scarcely worked, because the De Beers 
Company does not need their output now. It pays sufficiently to 
work the two principal mines (the Kimberley mine and the De 
Beers' mine) which lie in Kimberley itself. Beaconsfield, having 
its mines practically shut down, has become a desolate ruin. 

Let us glance at Kimberley. 
What life exists there now is centred around its two great 

holes. 
Before . the amalgamation, it was very much what I have 

described Beaconsfield to be. What is it now? Its population, 
like that of Beaconsfield, has dwindled down, and its freedom has 
departed. Kimberley does not, in its centre, present the ruined 
appearance of Beadonsfield, but its outskirts and suburbs are a 
scarcely less terrible sign of the blighting and desolating power of 
monopoly. Beaconsfield has, so to say, been wiped out, but 
Kimberley is reduced and enslaved. Public life is dead, the natives 
who work in the mines are shut up in prisons, euphemistically 
called" compounds," and the whites are held in the hollow of the 
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hand of "the Company." De Beers dominates everything, from 
the Town Council, and the club, to the Hospital, and permeates and 
terrorises even the privacy of families. It has built a village called 
Kenilworth, in which its white employes mainly live. Its miners and 
others are no longer free and independent men ; they are inevitably 
subservient to the Company. They are tied, it is true with a golden 
chain studded with glittering pebbles, but it is a chaz'n. On great 
occa ions, such as when Mr. Rhodes visits the town (it was the 
same when Mr. Barnato was alive), they go to the station-for 
instance, when a " reception " is needed to impress the public
and pull the "Boss" and his satellites about in a carriage. Happy 
creatures! 

The commercial life is no less dominated by "the Company " ; 
the pressure is often indirect, but it is there all the time, and every 
tradesman and merchant and professional man knows it. There 
is no freedom for white people in Kimberley, unless they "stand 
in" with the Company, and but little social pleasure even. 

And what of the "compounds "? These are prisons built 
round the orifices of the mines, in which the native are incarcerated. 
When the natives enter these compounds they surrender their 
liberty, and are largely at the mercy of the Company. In these 
" compounds" the Company has shops at which the natives 
have to supply themselves. The natives are paid wages by 
the Company, and then they have to spend such portion of those 
wages as they need to in the shops of the Company ; for, as they 
remain in the compounds several months together, they must, 
during that time, make their purchases in the shops of the 
Company. Thus the spending power of the natives (about 8,ooo 
to IO,ooo) is withdrawn from circulation among the general com
munity outside and practically confined to the Company. Is it 
surprising that the general population has dwindled? 

During these months of incarceration the natives are separated 
from their women folk and families . The consequence is one of 
the most striking and shocking features of the compound system. 
A number of the lowest, drink-besotted, coloured prostitutes, 
estimated at about five hundred, have collected at Beaconsfield, 
where, so to speak, they constitute a colony, occupying a revolting, 
sad quarter of that once beauty-thronged and happy township. 
When the natives come out for a short spell these unhappy women 
receive them. It is no doubt convenient, from the standpoint ot 
the Company, to have them there ; it probably prevents the natives 
from going away, for most of them come long distances. This 
moral cancer is one of the direct and inevitable outcomes and 
concomitants of the compound system. If it were rigorously put 
down, I have no doubt it would react "injuriously" on the supply 
of native labour. 

You will bear that the compound system is good, because it 
keeps the native sober. True, it doesn't pay the Company to 
let them get drunk while at work. But, outside the compounds, 
Kimberley and Beaconsfield are the most drunken places I have 
ever seen. De Beers is supported by the liquor vote, which 
perhaps is not surprising when one bears in mind that the pro-
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prietor of the two largest hotels in Kimberley with their highly 
remunerative "bars" is brother-in-law of the late Mr. Barney 
Barnato. It should be remembered, too, that it was the liquor 
vote which enabled Mr. Rhodes last session to defeat in the Upper 
House of the Cape Parliament a bill for the taxation of land values 
which had passed through the Lower. As "the Company" 
practically owns not only the townships of Kimberley and Beacons
field, but also an enormous tract of country in the neighbourhood, 
and large tracts elsewhere, it would have been hard hit by such a 
tax. But Rhodes, diamonds and brandy threw out the most pro
gressive measure ever submitted to a South African legislature. 

That is how Kimberley and Beaconsfield stand to-day. 
The cause is the concentration of the whole mining interests into 

the hands of one Company, coupled with the introduction of the 
compound system. In the political world, this has enabled the 
Company to secure a practical non-taxation of the mines, and to 
obtain mining machinery free of duty. In Kimberley, it has led to 
the absolute domination of half-a-dozen men over the whole 
community, white and black. 

Now, Johannesburg is to-day the freest (I say it advisedly) and 
one of the best governed big towns in South Africa. Compared 
with Kimberley at a corresponding state of its existence under 
British rule, it is much superior. It is pulsating with life ; it is 
prosperous and free, because the capitalist does not yet dominate 
it. The fear of Johannesburg is that the big mining companies 
will get hold of it and reduce it to a second Kimberley; which is 
why the bulk of the Uitlander population has all along been on the 
side of the Transvaal as against the capitalist (which is their view 
of this war). 

If the capitalist gets control, what will he do and what will 
happen in consequence? 

He will introduce the compound system, which means the 
withdrawal from the general community of the spending power of 
8o,ooo natives at something over £3 per month each ( ay 
i;25o,ooo a month: that is £3,000,000 a year). Then having 
withdrawn that, and having incarcerated the natives in the com
pounds, he will reduce their wages, as he has boldly said. Thus 
he will pay less out, and at the same time, by having his own shops 
in the compounds, he will establish the "truck system " and get 
back fron1 the natives into his own pockets again as much as 
he can of the wages he paid out. He will also cut down white 
wages, and thus reduce the spending power of a very large section 
of the wage-earners of the country. Then the white population 
will rapidly dwindle ; the business of the towns will tend to centre 
in the hands of agents or friends of the mine-owners (for the 
companies will " stand in " together, and eventually practically 
amalgamate) : an independent press will be impossible ; public 
opinion will be suppressed; and freedom will have departed. 

That is the situation ! 
Beware the speculator-capitalist ! He is the menace to Briton 

and Boer alike ! 

Printed uy the National Pre•s Agency, Lt<l., Whitefriars House, Loudon, ll.C. 
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THE PROSPEUT IN SOUTH AFRI CA. 

AN INTERVIEW WITH DB .. THEAL . 

In view of the immense interest which has been excited by ~outh 
Africa during the last few years, nothing is more remarkable than 
that the personality of its historian should be so little known in this 

countr·y. It is no exaggeration whatever to say that the foundations 
of all that has been well and truly written on South Africa rest on 

the labours of Dr. G. M. Theal. (His History is in five volumes-he 
is the author of a long shelfful of other works on South Africa as 
well,-but the book of his which is most read in Great Britain is the 

familiar abbreviation of it in the "Story of the Nations " series.) Dr. 
Theal knows South Africa and its people as no other man can know it. 

• He has long held the office of Historiographer under the Government 
of the Cape Colony, and has also been for many years Chief Clerk in 
the Native Affairs Department. From his youth his one passion has 

been the study of the history of the whites and Kaffi.rs. For a 
considerable period he ha posse sed to a wonderful degree the 
confidence and affection alike of the Cape Dutch and the natives. 

Living <tt Capetown as he has done, and knowing the political world 
thoroughly, from the High Comroissionet·s downwards, be has not 

failed to understand aJso the so-called " English" point of view. By 
birth a Canadian, by inclination a scholar, by training a Civil servant, 

by political faith a firm helie~· r in the potentialities of the Empire for 
good, he is the last roan whom anyone in South Africa would dream of 
charging with taking a local, a superficial, or a prejudiced view of the 

present situation. In these circumstances I felt myself pt·ivileged in 
meeting Dr. Theal the other day, and in being allowed to report what 
he thinks about the war :-

"There is no use in speaking ot,her than plainly," said the Doctor, sitting 
down on a hM·cl, stiff-backed chair, throwing up his spectacles on his forehead, 
looking straight into my eyes, and spe<lking in the grave yet unimpassioned 
tones of a judge beginuing his summing up. "This war is the greatest 
tragedy of our time. Your people here are living in a fools' paradise. They 
do not know what the ta~k is they have taken in hand. The simplest 



features of the situation- simple to those who have lived in, to those who 
understand South Africa--are misunderstood by your press. The papers do 
not know South Africa, they do not know its history, they do not know the 
people with whom Great Britain is at war. 'fhe other day one journal spoke 
of the time coming when Briton and Boer would sit down at one taule and. 
come to an agreement as a result of which the two races would live in content 
under British rule. That time will never come. Another journal spoke of 
the portrait of Paul Kruger being taken from the walls of the Raadzaal and 
a picture of the Queen being put in its place. You will never see it done. 
Talk of 'an agreement to come under our rule,' rightly or wrongly (it is 
not necessary to say, I do not say, whether they are right or wrong) the 
Boers have no confidence in British treaties or in British good faith. 
'England cannot be trusted' they said before the war ; 'Enghmd is utterly 
faithless. England took our territories, England took our diamond fields; 
the time will arrive when she will try to take our goldfields too.'" 

I recall the fact that the Times, in quoting a reference by Dr. Leyds to 
the country that Great Britain had "stolen" from the Orange Free State, 
put in " sic" after "stolen." In the History may be found the pitiful story 
of the chief Waterboer and his alleged claim to the ground which is now 
Kimberley diamond mines, and its seizure by us acting on his " rights," how 
an English court of law afterwards held that he had no rights, how the 
Orange Free State thereupon guilelessly asked for restitution of its territory, 
how President Brand was told that it was necessary for the paramount 
Power to have the diamond mines, and that he would be given £90,000 in 
return for what is now worth to the De Beers Company alone £2,000,000 
yearly, and how, being a man of peace at the head of a small State, he said, 
"Well, if it is £90,000 or nothing, I will t.1.ke the £90,000." 

" THEm FAITH IN us GoNE." 

" Individual Englishmen," the historian went on, " the Boers like, but 
their faith in us as a nation is gone. The Raid made the .Boers arm in 
earnest. They thought they saw what was coming. When on the top of 
the Raid the fatal word 'suzerainty' was mentioned I knew at on.:e there 
would be trouble. 'That word again ! ' said the Boers. 'England is at her 
old game. Yes, she will be down upon us this time. She will be revenged 
for Majuua. We shall have her here again. She will have the gold and our 
independence, which is our life. It is war to the death.' When will your 
people get to see things as they present themselves to Boer, to Afrikander 
eyes? I know the people you are fighting and what they are capable of 
doing." 

"A DESERT AND A Moscow." 
''Tell me," I said. 
"If this war had taken place before the goldfields had been developed 

England would have been baulked. Had she entered the Transvaal she 
would have found its territor:v a desert, its capital a Moscow. Every farm
house would have been burned as the Boers fell back ; every town and village 
would have been given to the flames ; the cultivatecl areas would have been 
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ruined by the destruction of the irrigation daml:l. As an old Boer mother said 
to me, 'If the 1£nglish had collle, not my man's, but my own hands would 
have set fire to this old roof.' The people would have gone forth into the 
wilderness." 

"And now?" I inquired. •· Many of the Boers have become rich. If 
the gold has worked evil in this country, it has worked evil among the Boers 
too. What will happen in the present war?" 

"To start with, understand that if every man and boy who can shoot he 
put into the field there are not more than 40,000 Boer troops. To these 
must be added the Uitlanders at the front, in numbers which we do not 
know, and foreigners. But the total Federal force is, in any case, small 
when set in array against the tremendous strength of our great 
Empire. If we keep on, and on, and on, and nothing distracts 
our attention, and we call forth our immense resources, it seems difficult to 
believe that a time must not come when England will enter the Transvaal. 
But if the war be prosecuted therein, we are placing ourselves in the position 
that the prestige of the whole Empire is involved in the struggle with these 
farmers. Gold, it is true, has had its corrupting influence in the Transvaal, 
but only a section of the popuh\tion can have come under its influence, and 
a war of defence is a great bracing and consolid<tting influence. The m<tss 
of the people is of the same mind as in the last war. 

"AW.AY INTO GERMAN TERRITORY. " 

•' Your people are truly ignorant of the actual state of things. The 
other day one of your papers was commenting on news about confiscation 
of brms. It did not begin to understand it. It spoke of Boers preparing 
to leave their farms because the British authorities would confiscate them. 
What the news really meant was that the Boer authorities had been explain
ing to their people that if the British came into the T1·ansvaal the owners 
of the farmhouses must destroy them. The British must find nothing ; 
everything must be burnt. Confiscation ! NDthing would be left to con
fiscate. The British may enter the country. 'l'he defending force is small. 
When a British soldier is killed l am grieved. But to fight and be killed 
is his trade ; he is often a bachelor with no one depending upon him, and 
the general population is not affected. The Boors marry young. Nearly 
every Boer killed is the father of a family. When some hundreds have been 
killed the nation has been sensibly weakened. As .Joubert says, 'What if 
we do kill ten thousand Englishmen, they can bring up another ten thousand 
to fill their places, but for every thousand we lose we have no more to 
replace them.' If England enters the Transvaal she enters it over the bodies 
of its best and worthiest citizens. 

GoD AND THE WOMEN. 

"Remember that, unlike the condition of things in many a. military 
struggle in Europe, the women are the fiercest advocates of war to the bitter 
end. For independence the Boer women will send husbands and son after 
~;on to fight to the last. They are buoyed up by unconquerable faith in 
God and the justice of their cause. And the men are what the women have 
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made them. They have heard at the knees of their mothers, whose history 
and geography is often largely legendary, the stories, often highly distorted, 
of how their fathers' father.~' fathers resisted Alva and the might of Spain, 
and how they grandly laid the fatherland under water and died if it had to 
be so rather than yield. Then there are told in every home the tales of the 
voortrekkers and what they suffered from the English before they went out 
from Egypt into the land to which they were led of the Lord. When the 
Boers took up arms the spirit of Luther's hymn and the Psalms which 
supported the Covenanters inspired them. They felt that God was with 
them, and incident after incident of the battles which have been fought has 
strengthened their belief. They will not give in." 

"People do not understand, Doctor, that South Africa is an intrinsically 
poor country ; as an old friend of mine puts it, a desert with some oases. 
They confound Boer farming with English farming, anJ seek to pose you by 
asking, ' What about irrigation ? ' " 

"Think of the great Karoo, where rain seldom falls, where the roots of 
small desert shrubs have to go down thirty or forty feet for moisture. 
Irrigation can do much, but you must remember that w·hen you bring water 
you have with your moisture insects. The insect difficulty is hardly to be 
gr!lsped by those who have not been in warm moist countries. I have read 
somewhere, I think, that the produce of the valley of the Amazon would 
feed the population of the globe if it were not for the insect hosts that prey 
upon that region. You bore for water and plant trees, but the cost of cop
mg with the insect pest may be greater than the value of the fruit. You 
have to set one thing against the other." 

THAT GREAT DUTCH CONSPiltACY! 

I said to Dr. Theal that he had already dealt with the subject of the 
"Boer Armaments," how about-but that" Great A.nti-British Conspiracy" 
had entered his mind at the same time as mine, and he interrupted me, 
saying-

" If any man know::; the Dutch people- in South Africa I do. My early 
work alone on those Genealogical Registers of every person who settled in 
South Africa before 1800 and left descendants-some records being brought 
down to date-gained me the gratitude and intimacy of great numbers of 
Dutch people. The letters of thanks which poured in upon me were like 
nothing I had ever seen before or ha vo seen since. Englishman though I am, 
wherever I go nothing is too !:(Ood for me in Dutch houses. It is all over the 
place that Dr. Theal is there-I am not boasting; it :;eems well to tell you 
this-and I am taken by the shoulder and hear a man say, 'You stay at my 
house; you do not go beyond my door ; you are my brother.' I really know 
the people. I respect them and have gained their respect, and their hearts 
have been opened, and I have seen into them. I have the confidence of tho 
Dutch-speaking people and their leaders." 

" Not only the public but the secret history of our own times in South 
Africa must be known to you ? " I interjected. 

"I have known the thoughts and aims of the Dutch through a long 
period. I say to you, on my word of honour, that I am as sure as I am 
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itting here that the design to oust the English from South Africa and set up 
a grent Dutch Republic no more entered the minds of men like Kruger, 
Stcyn, Reitz, Joubert, and Esselen than it has occurred to Premier Laurier 
to oust the United States from the American continent and make of all 
North America a great Canadian Dominion. Mr. Reitz, whom the British 
press has so vilely slandered, is an esteemed friend of mine. I know as a 
fact that he has been more 'English ' a.s far as English rule in South Africa 
is concerned than many Englishmen. Englishmen have talked of eliminating 
the Imperial factor, but not he. I have heard him again and again speak of 
the advantages derived from the protection of the British fleet. The Boer 
leaders are not angels, but they are men of common sense. What they have 
sought, what they seek, is that while they respect British authority outside 
the Republics, Great Britain shall respect Boer authority inside the 
Republics. They have never sought more, whatever anybody may say; 
they h•e never sought and will not rest content with less." 

Pl'inlfd loy t.he Nationttl Press AgPncy, T.imiterl, Whlt~friat·s Hou,e, London, E. C. 
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I think there is one pamphlet more wanted, a short one, as
people say the Beers started the war and that they would not haYe 
peace at any price. I tell them it is the reverse. It is true they 
started the fighting, But I contend that Mr. Chamberlain really forced 

war by threatening them, if they the Beers did not comply to his de
mands, he should formulate his own proposal. My views is, that 
was actually a declaration of war. And the same time Mr. Chamberlain 
had every thing offered him that should have made peace, he was 
saying the sand in the glass was running down. That means to me 
that England was out of patience with them. I take my stand on 
international laws. The Transvaal being an independent state, we
have no right to meddle in their internal affairs, that is if British 
subjects are not molested nor prevented from going about their lawful 
occupation. Our Judges said in J ameson trial it was an independent 
State. Lord Salisbury has said the sovereignty was dropped for large 
concessions. So it only seems to me we have had a right in their 
foreign affairs, and that I don't think the Beers have disputed. I 
debate with my Friend on these lines. I says to my friend, put your 
self in same position as the Beers were. And ask them if President 
Kruger did not meet Sir A. Milner about 12 months ago to discuss 
Outlanders grievances and President Kruger offered to give Outlanders 
the franchise after 9 years residence. The Conference broke up becausa 
the above 2 could not agree. After that the Boers offered a 7 years. 
That was not good enough. After a time the Boers offered the franchise 
after a 5 years residence. So Mr. Chamberlain sent a reply meanmg 



.:an acceptance. I don't think the Beers knew what Mr. Chamberlain1 
meant. Because one of our Conservative papers said Mr. Chamberlain 
had refused it. So now I say to my Friends, supposing we in England 
had got splendid gold and Diamond Mines, and that Foreigners came 

here because they could get 2s. or 2s. 6d. per hour, and only about 
4 pence per hour home in their own Country. (Ho, they say, we shaH 

never have they sort of mines). I say thats nothing to ' do with it. 
Put your self in their place. With about 120 foreigners to roo English 
voters, would you give them the:: franchise in 5 years to out ivote us, 
take away our Army, our Navy, get rid of our Queen, up set or do 
away with all the laws and institutions we love? · I have heard some 
of my hearers crying out, No No. Well, I say, that is just about how 
i:he Boers have been situated. Would you have offered to g;ive away 

your independence in 5 years to keep the peace? It seenis to me 
they offered to agree to most any thing to keep the peace. 

After giving a strange man the above lecture he said, give me your 

nand, you have given it to me straight. 
I think a pamphlet made out on the above lines, Short and to the 

point, would be read with more pleasure by working men, As I think 
they get tired of reading Big pamphlets. It could be brought in how 
Mr , Chamberlain said 2 or 3 years ago, we have got no power to 
m~ ddle in the affairs of that Country. Mr. A. Bright said in a letter ' 
to a meeting in Exeter that by what he could see by the Government's ' 
Blue book that any one by obeying the laws of the Transvaal was 

just as safe there as in Exeter or Liverpool. 
R. WRIGHT (Thatcher). 

,. 
Printed by the National Pr n Agency, Llmlte<l, Whltefrlarl Hou•e, Lon~on, ;E.O. 
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THE DUTCH 
AND 

REFORMED CHURCH 
THE BOERS. 

The undersigned, Ministers of the Dutch Reformed Church in 
South Africa, occupying influential positions within that body, 
consider it their duty to give public expression to their views 
regarding the present war between Her Majesty's Government and 
the two Republics, and openly to protest against the many mis
representations which have tended to increase the bitterness now 
existing between the two white races in this country. 

PETITION FOR PEACE. 

Before the outbreak of hostilities the Moderamen of our Synod, 
acting on behalf of the whole Church, memorialised Her Majesty's 
High Commissioner, and urged upon His Excellency " to leave 
nothing undone in order to avert active hostilities." "We shudder 
to think," the memorial continued, "of the consequences which are 

• · sure to follow such an eventuality. The race feeling bet\veen the 
Dutch and English would be intensified, the breach between the 
two sections of our South African community would become irre
parable, the allegiance of Her Majesty's loyal Dutch subjects would 
sustain the severest shock it has ever been subjected to, and the 
hope of a United South Africa would be gone for ever. To us, 
standing outside the political arena, the difference between the 
proposals of your Excellency and those of President Kruger would 
hardly appear to justity the horrors in which active warfare between 
Her Majesty's troops and the burghers of the Transvaal Republic 
would involve the whole of South Afric::1. for many a day." 

This our appeal was fruitless ; but our predictions are being 
sadly fulfilled. The horrors of a war betv;een two Christian races, 
both of Teutonic extraction, intimately related to each other by 
kindred traditions, a kindred faith, and in many cases by the still 

• closer bond of blood-relationship, are now upon us. Whatever the 
issue of this conflct, its effects will be felt for years. 

I. 

MISUNDERSTANDINGS. 
It is impossible for us, nor is it expedient, to discuss the many 

questions raised by the war. Representing a Church, one in creed, 
language, membership, and blood-relationship with the burghers of 
the two Republics, and knowing what misunderstandings exist in 
the minds of the Christian public, it will be our aim to remove 
some of those misunderstanding-s, and thus contribute to a solution 
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'of the racial and national problems which by the present war hav( 
been raised into almost phenomen~l prominence. 

WAS WAR PREVENTIBLE ? 

That the war was preventible is now fortunately clear to many 
minds. Patience and conciliation might and would have secured 
what war and bitterness never will achieve. History proves toe 
clearly that reforms can never be forced upon nations, states, or 
individuals. In every free country political, social, municipal 
reform has had to proceed slowly from precedent to precedent. 
Even in the United Kingdom constitutional progress has been 
gradual. The Reform Bill of r832 was the outcome of protracted 
struggle, and every legislative enactment for the removal of 
pressing grievances since that date has been secured by methods 
of patient consideration and conciliation, which are characteristics 
of all good government. To expect from a young Republic in a 
few months what has cost European nations years of constitutional 
struggle is certainly unreasonable. 

Unfortunately, much has been done to excite distrust and to 
justify suspicion. We might here refer to the Jameson Raid, and 
the host of evils that sprang from it. We might press upon the 
fact that the Commission of Inquiry appointed by the British 
Parliament not only failed in its purpose, but gave rise to the 
deepest disappointment and disgust. But we refrain. To one 
subject only we refer, viz :-

THE MASSING OF TROOPS. 

The massing of troops on the borders of the Republics was 
naturally considered by their respective Governments as a menace 
to their independence and the admitted right of internal self
government. The Orange Free State, whose noble efforts before 
the outbreak of hostilities to bring about a better understanding 
between Great Britain and the Transvaal cannot be too highly 
appreciated, was constrained to make common cause with its 
sister Republic, considering the downfall of that State as a prelude 
to its own destruction. We cannot but regret that the suggestion 
made by the Transvaal Government to submit the questions at 
issue to arbitration in the spirit and on the lines suggested by the 
Peace Convention recently held at the Hague was rejected ; more 
especially, as all parties are now fairly agreed that the proposals of 
the Bloemfontein Conference had been virtually accepted by the 
Transvaal. 

MR. CHA:\!BERLAIK'S VIEWS. 

The words of Mr. Chamberlain, by which he repudiated war 
with the Transvaal, have not lost their significance after the 
outbreak of hostilities. "In the last communication I sent to the 
press," so Mr. Chamberlain is reported to have said, "I defined 
~hat I conceived to be our rights in the matter. I said we did 
not claim, and never had claimed, the right to interfere in the 
internal affairs of the Transvaal ; but we did claim, both as 
representing the interests of our fellow subjects in the Transvaal 
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and as the Paramount Power in South Africa responsible for the 
security of the whole country, to make friendly representations to 
him (President Kruger), and to give him friendly advice a!S much 
in his interests as in our own." And further : "To go to war 
with President Kruger in order to force upon him reforms in the 
internal affairs of his State, with which successive Secretaries of 
:State standing in this place have repudiated all right of inter
·ference, that would have been a course of action as immoral as it 
would have been unwise." Had these principles been acted upon 
,by the British Government the war would have been prevented. 

A great deal more might be said on this point. But the 
political aspect of the question has been so fully discussed by 

·others that we refrain from pursuing this train of thought. We 
·simply put on record our solemn conviction, that war might have 
.been prevented by a little more patience or a little more considera
tion for the rights and privileges of the two free and independent 
~Republics on the part of the British authorities. 

II. 
ACCUSATIONS. 

Meanwhile accusations have been freely made against the 
!Colonial and Republican Dutch, which in our opinion cannot be 
borne out by fact. 

A.-CONSPIRACY. 

It has been said that before the outbreak of hostilities a com
bination against Her Majesty's Government existed among the 
.Dutch-speaking inhabitants of the Queen's dominion. 

No proof for such an assertion has been forthcoming; not a 
1trace of such conspiracy has been found to exist. Knowing South 
Africa intimately, coming into daily contact with its people, speak
:ing on behalf of thousands and tens of thousands of our Church 
Members, we maintain, without fear of contradiction, that the 
'Paramountcy of Great Britain was unchallenged and undisputed by 
Her Majesty's subjects of Dutch extraction before the war. 

The proposal carried by a Dutch majority in the Colonial 
!Parliament to contribute .£3o,ooo per annum to the strengthening 
·of the British navy met with universal approval, and may confi
·dently be considered as an indication of Dutch loyalty to the 
throne ; und the fact that the Colonial Dutch petitioned for peace 
before the outbreak of hostilities should not be forgotten. Strange, 
·surely, that those who were so eager for peace are now considered 
.as plotting against Her Majesty's authority in South Africa. To 
·the very last the President of the Free State acted as mediator. 
·Only when every effort had failed, he and his people joined the 
-ranks of their Transvaal brethren. 

Truer words were never penned by Sir Alfred Milner than when 
'he wrote after the Jubilee celebration in June, 1897: "I have no 
·doubt the· same loyalty has been displayed in other parts of the 
Empire; but it appears to me to be of peculiar interest under the 
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special circumstances of this Colony and in view of recent events 
(the J ameson Raid] which, as you are aware, have caused a feeling 
of considerable bitterness amongst the different sectior:J of the 
community. All that I can say is that, as far as I am able to 
judge, these racial difficulties have not affected the loyalty of any 
portion of the population to Her Majesty the Queen. It 
was impossible to doubt that the feeling of loyalty among all 
sections is much stronger than has been sometimes believed." 
This testimony we heartily endorse, because we are convinced that 
attachment to the British throne has hitherto been a characteristic 
of the Colonial Dutch. 

Moreover, when we consider the patience with which the large 
and overwhelming majority of the Dutch, even in districts where 
martial law has been enforced, has borne the trying irritations and 
annoyances to which they have been subjected since the beginning 
of the war, to speak of an organised conspiracy against Great 
Britain as Paramount Power is, in our opinion, the height o£ 
absurdity. Sympathy with kith and kin in the Republics is surely 
no proof of disloyalty. The absence of such sympathy. would be 
unnatural in the highest degrze. Condemnation of the policy o£ 
Her Majesty's Government which has led to the war we share with 
hundreds of Her Majesty's loyal subjects in the United Kingdom. 
But holding this opinion is surely no indication of disaffection, nor 
can it be honestly regarded as the outcome of an attempt to under
mine the influence of Great Britain in South Africa. Freedom of 
conscience and freedom of speech are considered to be the birth
right of free nations. Have British subjects in South Africa no 
right to their opinions and the free expression .... f them, without 
being accused of disloyalty to their Queen and her throne? 

As if to emphasise the loyalty of Dutch Colonists Mr. Cham
berlain himself at the South African Dinner on May 2rst, r8g6, 
quoted with approval the address to Lord Rosmead signed by 
sixty-five members of the Cape Parliament, in which they stated as 
their profound conviction, '' that there need be no apprehension 
whatever of the existence of any spirit of hostility in the minds of 
the Afrikander people against England if South Africa be left to 
work out its own destiny." They pleaded strongly for "a policy 
of moderation and conciliation which alone can secure the real 
progress and true happiness of South Africa." These words have 
not yet lost their meaning, and may be pondered by all who have 
the welfare of South Africa at heart. 

To the loyalty of the Colonial Dutch before the outbreak of 
hostilities we bear willing testimony; and we solemnly declare that 
we have never met with the slightest trace of a conspiracy to oust 
the British from South Africa. Whether our people will continue 
to resist the severe strain upon their loyalty, after the indignities 
to which many of them have been exposed since the commence
ment of the war, we cannot undertake to predict. We sometimes 
fear-and our fears are not altogether unfounded-that, unless 
wiser and more conciliatory counsels prevail, the Dutch of the 
Cape Colony, hitherto as loyal as any of Her Majesty's subjects in 
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nny part of her empire, may be driven into disaffection. The 
issues of this war are not in our hands ; but we pray that the 
Almighty may so guide Her Majesty's Government, in the future, 
that a people hitherto strongly attached to the British throne may 
not be forced into dislike and distrust of British rule l 

B.-Tl-IE BARBARIAN BOER, 

To aggravate the difficulties of the present situation, the 
Republican Boers have been represented as "barbarians," "ver
min to be exterminated," "slave-drivers," and "slave-owners," 
or prospective slave-owners, eagerly watching their opportunity to 
enthral the natives dwelling in their midst. Stories of Boer 
atrocity, as outrageous as they were imaginary, have been the 
order of the day. Little generosity towards brave men, fighting 
as they believe for hearth and home, has been displayed by the 
Press in general. Perhaps a few facts and considerations coming 
from ourselves as men well acquainted with the Beer's character 

. and with the Boer's history, may not be out of place :-

TREATMENT OF WOUNDED. 

1. British soldiers wounded on the battlefield have met with 
every consideration at the hands of their foes. Prisoners of war 
at Pretoria have been treated with uniform kindness. War 
correspondents, like Mr. Winston Churchill, have been profoundly 
impressed with what they have seen and experienced in the Boer 
camps and "laagers." Travellers and hunters, like Mr. Selous, 

' have given similar testimony. Governors, like Sir George Grey 
and Lord Rosmead, have spoken in the warmest terms of the 
Boers. Historians, like Froude and Theal, have given them 
generous praise. Those who know them and have won their 
confidence have learnt to respect them. 

THEAL'S HISTORY OF THE TRANSVAAL BOERS. 

And no wonder. They are-to quote Dr. Theal-" men of our 
. own race, of that sturdy Nether Teuton stock which peopled 
England and Scotland as well as the delta of the Rhine. 

· Their religion is that of the people of Scotland, of a large propor
tion of the people of England. There is in truth hardly 
any difference in sentintent between these men and a body of 
Englishmen or Scotch men of equally limited education." This 

, refutes the slander, that the Boers are a semi-barbarian race 
" with a dash of Hottentot blood in their veins." Sir Benjamin 
D'Urban, British Governor at the time of the "Great Trek," said 

. of them : "The Dutch farmers are a brave, patient, industrious, 
orderly and religious people, the cultivators, the defenders, and the 

, tax contributors of the country." 

SLAVERY IN THE TRANSVAAL. 

2. Slavery is not tolerated in the Transvaal. It is as contrary 
· to Republican as it is to British law. True, the existence of 
slavery was one of the pretexts for the annexation of the South 

. African Republic in 1877. Sir Theophilus Shepstone maintained 
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that, 11 for philanthropic reasons, it was m gently necessary that 
the Transvaal should be brought under British rule." And yet no
slaves, supposed to have been made before the Annexation, were 
emancipated under British rule after that event. The status qua> 
was maintained without alteration, modification, or repeal. 

APPRENTICE SYSTEM. 

3· Even the so-called 11 apprentice-system," tolerated in the· 
Colony under the British flag, was shorn of many of its abuses by
the moderation and watchfulness of ecclesiastical and political! 
authorities. The Dutch Reformed Church in the Transvaal, as far 
back as r86g, adopted the following resolution in one of the 
sittings of its Synod or General Assembly :-11 Church discipline 
will be applied to all members of our denomination found guilty of 
buying or selling or exchanging or accepting in exchange Kaffir 
children, contrary to the laws of the State." It is a significant. 
fact that this law was repealed in 1872, because it was found to be· 
unnecessary, inasmuch as the evil against which it was directed. 
was found to be non-existent. (Cachet's "Worstelstrijd der
Transvalers.) 

THE REV. LION CACHET'S OPINION. ·: (!) 

· 4 The late Rev. Lion Cachet, for many years a prominent 
member of the Dutch Reformed Church in the Transvaal, remarked 
on this subject :-11 Sometimes Kaffir children were removed by 
Boer Commandos after a war, and apprenticed. The Kaffirs do 
not wage war like civilised nations ; women fall as well as men ; 
the weak and the children are left behind in sudden flight. Amon~ 
the Kaffirs themselves these are genero:.lly killed, and the Boers had 
frequently to choose between leaving them to die of hunger or 
else removing them. According to existing laws, such children• 
are apprenticed in the Republic till their majority. This system. 
was certainly liable to abuse. On the borders, in the Zoutpans-
berg district, Kaffir children were ' exchanged' by traders, 
notably by certain Portuguese traders and a notorious German 
offender. It is true, also, that a Boer here and there did exchange· 
or accept in exchange such children. But this happened in direct 
transgression of the law of the land ; this was repudiated by the 
vast majority of the Boers, and condemned by them in the 
strongest terms ; this was resented by the Dutch Reformed Church, 
and belongs to the past history of the Republic. The Boers them
selves have made an end to this practice. It is, therefore, 
unreasonable and immoral to rake up the past, and bring this . 
accusation against the present generation." In a footnote he draws 
attention to the fact that in the last Galeka war Kaffir children and 
Kaffir women were conveyed to the Cape Colony, and "apprenticed" 
for a period varying from one year to five years in the case of 
adults, and a much longer period for children. "Mothers and 
children were separated with little prospect of meeting each other 
again on earth. The complaints of Kaffir mothers thus deprived 
of their children must have been heartrending." This did not 
happen under the Transvaal- but under the British flag •. 
('' W orstelstrijd der Transvalers. ") 
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ABORIGINES' PROTECTION SOCIETY. 
5· More recent still is the testimony borne to the Boers by the 

"Aborigines Protection Society "-an organisation by no means 
predisposed to favour the Transvaal. Its official journal-the 
"Aborigines' Friend,"-in its November issue, says:-"The 
treatment of blacks on Boer farms, and also on the ' Dutch ' farms 
in Cape Colony, contrasts favourably with that of the blacks in 
the employment of many English and other settlers in South 
Africa. In the mines and other industrial centres in which effort is 
made, especially by new corners, to exact as much service as pos
sible, with most profit to themselves, cases of cruelty are far more 
frequent than on the farms of easy-going and more or less lethargic 
' Dutchmen,' whether in our own Colonies or in the Boer Re
publics." The journal further alludes to "the spoliation of the 
Matabele aad Mashona in what is now Rhodesia, and the 
slaughtering and reviving of slavery under the name of enforced 
labour," and to "a native policy for which in earlier days the 
Boers were justly contemned, but of which the Boen dlr:J not now 
the principal enforcers." 

DR. WANGEMANN AND OTHERS. 
6. That the wars of the Boers were not wars of extermination, 

nor mere marauding raids for securing cattle, even men by no 
means partial to the Boer methods of Government have freely 
testified. Some of these witnesses may well be heard. DR. 
WANGEMANN, " Director" of the Berlin Missionary Society, in his 
"Siid-Afrika and Seine Bewohner," maintains that in the whole 
of South Africa no native has been in possession of the land he 
calls his own for a longer period than 150 years. Of this land he 
has possessed himself by murder, fire, and hideous atrocities, by 
unrighteous conquest based on the might of the strongest. That 
land, during his term of tenure, he has defiled with every kind of 
crime. In God's judgments which came upon him deserved 
retribution has reached him." 

The Rev. A. Merensky, for some time superintendent of the 
same Society in the Transvaal-a missionary by no means partial 
to the Boers-when requested by the British Government to state 
his views as to the accusation launched against the emigrant 
farmers of exterminating the black races of the Transvaal, wrote 
as follows :-

"Before the arrival of the Boers the natives of the Transvaal had 
been entirely defeated and driven out of their possessions in the 
northern as well as in the southern districts. Not only the Zulus 
of Moselekatse, but also the Zulus of Chaka and Manekos, the 
Amazwasi, and others took part in the raids, whereby the natives 
of this land became scattered and miserable fugitives, dwelling in 
holes and caves and in the desert. Even Sekukuni wandered in 
those days with his father (Sequati) from one place to another, 
north of the Limpopo. Meanwhile Zulus dwelt in the land of the 
Bapedi, and the spot where their chief town stood was shown me. 
If the mightiest of all the Basuto tribes in the northern part of the 
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Transvaal were exterminated in this way by the Zulus, one can 
easily understand that not one tribe of our natives remained in 
possession of its original territory." 

And further :-
"After the Boers had defeated Moselekatse-the great and 

cruel Zulu chieftain-at Mosega (r837) the Basutos and Matabele 
in the Transvaal recovered somewhat from their losses, more 
especially as the Boers had broken the power of Dingaan in that 
very year. But even £n the year I844 when the Boers settled in the 
districts of Waterberg, Lydenburg, and Zoutpansberg, they met with 
small parties of natives, who 7JJere only too glad to see them (the 
Boers ), and to be protected by them against the assegai of the Zulu." 

Still more emphatic is the following:-" Although the natives 
were entirely given over to the mercy of the Boers, and considered 
themselves in the early years after their arrival as their subjects, 
yet they increased in numbers, became rich, got possession of 
guns, and in this way a few tribes were enabled (eventually) to 
resist the Boers." 

e DR. THEAL'S TESTIMONY. 

7· With the Rev. A. Merensky agrees Dr. Theal, who considers 
the defeat of Moselekatse by the Boers and the fall of Dingaan a 
boon to civilisation. "It was several years after the fall of 
Dingaan before the stupendous consequences of that event to the 
blacks of South Eastern Africa are found recorded in official 
documents. One would suppose that the missionaries, at any rate, 
must have appreciated a change which enabled the remnants of 
broken tribes to emerge from the deserts, and which opened to 
them vast fields of labour from which they had before been 
excluded. Their documents for many years display an almost 
incredible want of power to realise the importance of events that 
had given life itself to the greater number of the tribes now 
existing. Who, for instance, would imagine such a sentence as 
the following could be penned by a missionary more than five years 
ago, after the expulsion of Moselekatse from the Bechuana country? 
'Since the Emigrant Boers commenced their aggressions upon the 
unoffending tribes beyond the Colonial boundary, they have spilled 
more than twice as much human blood as was shed in the war 
which arose out of the Kaffir invasion of the Colony in the year 
1835.' Yet that sentence, just as it stands here, may be seen in a 
memorial to Lord Stanley from the \Vesleyan Missionary Society, 
dated 2nd February, 1843, the information in the document having 
been derived from agents of that society in South Africa. And, 
heartless and outrageous as such language appears at the present 
day, it is mild when compared with expressions used by some of 
the London Society's agents." 

BOER MANIFESTO, 

8. These testimonies by men who have a claim to be heard are 
borne out by Boer traditions. When the emigrant farmers left the 
Colony and sought a home in the desert, they published a mani-
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festo, of which the following clauses have more than ordinary 
significance :-

"We are resolved, wherever we go, that we will uphold the 
just principles of liberty ; but, whilst we will take care that no one 
is brought by us into a condition of slavery, we will establish such 
regulations as may suppress crime and preserve proper relations 
between master and servant." 

"We solemnly declare that we leave this Colony with a desire 
to enjoy a quieter life than we have hitherto had. \Ve will not 
molest any people, nor deprive them of the smallest property ; but 
if attacked, we shall consider ourselves fully justified in defending 
our persons and effects to the utmost of our ability against every 
enemy." 

"We purpose, in the course of our journey and on arrival at 
the country in which we shall permanently reside, to make known 
to the native tribes our intentions, and our desire to live in peace 
and friendly intercourse with them." 

BOERS AND MOSHESH, 

g. That this purpose was carried into effect, as far as possible, 
is borne out by historical testimony. Moselekatse, the scourge of 
South Africa, who had nearly exterminated the Bapedi and the 
Bechuanas, was brought to his bearings by the emigrant farmers, 
who attacked him at Mosega, and rescued the American mis
·sionaries, Wilson, Lindley, and Venable from his clutches. 
The Boers brought peace to the races opposed by the Zulus. 
Even as far back as r82r, Boer hunters who had penetrated into 
Basutoland, had made the most favourable impression upon 
Moshesh, the great Basuto Chief. "These hunters-among whom 
were Gerrit Krug-er and Paul Bester-were eye-witnesses of the 
terrible sufferings of the Basuto, and had been so affected that 
<they distributed whatever food they could spare, and shot all the 
game they could reach, for the starving people. Conduct like 
this, so different to what they had been accustomed to, created a 
favourable impression regarding Europeans in the mind of 
Moshcsh. From this date onwards white men occasionally 
visited the country for hunting purposes, and their intercourse with 
the Basuto was of such a nature as to confirm the first impressions 
of the chief." (Theal.) Indirectly therefore by their kindness 
ar.d humanity the Boers were instrumental in introducing the 
·Gospel into Basutoland. At any rate they prepared the bar
barians for looking with favour upon the European missionaries 
who came shortly afterwards to minister in Basutoland. 

CESSION OF NATAL, 

ro. In this connection it must not be forgotten that Natal and 
the Transvaal were ceded to the Boers by the Zulu chieftain, 
Dingaan. The deed of cession must still be in existence. The 
text of the document may be found in all the larger histories, and, 
.:according to Cloete, the British Commissioner, in his " Lectures 
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on the Emigrant Farmers," the document itself "is or ought to be 
in the archives of the Colony of Natal." We give the whole:-

" Umkunghunlove, 4 Febr., 1838. 
"Know all men by this, 

"That whereas Pieter Retief, Commander or the Dutch. 
Emigrant Farmers, has taken my cattle which Sinkonyella had 
stolen from me, which cattle, he, the said Retief, now delivered 
unto me :-1, Dingaan, King of the Zulus, do hereby certify and' 
declare, that I thought fit to resign unto him, Retief, and his. 
countrymen, the place called Port Natal, together with all the land 
annexed ; that is to say, from the Tugela to the Umsimvubu River 
westward, and from the sea to the North as jar as the Land may be" 
useful and £n my possession. 

"Which I did by this, and give unto them for their everlasting
property. 

"Signed by Dingaan and three of his Counsellors." 
In like manner the northern districts of the Transvaal were

ceded to the Emigrant Farmers for 100 head of cattle. The 
document may be found in the Lydenburg archives. It is signed 
by Massous, the King of the Zwasis, and two of his counsellors. 

COMPLAINTS OF BOERS. 

11. All this proves that the Boers did not leave the Colony-as, 
is so frequently asserted-because they were champions of slavery, 
and were anxious to escape from the restraints of the law of the' 
land. Their manifesto itself shows this :-

"We complain," they say, "of the severe losses which we · 
have been forced to sustain by the emancipation of our slaves, and 
the vexatious laws which have been enacted respecting them. 

"We complain of the continual system of plunder which we· 
have for years endured from the Kaffirs and other coloured 
class~s, and particularly by the last invasion of the Colony, which 
has 41esolated the frontier districts, and ruined most of the· 
inhabitants. 

"We complain of the unjustifiable odium which has been cast 
upon us by interested and dishonest persons, under the name of 
Religion, whose testimony is believed in England to the exclusion. 
of all evidence in our favour ; and we can foresee, as the result of 
this prejudice, nothing but the total ruin of the country." 

CAUSES OF GREAT TREK. 

12. 1his speaks for itself, and is enough to put an end to an. 
oft-repeated calumny . . But there is more. History has proved that ~ 
the manifesto of the Emigrant Farmers was. no dead letter. The· 
real aims and aspirations of the Boers who left the Colony in 1835-
36 may be clearly traced in their private letters and the vast heaP' 
of correspondence to be found in the Colonial Archives. 
• "The theory that the Great Trek," again we quote Theal, 
"was due to an objection by the Dutch colonists to the freedom of 
the slaves is incorrect. In the records of the Emigrants there is 
not a word in favour of slavery, though there is much concerning
losses from the manner in which the slaves were emancipated. 
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The best and readiest method ot showing how little the slavery 
question in any ofits aspect!. really had to do with the Emigration, 
when compared with other matters, is to give the number of slaves.. 
in different parts of the Colony and the number of people who 
removed from the same area. 

"On the 3oth November, 1834, there were in the Cape and: 
Stellenbosch districts [t.e., in the far west] 21,667 slaves or 56 per 
cent. of the whole number owned in the Colony. From these 
districts there was no emigration worth noticing during the years . 
1836 to 1839· In the districts of Worcester, Swellandam, ancL 
George [farther inland] there were u,o21 slaves, or 28 per cent. of 
the whole number, and the emigrants from these districts were a . 
little less than 2 per cent. of the whole. 

" Finally, in the districts of Beaufort, Graaff-Reinet, Somer
set, Albany, and Uitenhage [still further east from Table Bay]
that is the part of the Colony exposed to the marauding hordes
on the 3oth November, 1834, there were 6,333 slaves, or 16 per· 
cent of the entire population, and the people who left these dis
tricts were rather over g8 per cent. of those who left the Colony 
between rst January, 1836, and the 31st December, 1839. 
Nothing that can be said or written can be more conclusive than 
these figures." 

In another volume-now out of print-Dr. Theal writes:
" Concerning the liberation of the slaves there is less in this 
correspondence than one might reasonably expect to find. Many 
scores of pages can be examined without any allusion whatever to· 
it. Nowhere is there a single word to be found in favour of 
slavery as an institution, the view of the emigrants, with hardly 
an exception, being fairly represented in the following sentence,. 
taken from a letter of the Volksraad, at Natal, to Sir Geo. 
Napier :-'A long and sad experience has sufficiently convinced us 
of the injury, loss, and dearness of slave labour, so that neither· 
slavery nor the slave trade will ever be permitted among us.'" 

SUPPRESSION OF DUTCH LANGUAGE. 

13. Among the causes which led to the "Great Trek" must be
mentioned the suppression of the Dutch language in the law courts . 
of the country, with the establishment, in 1828, ofthe new Supreme 
Court. The lower Courts were abolished ; the landdrosts and 
heemraden had to give place to Resident Magistrates and Civil 
Commissioners. • Whatever of popular representation there had 
been WfiS now swept away. 

The climax was reached when a proclamation was issued on· 
24th January, 1828, that all memorials or other papers addressed ' 
to Government should be written in English, or be accompanied by
a translation. The criminal cases were removed for trial from . 
Worcester to Cape Town, on the ground " that a jury all of whom 
:ould understand the English language was not obtainable" in· 
that country district, although prisoner and witnesses spoke Dutch 
)nly, and every word they said had to be interpreted. 

Then- adds the historian- " was heard the first murmuring of
a cry that a few years later resounded through the Colony, anct 
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·men and women began to talk of the regions devastated by the 
Zulus, if it might not be possible to find there a refuge from British 
.authoritity." 

This was no small matter for the Colonists of Dutch extrac
tion. The use of their mother tongue was guaranteed in the 
Act of Capitulation by which the Colony became British. In 
the 8th Article these words occur : " The burghers will con
tinue to enjoy all the rights and privileges which they have 
hitherto enjoyed." Among these rights and privileges, that 
of corresponding with the Government in their mother tongue, 
and of using the Dutch language in courts of law and representa
tive assemblies must certainly be reckoned. When this privilege 
'was withdrawn intense bitterness was felt. 

BRITISH WARS, 

14. That the Emigrant Farmers did not leave the Colony to 
escape from law but from lawlessness, is now, we trust, sufficiently 
evident. Their wars were not wars of extermination, but wars of 
defence against the aggression of ruthless barbarians whom all 
along they had tried to conciliate. That some of these wars 
might have been prevented, that a commando now and again in 
the far north, in the Zoutpansberg district, did go forth without 
sufficient reason, no one acquainted with South African history 
will deny. 

But who will dare to maintain that all the wars of Great Britain 
against barbarians in the length and breadth of the Empire can be 
justified before the bar of equity and righteousness? The history 
of British South Africa has largely been a history of ·wars against 
the native races. If Xosas, Fingoes, Galekas, Zulus, Basutos, 
Matahele, Mashonas, and Bechuanas could be heard in their own 
defence, many a native war waged by Great Britain would stand 
condemned before the civilised world. These wars are condoned ; 
·even Christian philanthropists consider them inevitable. The fact 
remains that, for every engagement with the natives undertaken 
by the Boer Government, on precisely the same grounds, and 
frequently for less weighty reasons, England's record of wars with 
the natives would show a double or even a treble number. 

Bearing all this in mind, we, as ministers of the Gospel of 
Salvation, which knows no distinction between barbarian and 
Scythran, bond and free, solemnly declare that the fear of slavery 
and oppression of the natives by the Boers is chimerical. We are 
devoutly thankful to God that a better spirit is being extensively 
manifested, and that Boer and Black have been drawn more closely 
.together in the bonds of the Gospel. 

Ill. 

BOER AND MISSIONARY. 
It has been said that the advancement of God's Kingdom, the 

salvation of the heathen, the extension of mission work necessitate 
the prosecution of this war to its bitter end, because the Boers a re 
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intensely hostile to the mtsstonary and the Gospel he preaches. 
This accusation is frequently made in ignorance of the real facts. 
and has its origin in a one-sided view ot the relationship betweto 
Boer and Black, or is based on events which have happened in a 
distant and forgotten past. In other cases it rests on flagrant, 
culpable, and malignant misrepresentation and distortion of facts. 

Here is an instance, taken from the leading article of a well
known Christian weekly having a large circulation in Britain :
" The Boer Government would be destructive of Christianity as 
we conceive it. It would put an end to all efforts to Christianise 
the heathen. It would in all probability revive the institution of 
slavery, for the Boers are convinced, just as many Christian people 
in the Confederate States were convinced, that slavery is sanctioned 
by the Bible. Still more fateful results outside of South Africa 
may be left to the imagination." 

We deny most emphatically that the Boers resist the spread of 
Christianity among the heathen, or display an indiscriminate 
hostility to the missionary as such. They have sometimes come 
into collision with individuals, but not with the cause they 
represented. A careful examination of all the facts will show that 
the fault did not alway!3 lie with the Boers, but often with the 
missionaries themselves, some of whom have been described as 
being " to Christianity what the Jacobin Clubs in the early days of 
the French Revolution were to political liberty." " For years," so 
the historian continues, "the writings of these missionaries teemed 
with charges against the Colonists similar to those they had 
brought before the High Court of Justice f and in almost every 
instance had failed to substantiate]. These writings were 
circulated widely in Europe, where the voice of the Colonists was 
never heard, and they created impressions there which no refutation 
made in South Africa could ever counteract. The acts, the 
language, even the written petitions of the Colonists were so dis
torted in accounts sent home, that these written accounts cannot 
now be read by those who have made themselves acquainted with the 
truth without the liveliest feelings of indignation being excited." 

In order to minimise the trustworthiness of Dr. Theal as a 
historian, it has been said that his attitude towards missions and 
missionaries has undergone a serious change since his departure 
from Lovedale. He himself accounts for that change in the 
following terms:-" Regarding the acts of various missionaries, 
there is certainly a difference in the tone of this volume and of my 
'Compendium of South African History,' written sixteen years 
ago. I had then not read the mass of missionary correspondence 
in the Colonial records, nor the comments upon their complaints 
and the refutations of many of their statements made by officers 
of the Colonial Government. But no one will find a word in these 
volumes condemnatory of mission work properly so called, for no 
one can be more favourably disposed towards it than I am." 

KICHERER, TH0~1, AND PACALT, 

And yet, in spite of all this, instances are by no means rare of 
missionaries commanding- the highest res~~ct of the early Dutch 
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~ettlers. The names of the Revs. Kicherer and Dr. Thorn - not 
to speak of others-at once occur to the student of South African 
.history : men who belonged originally to the London Missionary 
.Society, but eventually ministered to large European (Dutch) con
gregations in the Dutch Reformed Church. Nor can we forget 
·that exemplary servant of God, the Rev . .M. Pacalt, who founded 
·a mission station close to the village of George, and whose blame
less life caused him to be regarded by black and white alike as a 

·saint. Many others may be mentioned among the Moravians, 
vVesleyans, S::otch, German, and French, who arrived at a later 

.date, and were on the most friendly terms with the Colonists. 

LINDLEY AND HOFMEYR. 

Two men, however, must be singled out, because of their 
· labours among black and white alike. Daniel Lindley, of the 
American Board, will never be forgotten as long as the Transvaal 
and Orange Free State exist. At a time when mission-work was 

· impossible, owing to the unsettled state of the country, this worthy 
. missionary asked and received permission from his society to 
minister to the Boers. For months at a time he lived with them 
in their " laagers," as " teacher of the young, as preacher of the 

' Gospel, as friend of all." The Dutch Reformed Church beyond 
rthe Orange River and in Natal was really founded by him. Long 
· journeys were undertaken by him to visit the scattered Boer 
. locations, to preach the Gospel and administer the sacraments. 
Hundreds of children were baptised by him, seldom in a Church-

' building, generally in "laager," often in the midst of war and 
turmoil. In r847 he resumed his missionary labours among the 
heathen, beloved alike by white and black. A village in the Free 
State is named after him. 

Stefanus Hofmeyr, a missionary of the Dutch Reformed Church 
·in the Transvaal, is another of those apostolic men, whose labours 

· were not confined to one race, one sect, or one colour. For a 
• time, with full consent of the Mission Board, he acted as minister 
to the Zoutpansberg Boers, when pastoral help was out of their 

• reach, and was admitted by them to a seat in the Synod of their 
\.Church. 

MISSIONARY SOCIETIES AT WORK IN THE TRANSVAAL. 

These instances are by no means rare. Full liberty to minister 
· to the heathen is granted in both Free State and Transvaal. The 
"Berlin and Hermannsburg Societies are largely represented there. 
Since r875 the work of the former in the Transvaal has been 

. entrusted to two Synods, each with a superintendent to advise and 

. assist in the various departments. At the end of sixty years their 
stations in South Africa generally numbered fifty-five, half of them 

; in the Transvaal. 
The Colonial branch of the Dutch Reformed Church is repre-

. sented in the Transvaal by several stations and out-stations : their 
missionaries are honoured and respected by the neighbouring Dutch 

,farmers. Quite recently the Transvaal branch of the Church 
. .surrendered one of its ablest and most earnest ministers to the 
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mission cause, his old congregation of Transvaal Boers offering to 
pay his salary as missionary to the heathen. 

Among the Natal Dutch the same spirit prevails. Many of 
them are emigrants from the Colony or descendants of emigrants 
who had escaped the dreadful assegai of the Zulu. One of their 
number bequeathed a sum of money to the Natal Church, the 
,interest of which is to be devoted to missions. Not long ago the 
Natal Boer Mission was started for the evangelisation of the 
natives in the Umvoti district. A congregation of Kaffirs exists 
.as a fruit of the labours of these Dutch Boers. 

In the Orange Free State mission-work has been fairly organ
ised. In almost every village or township either the pastor of the 
Boer congregation, or an ordained missionary with a number of 
native evangelists, labours among the blacks. Lately that Church 
has gone further afield, and is now supporting two missionaries in 
'Central Africa. 

Certain districts in the Transvaal are characterised by an in
·creasing zeal for the spread of the Gospel. Wakkerstroom and 
Utrecht are special centres of missionary activity, the Boers 
cordially co-operating with their pastors to make that work a 
success. 

The history of Missions in South Africa is in many respects a 
·sad one. But for the last sixty or seventy years this country has 
been in a state of political turmoil. Racial problems are still 
unsolved among us, prejudice and suspicion are strong forces of 
disintegration ; patience and conciliation are sadly needed. Good 
and earnest men sit in judgment upon the Boer, ig-norant of his 
history, his language, and his political, social, religious institutions; 
ready to find fault, and to magnify abuses which time will and must 
·efface ; censuring harshly where the blame is not rightly appor
tioned. The Boer again, smarting under constant misrepresenta
tion, is equally liable to give way to prejudice, not distinguishing 
between the cause advocated and the advocate of the cause. In 
the missionary he sometimes discovered the political pamphleteer, 
who appealed by his writings to a European court, where the Boer's 
voice is never heard. 

We are thankful to God that Boer and Black have come to 
.understand each other better than ever before. It is sad to think 
that Boer and Briton are at dreadful feud. 

IV. 

THE DUTCH REFORMED CHURCH AND M ISSIONS. 
The attitude of the Dutch Reformed Church towards mission 

work has been strangely misunderstood, and sometimes ignorantly 
·Or wilfully misrepresented. Statements like the following cannot 
but raise a smile :-"There exists now what is or was called, 
·officially or not, the Ministers' Mission; that is, the Ministers of 
that Church were the chief founders of it, doing most laudably 
t hemselves, and at considerable self-denial, what thev found a 
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difficulty in getting their Church members to do." A fragment of 
our work is here magnified into undue proportions ;-we are thank
ful even for small mercies of consideration, where so much else is 
withheld-the effect of missionary enthusiasm in the Church is 
considered as its cause ; what is done by one ot several com
mittees is described as though it had absorbed the whole. 

Perhaps we ourselves are to blame in the matter, inasmuch as 
we have never courted publication or advertisement in for·eign 
periodicals or religious journals. Our official records and Synodi
cal reports are printed in our mother tongue ; our mission work is: 
carried on by the Church, for the Church, through the Church. 
We stand alone, receiving no support from any European organi
sation, and responsible to no religious body across the sea. We 
have no European treasury to draw from. Our missionaries have 
to be found within our own domain ; have to be trained in our 
own institutions; are supported by our own Church members. They 
have to be sought in our own homes, to be gathered from our owOJ 
farmsteads. vVith increasing gratitude to God, we have found' 
our congregations responding to our call, awakening to their 
responsibilities ; while their sons and daughters are yielding them
selves to the work of the Lord among the heathen at our doors, 
and further away in the heart of this continent. No Church in 
South Africa can in this respect show a record like ours. Ours is 
truly a Colonial Mission, conducted by Colonials. It has often 
given us pain to find that brethren in the Lord, who do not know 
our language, aims, and aspirations, who seldom or never come in 
contact with our people, or enter our places of worship, in their 
ignorance condemn what they have not fully understood. 

WHAT THE CHURCH DOES. 

No church in South Africa, we confidently assert, cakes a 
keener interest and is more heartily engaged~ .in mission work than 
ours. Our Church Clerk reports that the Colonial Branch of our 
Church, with 98,144 communicant members, and 223,000 souls 
under its charge, contributed to missions in the past year .£ro,rso~ 
£.e., at the rate of more than two sbiilings per communicant, and 
about eleven pence per head-a condition of things far more satis
factory than in Germany, where, according to Prof. Christlieb, 
writing in r88o, "the large National Churches contribute in some 
places per head, at something considerably less than one farthing.,. 

The number of missionaries supported by our Church through
out South Africa is about sixty, with an equal number of Evan-
gelists and lay helpers. These numbers are taken from the report 
of the Church Clerk, and do not include the wurk done by the 
Transvaal, Free State, and Natal. 

Nor do these sums include the local contributions to locat 
mission work. If these were added to the official list, the average 
would be still higher, for a fairly large number of our congrega
tions receive no support from our General Fund. While they 
contribute to the Church's larger :chcmes, they conduct and, 
support their own cougregational mission from their owu congre
gational collections. ''There are instances," writes our Church• 

• 
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Clerk, "where more than £roo are set apart annually in this way 
by separate congegations." If private contributions to missionary 
.agencies working in our midst in no connection with the Church 
be added, the average would be still higher. 

HOME AND FOREIGN MISSION. 

From this it will appear that there is a measure ot missionary 
activity in the Church for which it has hitherto received little 
credit. We have not gone very far afield-and this is natural. 
But our work has been carefully organised. The Colonial Church 
has two Committees, appointed by its Synod: a Foreign and a 
Home Mission Committee. The Foreign field lies in the Trans
vaal, in Mashonaland, Bechuanaland, and the Lake country of 
Central Africa, with some thirty-five missionaries and lay assistants, 
.and a number of native Evangelists. This work is gradually 
.extending, and embracing an increasingly wide area. The Home 
Mission includes all that is done by us among the Dutch-speaking 
coloured natives in the Colony. Thirty-five of these congrega· 
tions have been formed into a "Mission Church," embracing a 
number of parishes, having its own synod, its own Presbyteries, 
administering its own affairs, subject, however, to the control of 
the Home Mission Committee of the Dutch Reformed Church. 
Several congregations have not as yet been organised, and there
fore are not affiliated to the General Assembly of the Mission 
Church. Year by year this area also increases, as the Mission 
Church enlarges its borders. 

EXTRA-COLONIAL CHURCHES. 

T he example set by the Colony has been followed by the 
Republics and Natal. There, too, the Church as such undertakes 
mission work, and though, for many reasons, the area of its 
operations is by no means large, yet the missionary spirit is by no 
means absent, missionary enthusiasm is by no means lacking. 
The same process of gradual extension and organisation, so 
characteristic of our colonial work, is met with in the Transvaal 
and the Free State; and the day, we hope, is not far distant when 
the Republican "Mission Church" will show itself equal to the 
task of organising and consolidating the work within its own 
special domain. 

AGENCIES AT WORK. 

Various agencies within the Church contribute their share 
towards extending our operations. A " Woman's Mission Bond" 
was started in r88g, with the special object of supporting Jay 
teachers and native evangelists. The " Theological Students' 
Missionary Society" has its field in Natal, where a school for 
training evangelists has been started. The work is beset with 
difficulties, and its progress is slow. The future is uncertain ; for 
the war now raging will undoubtedly influence a Y.-ork of this 
character. Our Young Men's Christian Associations (or which 
there are some seventy officially connected with the Church) have 
.a mission branch among their vanous agencies, and support a 
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mJsswnary in our foreign field. A Children's Missionary Society 
has been organised, whose contributions are not to be despised. 
The Societies for Christian Endeavour, which have their repre
sentatives even in the Transvaal, are acti\·ely engaged in Christian 
work and take their share in building up the missions of the 
Church. The Christian Students' Union, with its branch of 
missionary volunteers, has taken strong- hold of the hearts of our 
young men and young women, with the gladdening result that 
more than one department of the work in the foreign field has 
been strengthened by accessions from their ranll , 

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE MISSIOl\ 

The history of our Dutch Reformed Mission 1~ an exceedingly 
interesting one. It dates back to the early days of colonisation, 
when the sick-comforter Pieter van der Stael, the brother-in-law of 
Governor J. A. van Riebeek, "opened a school for the instruction 
of the newly imported sla\ es on the 17th of April, r658." Not long 
afterwards it was recorded "that the sick-comforter had been. 
zealous in trying to teach the Hottentots and slaves the Dutch 
language and the principles Cif Christianity." The lapsed and the 
degraded were sought out by hi1'Xl. with a noble zeal, which has elicited 
the eulogies of all who have takeQ note of the work undertaken by 
him. " Pieter van der Stael exhorted the beachrangers among 
their wretched hovels under the Lion's Head, trying to make them 
comprehend the Christian faith, teaching naked and half-famished 
savages the A .B. C., was the forerunner of a band of men as 
earnest and self-sacrificing as any whose names adorn the pages 
of European history." 

Since that day mission work within the Dutch Reformed Church 
made but slow progress, for two reasons: (r) Constant politicat 
unrest; (2) great lack of ministers for the white Dutch-speaking 
population. 

The real history of the Church began in r824, when its first 
Synod or General Assembly was held. In one of its early sittings 
a Committee was appointed to organise the mission work of the 
Church. Nothing definite could be done until the supply of 
ministers for the white congregations had been placed on a surer 
footing. This occurred with the establishment of the Theological 
Seminary at Stellenbosch, in r858. 

But all through the century earnest men and women within the 
Church lived and laboured for the spread of the Gospel among the 
heathen. 

A graphic account of a Sunday spent on a Dutch farm by the 
poet Pringle is worthy of reproduction. The picture is about 
seventy or eighty years old, and is to be found in the poet's 
"African Sketches." The traveller describes his experiences on a 
Sneeuwberg farm, in the Graaf-Reinet district :-

"After breakfast we were invited to attend the religious service 
in the hall, round which the whole company were silently seated, 
and I was glad to see, what I had never witnessed on the frontier, 
that the slaves and the Hottentots belonging to the household were 
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also free1y admitted. After singing some hymns and reading some 
portions of Scripture, our landlord addressed the company in an 
exhortation, apparently extempore, of about half-an-hour in length. 
It appeared to me very sensible and appropriate, and was listened 
to with every appearance of devout attention." 

These instances are by no means rare. In the same district, and 
about the same time, there lived a Boer of the name of Burger, who 
was distinguished by the title of '' Barend Predikant," from his 
.zeal as an exhorter of his neighbours and their coloured dependents. 
Before his death he secured, by a legal document, the free use of a 
house on his farm to the widow of a missionary who had itinerated 
among the blacks and whites of the district. 

A third instance. In the Piquetberg district there 1s a Moravtan 
Mission Station, called "Goedverwacht," containing a coloured 
population of about six hundred souls. Its history is the following: 
-A wealthy farmer bequeathed one of his farms to his slaves. 
When the last survivor died, the property had to be sold, according 
to the will of the testator, and the proceeds divided among the 
descendants of his slaves. 

Still more remarkable is the following instance, which gave rise 
to our mission among the Korannas. A number of Dutch farmers 
in the Kareebergen from time to time met together for prayer. 
During one of these meetings it became clear to them that prayer 
and work should go together. Though they had suffered a good 
.deal from the depredations of the heathen in the neighbourhood, 
the desire arose to bring them under the influence of the Gospel. 
The farmers subscribed for the greater part of a missionary's salary 
and guaranteed their contributions for six years. The Rev. Mr. 
Schroder was appointed, and is still labouring among the remnant 
of the tribe. 

Slavery in South Africa was more of a patriarchal character, 
and many a God-fearing farmer realised his responsibility to his 
dependents. Hence the instruction given to slaves on many of 
the farms, and the strong affection which for years existed between 
the landowners and their domestics. A writer in the " S. A. 
News" thus speaks of those days: "My grandfather owned 
certain slaves, and there is still preserved in the family a manu
script volume of his slaves, and a minute account of the sayings 
of this old man during the last days of his illness. It reads more 
like the account of the last days of a dear brother than that of a 
master describing the deathbed sayings of his slave." This is 
borne out by Mr. Froude ("Oceana"), who says:-" Slavery at the 
Cape had been rather domestic than predial. The scandals ot 
West Indian plantations were unknown among them. The slaves 
were part of their families, and had always been treated with care 
and kindness. They submitted (to emancipation) because they 
could not help themselves; but when the compensation came to 
be distributed, the terms offered them were so much less favour
able than had been allowed to the planters of Jamaica and Barbadocs, 
were so unequal in themselves and so embarrassed with technical 
conditions, that many of the Dutch farmers refused to accept 
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them. They dismissed their slaves freely, and to this day have 
never applied for the moderate sums which they might with 
difficulty have obtained." 

The work among the slaves may be said to be the early begin
ning of mission-work by the Dutch in South Africa. It had the 
sanction and support of the Dutch East India Company, which in 
this respect differed materially from its English namesake in British 
India. While Van Riebeek, as representing the Dutch Company 
at the Cape, showed laudable zeal in upholding the Reformed 
religion, the English Company actually became the most intolerant 
enemy of Christianity in India. In the Charter of 1793 it was 
proposed, but without success, to insert the following- clause : 
"That it is the peculiar and bounden duty of the British Legisla
ture to promote by all just and prudent means the interest and 
happiness of the inhabitants of the British dominions in India; 
and that for these ends such measures ought to be adopted as may 
gradually tend to their advancement in useful knowledge and to 
their religious and moral comfort." This clause excited strong 
opposition, and was not adopted before r813, but was carried out 
only in 1833· 

How different the attitude of the Dutch Company in South 
Africa ! From the first founding of the colony the Dutch Reformed 
Church was established by law, and for a long time no other 
Church was tolerated beside it. This naturally gave rise to friction 
when the Moravians settled here and began to baptise their ~ 
converts from heathendom. It was considered an infringement 
upon the rights and privileges of the national church, and led toa 
temporary withdrawal of the Moravians from the mission field. 

To show the temper of the early settlers, we may refer to the 
prayer of Van Riebeek, the first Dutch Commander, offered up by 
him after landing in Table Bay. It is still preserved in the 
Archives of the colony. In that prayer God is asked for strength 
to enable the new settlers '' to plant and propagate the true 
reformed Christian doctrine among the wild and savage native 
people for the praise and honour of God's holy name." That 
prayer was no meaningless utterance. vVe have already alluded 
to the labours of Pieter van der Stael, the brother-in-law 
of Van Riebeek, and to the opening of a school for the 
instruction of Hottentot and slave children, and their instruction 
in religion. · 

The baptismal and church registers of the Congregation of Cape 
Town contain the names of many slaves admitted into the Church. 
From r665 to r695, 282 slave children and 46 adults were admitted; 
from r696 to I7II, 296 slave children were baptised; from 171 I to 
1731, 543 children were thus introduced into the church. When 
we bear in m 'nd that, as far back as x683, it was decreed that 
every baptised slave was ipso facto free, it throws additional light 
on the attitude of the Dutch settlers towards their slaves. This 
process of baptism was continued for many years, and em:lncipation 
was the result in several cases. The law, however. wa subse
quently repealed, on account of the abuses to which it ed. 
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The great revival which led to the establishment of the different 
Missionary Societies in Europe in the first years of our century, 
and the last of the eighteenth, left its mark on South Africa. 
Godly men took the lead. Missionary associations arose among 
the Dutch in several districts of the country. Cape Town, Stellen
bosch, Worcester, Tulbagh, the Paarl, and Graaff-Reinet had 
their societies for the spread of the Gospel among the heathen. 
The local clergymen, assisted by laymen, did what they could in 
the matter. "The labourers were few," was their constant com
plaint. The pulpits of many white congregations were unsup
plied ; the parishes were large ; missionaries were not to be found. 
Stellenbosch and Tulbagh hailed with delight the arrival of the 
first missionaries of the Rhenish Society, and at once gave place 
to them, giving them the heartiest support, and placing at their 
disposal whatever iocal buildings for the purpose there were. 
They were amply repaid, for the sons of several Rhenish mis
sionaries now occupy pulpits of the Dutch Reformed Church. 

The soil was thus carefully prepared for receiving the good 
seed. As long as the Dutch Reformed Church was unable to fill 
her own pulpits she had to co-operate with European societies in 
their labours among the natives beyond the borders of the colony. 
Up to 1852 her own mission work had been confined to the 
coloured classes in the colony. Attention was now turned to the 
heathen world beyond. But how to obtain labourers for that field 
was the perplexing question; for the supply had to be obtained 
from Holland, where Dutch colonists had to be prepared for the 
ministry of the Word. Hence, when in 1857 the committee 
entrusted with the mission work of the Church reported that the 
time had not yet come for extending our missionary operations 
beyond the boundaries of the colony, the Synod appointed a new 
committee to take the matter in hand, and determined upon 
establishing its own Theological College at Stellenbosch. The 
College was opened in I858, and not long after the Rev. Dr. 
Robertson was sent to Holland and Scotland to obtain ministers 
and missionaries for our church. r; 

Thus it came about that two missionaries arrived in South 
Africa, to inaugurate the new departure undertaken by the Church. 
The Rev. H. Gonin, from Switzerland, was sent to the Rustenburg 
district in the Transvaal, where he still labours with great accep
tance; and the Rev. McKidd, from Scotland, who had married a 
Dutch lady, went north to the Zoutpansberg district, where he 
died not long afterwards, and was succeeded by the Rev. S. 
Hofmeyr, whose labours have been eminently blessed to white and 
black alike. 

This was the beginning of a work which has since extended in 
all directions. 

Prejudice against mission work still exists ; but it is not con
fined to the Republics, nor to the Dutch Boer. As our own sons 
and daughters are entering the mission field that prejudice dies 
away. Outside of the Dutch Church the number of Colonial-boro 
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rmss10naries is small : within our Church the number of such 
missionaries is increasing year by year. 

We need not pursue this subject any further. Enough has 
been said. Our object will have been attained if Christians in 
Europe will exercise a little more of that charity which the great 
missionary Apostle described as "suffering long and being kind, 
as thinking no evil, not easily provoked, bearing all things, believ
ing all things, hoping all things." Some of the statements which 
have appeared in religious Weeklies have filled us with amazement 
and sorrow. May the day come, and come soon, when Christians 
in Britain will give their fellow-Christians in South Africa a little 
more credit for common honesty, common morality, common 
humanity. We shall be amply repaid, if those who have written 
against the Boers will try to understand them and the strange 
eventful history through which this distracted country has passed 
since the beginning of the century. All we ask for the Boer is 
fair play, which is supposed to be a specially cherished virtue of 
the English people. 

These are dark days for South Africa : the century closes in 
deepest gloom. There are ruined homes, shattered lives, and 
broken hearts amongst us. Our sons, our brothers, our relatives 
have settled down in the Republics ; many of them have been 
called to the front. Some have already laid down their lives in 
fighting for their adopted country. How long is this to last? It 
rests with the Christians of England to make themselves heard. If 
they persist in fanning the flames of race hatred and national pride, 
if they echo the cry for vengeance which is heard everywhere, the 
war will be pursued to its bitter end. But it will leave behind a 
long track of woe and sorrow which years will not efface. 
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